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ForSight
Customer Upgrades
Upgrading to Brandwatch Consumer Research
Last updated: 2020-05-22T15:23:58.000Z | Online Version
Please watch the following video which outlines the various steps involved in the journey to upgrade to
Brandwatch Consumer Research.

For more details on the key differences in BCR for ForSight users please seethi s video.

Key Differences: BCR for ForSight users
Last updated: 2020-04-03T10:22:47.000Z | Online Version
This video will guide ForSight users through the new Brandwatch Consumer Research platform. You’ll learn
about the new features you’ll get access to, discover how to use the new platform and learn how it’s different
to Crimson Hexagon ForSight.

Copyright © 2020 Brandwatch. All Rights Reserved.
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Foundations Training Series
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oundations Training Series
ast updated: 2020-03-24T14:09:22.000Z | Online Version
FOUNDATIONS TRAINING SERIES
1.

Platform Overview (~13 mins): Become familiar with the various components of Crimson Hexagon
and platform terminology as well as the general layout and capabilities of ForSight.

2.

Building A Monitor (~6 mins): Review all options for creating a new Buzz or Opinion Monitor in
ForSight and receive best practices for selecting data sources and refining your results.

3.

Boolean Immersive (~12 mins): Expand upon your knowledge from our “Building a Monitor”
Foundational Training Video; become comfortable creating strong keyword queries that return relevant
and meaningful results to your Monitors.

4.

Opinion Monitors (~14 mins): Understand the use cases for creating Custom Categories using an
Opinion Monitor with both BrightView and Keyword Categories. Receive best practices for training and
defining your categories.

5.

Analyzing Results (~15 mins): Learn to extract insight and data from ForSight using native
capabilities; “Analyzing Results” provides an overview of common analyses, raw data exports,
Dashboards, Reports and Alerts.

oundations Training Series: Platform Overview
ast updated: 2020-08-03T14:37:23.000Z | Online Version
elcome to the Foundations Training Series! The Platform Overview session is the first session of the series
and provides users with a tour through the various components and capabilities of Crimson Hexagon as well
as introduces platform terminology and general navigation.
This video should take a total of about 13 minutes to complete. The next video in this series is our "Building A
Monitor" session, linked below.
Foundations Training Series: Platform Overview (~13 minutes)
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Foundations Training Series: Building A Monitor
Last updated: 2020-03-10T04:25:50.000Z | Online Version
Welcome to the Foundations Training Series! The "Building A Monitor" session is the second session of the
series and provides users with an overview of all options available when creating a Buzz or Opinion Monitor
in ForSight. In addition, this session provides a number of best practices for selecting data sources and refining
your results.
This video should take a total of about 6 minutes to complete. The next video in this series is our "Boolean
Immersive" session, linked below.
Foundations Training Series: Building A Monitor (~6 minutes)
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Foundations Training Series: Boolean Immersive
Last updated: 2020-01-13T16:45:26.000Z | Online Version
Welcome to the Foundations Training Series! The "Boolean Immersive" session is the third session of the
series and provides users with the necessary knowledge to create strong keyword queries that return relevant
and meaningful results to your Monitors.
This video should take a total of about 12 minutes to complete. The next video in this series is our "Opinion
Monitors" session, linked below.
Foundations Training Series: Boolean Immersive (~12 minutes)

oundations Training Series: Opinion Monitors
ast updated: 2020-07-02T02:01:10.000Z | Online Version
Copyright © 2020 Brandwatch. All Rights Reserved.
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elcome to the Foundations Training Series! The "Opinion Monitors" session is the fourth session of the series
and provides users with an understanding of the use cases for creating Custom Categories using an Opinion
Monitor with both BrightView and Keyword Categories. This session will also provide best practices for training
and defining your categories.
This video should take a total of about 14 minutes to complete. The next video in this series is our "Analyzing
Results" session, linked below.
Foundations Training Series: Opinion Monitors (~14 minutes)

oundations Training Series: Analyzing Results
ast updated: 2019-09-03T10:17:42.000Z | Online Version
elcome to the Foundations Training Series! The "Analyzing Results" session is the fifth and final session of
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the series and provides users with an introduction to extracting insight and data from ForSight using native
capabilities. In addition, this session provides an overview of common analyses, raw data exports,
Dashboards, Reports and Alerts.
This video should take a total of about 15 minutes to complete.
Foundations Training Series: Analyzing Results (~15 minutes)

Get Started
Advice for New Users
Last updated: 2020-02-06T19:31:51.000Z | Online Version
Sign up for Public Trainings
Copyright © 2020 Brandwatch. All Rights Reserved.
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We want you to be successful when using our platforms! As part of our world class support offerings, we host
many public training sessions. We have two introductory webinars which cover the basics of Building Monitors
and Analyzing Results. From there, try out our Advanced session on keywords, categories and training
session. We also offer a series of workshops hosted by our Support Team featuring guest presenters from
other departments. You can register for any of these sessions, or you can watch video recordings of our past
training sessions.
Crimson Help Center
Whether you are new to our platforms or a seasoned user, the Crimson Help Center is a great place to explore.
Here you will find various sections with resources and articles to aid you in effectively using and understanding
Crimson Hexagon. For example, check out our great guide on Boolean operators and field specifiers. There
are also opportunities to engage with other users of the platforms as well as employees by asking questions
and participating in discussions in the Community.
Log-in Process
When you are invited to Crimson Hexagon, you will receive an email that requires you to register in ForSight.
You will be invited to ForSight using your email address; this will act as your username. When you receive
your confirmation email, you will need to register and reset your password. You will then be taken to your team
page.
Inviting Users
If you are the admin of your team and have access to invite new users, you will find a "Team Members" tab on
the Admin page. You can invite new users to your teams here as well as manage their permissions.
What is a “Team”?
Once you register you will be taken to your “team”. On the team page you will see all of the monitors that are
created by team members. All team members can view all monitors unless Sharing permissions are edited by
anyone with permission to do so.
Adding Social Account Credentials
To be able to pull data from Facebook, Instagram and Google+, you need to register asocial account credential
to your team. This request is for verification purposes and to enable Crimson Hexagon to collect the data on
your behalf. If your user has data management permissions, you can find this option on the ‘Targeted Content’
section of the ‘Team Admin’ page.
Conduct Preliminary Research
Doing some preliminary research on the topic you are exploring is very important. Before building your
keywords, do some searching on the various content sources you are considering for your analysis. This will
Copyright © 2020 Brandwatch. All Rights Reserved.
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help you to see how the conversations about your topic are developing so that you can build a strong set of
keywords.
Practice Makes Perfect
Build lots of monitors and practice different methods to find the most effective way to conduct a study. Using
the preview results button when testing your keywords is a very important tool for running good monitors. This
tool shows the volume of results as well as different posts that your keyword string is generating over the last
14 days. In addition, it indicates what types of posts are coming through based on the keywords you have
specified. These sample posts are helpful in two important ways. First, they provide additional keyword
suggestions that may not have been considered in your initial set. Second, they often show the types of posts
that you would prefer to avoid, and the knowledge of what exclusions you might like to add.

Copyright © 2020 Brandwatch. All Rights Reserved.
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Home Page Walkthrough
Last updated: 2019-06-11T17:12:01.000Z | Online Versio
The new Platform Home page is the starting point for discovering insights with Crimson Hexagon. Users are
able to quickly return to previous Monitors or searches, explore new trends, and learn best practices.
View this one-minute walkthrough to learn more.

Copyright © 2020 Brandwatch. All Rights Reserved.
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What is a Monitor? [Video]
Last updated: 2020-07-14T01:23:11.000Z | Online Versio
A monitor is your building and analysis tool within Crimson Hexagon. Through the creation of a monitor, you
can analyze specific conversations across various content sources. Once it has been built, you can explore
the metrics that a monitor presents through a wide variety of visualizations and modules.

Next

Copyright © 2020 Brandwatch. All Rights Reserved.
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Types of Monitors
Last updated: 2018-06-28T14:19:35.000Z | Online Versio
There are three types of monitors available to you in Crimson Hexagon to help you build an analysis: Social
Account monitors, Buzz monitors and Opinion monitors.
Social account monitors
A Social Account monitor is the most basic type of monitor and the most simple to create. You can make one
to track key metrics for a Twitter handle, a Facebook page or an Instagram account*. Once you have set up a
Social Account monitor, you can track growth of followers on an account, observe how a campaign is doing
and measure conversation statistics. Also, Social Account monitors can be made for any public social media
account, so you can even track a competitor's owned media.
Please note: Due to Instagram access changes, Instagram Social Account Monitors are only available to the
Instagram account owners.For more information, please see the article Instagram Social Account Monitor
Update.
Visit the article Social Account Monitor: Creation for more information and a PDF download of how to build
Social Account Monitors.
Buzz monitors
A Buzz monitor offers automated sentiment analysis on a conversation. Once created, the monitor will
categorize the posts as either positive, neutral or negative as based on a vast set of training posts (over
500,000) that were hand-labelled.
Visit the article Buzz Monitor: Creation for more information and a PDF download of how to build Buzz Monitors.
Opinion monitors
Opinion monitors are the most complex analysis tools that we offer. These monitors are created the same way
as a buzz monitor, but once the posts are pulled, the user trains posts into categories that are manually defined.
This teaches our BrightView algorithm how to distinguish posts from one another so that what you train can
be applied to the entire conversation.
Visit the article Opinion Monitor: Creation for more information and a PDF download of how to build Opinion
Monitors.
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Welcome to Crimson Hexagon: A Crash Course in
ForSight
Last updated: 2020-04-15T06:29:51.000Z | Online Version
New to ForSight? Let us be the first ones to welcome you. We’re excited that you’ve decided to join us in our
endeavor to democratize social insights across the enterprise!

The playlist of short videos below will serve as a great introduction to ForSight and give you the knowledge to
start building on your own! The whole video playlist takes about 24 minutes and you are welcome to watch
them all at once. Alternatively, you can go through the bite-size sections listed at the bottom of this article if
you want to focus on one specific piece of ForSight at a time. We've found that most people truly learn ForSight
by diving in so don’t forget to be building in ForSight while you watch!

Or take it a step at a time:
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Social Account Monitor - Learn about our Social Account Monitors that allow you to track "owned"
content and get a quick walk-through of how to build one.
Buzz Monitor - Learn about our Buzz Monitors that you can use to monitor "earned" conversations from a
variety of social platforms. This will also include a walkthrough of the building process.
Utilizing the Data - Once you have a monitor built, there are a number of ways you can start to make use
of the data. In this set of videos we'll explore three that you will use often: Exporting, Workspaces and
Filtering.
Opinion Monitor - This set of videos will teach you about our Opinion Monitors that use our Brightview
Analysis and allows you to train the monitor to use the categories and definitions you choose.
Author Interests - The final set of videos will highlight two ways we surface author interests in ForSight:
Affinities and Segments.

Also, check out our Admin Video to get a tour of the Administrative Tools & Functionality.

ForSight: Overview
Last updated: 2018-10-09T09:11:57.000Z | Online Version
ForSight provides the deepest analysis in the Crimson Hexagon platform and allows users to uncover
extensive insights through drill-ins and historical trends. In ForSight, users can create highly specialized
monitors to analyze conversations across various content sources. The capabilities of monitors go beyond
mere keywords and basic sentiment and deliver actionable insights. There are three types of monitors
available to users to help them build an analysis: Social Account monitors, Buzz monitors and Opinion
monitors. Once they have been built, users can explore the metrics that monitors present through a wide
variety of visualizations and modules.

For short video tutorials of each ForSight feature, check outWelcome to Crimson Hexagon: A Crash Course i
n ForSight.

With Social Account Monitors, users can:

Copyright © 2020 Brandwatch. All Rights Reserved.
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Track posts sent by an account and the volume of impressions and engagement reached on those posts.
Analyze sentiment breakdowns of engagement with an account.
Explore themes in the conversation using a range of qualitative visualizations (and filter on the
visualizations to attain deeper insights).
Utilize demographic data to determine who is engaging with each account and track follower growth
over time.

With Buzz and Opinion monitors, users can:
Quickly and easily identify emerging and evolving trends within an online conversation using a variety
of metrics, graphs, and visuals.
Analyze automatic sentiment breakdowns of any conversation, with corrections for sarcasm and false
positives.
Go beyond sentiment and keywords using our proprietary BrightView algorithm, by measuring any theme
within the conversation, such as purchase intent, product features, or ad effectiveness, in order to glean
the insights that bring the most value.
Track and manage conversation in real-time as it occurs with a live post feed, live world map, and alerts
for notification when changes occur.
Gain deeper insights by filtering the conversation according to content sources, categories, time, gender,
languages, locations, authors, author interests, and additional keywords.

With audience segmentation features, users can:
Determine the gender, geography, and age of an audience, and filter by the demographic groups most
important to them.
Identify top influencers in the audience and how they shape the conversation around a brand, product,
or campaign.
Learn how to best reach and engage an audience by identifying the interests of the authors participating
in a conversation.
Explore any interest group in-depth, by identifying the group’s influencers, demographic makeup, and
trending articles, videos, and images.

Official Boolean Operator Guide
Last updated: 2020-06-15T15:13:03.000Z | Online Version
Below, please find a descriptive list of Operators and Field Specifiers. Although keywords are not case
sensitive, all operators and specifiers are and, therefore, they must be typed with the exact capitalization you
see below. Where applicable, click an operator name for additional information and use cases.
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OPERATORS:
A Boolean operator is a simple word (AND, OR, NOT) that is used as a conjunction to combine or exclude
keywords in a search in order to provide more focused and personalized results.

Basic Boolean Operators
AND
Use the AND operator when you want to pull back results that include Keyword1 AND Keyword2. If both
keywords are not present, the post will not be included in the results. Capitalization of this operator is
required.
OR
Use the OR operator when you want to pull back results that include either Keyword1 OR Keyword2.
The results will include posts with either of these keywords. Capitalization of this operator is required.
AND Use the AND - operator when you want to pull back results that do not include a keyword. Capitalization
of this operator is required and there should not be a space between the hyphen and the keyword to be
excluded from results.

Copyright © 2020 Brandwatch. All Rights Reserved.
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Near (~) Operator
The Near (~) operator is used when trying to find conversations with two words that are near one another.
It can be used to find a list of possible words within a specific proximity to another set of possible words.
This is represented by identifying your two sets of keywords and following them with a tilde and the
maximum number of words separating them.
i.e. ((cake OR "ice cream" OR cookie) AND (birthday OR birthdays))~5

Wildcard Operators
Please reference the article on wildcard operators for further details on ForSight's capabilities of
wildcards.

FIELD SPECIFIERS:
A specifier is a keyword (site, url, title, author, etc.) that can be implemented during a data search to refine
results based on a specific location or name.

Copyright © 2020 Brandwatch. All Rights Reserved.
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Tracking a specific page, site or domain
site:
Use the site: specifier to indicate a main domain name that you want to associate with your query. It
should be formatted with the domain name, do NOT include the www. and without a space between the
colon and the domain. i.e. site:"nytimes.com"
url:
Use the url: specifier to indicate a subdomain that you want to associate with your query. It should be
formatted with the subdomain name, and include the www. and without a space between the colon and
the subdomain. Remember to put quotation marks around your subdomain as our algorithm does not
recognize the backslash and will read it as a space.
i. e.url:"www.theguardian.com/football"
topLevelDomain:
The topLevelDomain: specifier is used to search all sites that end with a specific top level domain. The
topLevelDomain: specifier should be formatted exactly as seen below, with proper capitalization and no
space between the topLevelDomain code and the colon.
i.e. topLevelDomain:com OR topLevelDomain:org OR topLevelDomain:ed

Tracking a specific post title
title:
The title: specifier is used to find titles of posts that you would like to associate with your query. The word
or phrase you include with this operator will be used to find posts that include that word or phrase (this is
not an exact search i.e. title:sandwich will bring back "roast beef sandwich" and "peanut butter and jelly
sandwich"). There should not be a space between the colon and the title keyword(s).
i.e. title:sandwich OR title:"peanut butter”

Tracking a specific language
language:
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The language: specifier is used to indicate the language you would like to associate with your query. It
uses 2-letter language codes from the standardized ISO 639-1 system. There should not be a space
between the colon and the language code. Please see the article Language Filter: How Does it Work?
for more information about the language filter and language codes.
i.e. language:en

Tracking a specific location

country:
The country: specifier is used to indicate the country you want to associate with your query. It should be
formatted using the 3-letter country code. There should not be a space between the colon and the country
indicator.
i.e. country:USA
continent:
The continent specifier can be used to indicate the continent you want to associate to your query. There
should not be a space between the colon and the continent indicator
i.e continent:EUROPE
region:
The region specifier can be used to indicate the state, region, or province you want to associate to your
query. It consists of a country code followed by a region's name or abbreviation
i.e region:USA.FL, region:GBR.East Wales
urban:
The urban specifier indicates a city or urban area you want to associate with your query. It consists of a
region code followed by a period followed by the city name.
i.e urban:USA.NY.New York, urban:GBR.Greater London.London
longitude:/latitude:
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The longitude: and latitude: specifiers are used to indicate the specific coordinates you want to associate
with your query. You can either combine them or use them individually.
i.e. longitude:[-73 TO -69] AND latitude:[41 TO 44]
Notes:
- You will only be able to use these specifiers with posts that have been tagged with geographic
coordinates and have this level of detail.
- As of April 2015, Twitter changed the way in which coordinates were stored in the metadata of
posts.When using the latitude and longitude specifiers, there may be some differences observed when
comparing Twitter volume from prior to April 2015 to after.
-It is also additionally advised to use the location configuration in the monitor setup when possible, rather
than to use these geography fields into the free-form Boolean, as it helps make your queries easier to
understand and maintain.

The following specifiers are still supported, however it is recommended that the region: and urban:
specifiers be used in place of the below. state:
The state specifier is used to indicate the state you want to associate with your query. It should be
formatted using the 2-letter state code. There should not be a space between the colon and the state
indicator.
i.e. state:NY
city:
The city: specifier is used to indicate the city you want to associate with your query. There should not be
a space between the colon and the city indicator.
i.e. city:madrid
Please note that as of April 2015, the specifier location: is no longer supported. For more information
about the location filter please see the article Location Filter: Overview.

Filtering a monitor by time
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minuteOfDay:
The minuteOfDay: specifier is used to filter the monitor in the setup by time. The usual range query would
be: minuteOfDay:[0 TO 1440].
i.e. 6:30pm to 7:00pm would be minuteOfDay:[1110 TO 1140]

Tracking a specific author or author information
author:
The author: specifier is used to find posts created by a specific author. You can use a twitter handle or
the person's first and/or last name. There should not be a space between the colon and the author name.
i.e. author:@nytimes OR author:Smith OR author:"Sara Jane Smith"
weblogTitle:
The weblogTitle: specifier is used to find posts created by a specific Reddit or forum author.
i.e. weblogTitle:feelslikegold
authorGender:
The authorGender: specifier can be used in the advanced keywords during setup to pull back posts limited
to a specific gender. Gender information is available for Facebook, Forums, Reviews and Weibo
beginning on March 8, 2014. Gender information for Twitter content is available beginning April 18, 2014.
i.e. authorGender:M or authorGender:F
engagingWith:
The engagingWith: specifier can be used in conjunction with a Twitter handle to track engagement metrics
such as replies, retweets or comments associated with an author. This does not track general mentions
of a handle, which can be done by searching for just the handle in your query.
i.e. engagingWith:@nytimes
authorFollowers:
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The authorFollowers: specifier is used to search for posts by Twitter authors with a follower count in the
selected range.
i.e. authorFollowers:[500 TO 5000000]
authorVerified:
The authorVerified: specifier is used to search for posts made by Twitter verified accounts.
i.e. authorVerified:true

Tracking reviews posts
itemReview:
The itemReview: specifier is used to track reviews from a specific product and it can be used in
conjunction with the site specifier. You can request specific product reviews to be crawled (to submit a
content request, please go to our article Content Request: Adding Content to Crimson's Data Library).
i.e. site:"amazon.com" AND itemReview:("Quest Nutrition Protein Bar")
rating:
The rating: specifier is used to search for Reviews posts that meet a specific star rating value or value
range.
i.e. rating:3
i.e. rating:[3 TO 5]

Tracking custom content data
pubType:
The pubType: specifier is used to target custom content data that has been previously uploaded to
ForSight through our API. In order for users with an API license to upload custom content to ForSight, a
"pubType" needs to be defined. "pubType" is simply a name that is used in the JSON upload. This
specifier is helpful because it allows you to check if all of the custom data was uploaded and to use it in
your analysis.
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Tracking Instagram posts by tagged user
taggedUsers:
The taggedUsers: specifier is used to query Instagram by tagged user.
i.e. taggedUsers:springsteen

Tracking a specific post type
engagementType:
The engagementType: specifier can be used with a variety of content sources to target specific posts,
such as comments, replies or retweets. Please note: This specifier must be used with the exact
capitalization shown below.
i.e. engagementType:COMMENT will pull back Facebook comments.
i.e. engagementType:REPLY will pull back replies to tweets.
i.e. engagementType:RETWEET will pull back retweets.
imageType:
The imageType: specifier can be used to track Twitter posts with images.
i.e. imageType:image
publisherSubType:
The publisherSubType: specifier can be used to track different types of Instagram content.
Please note: This specifier must be used with the exact capitalization shown below.
i.e. publisherSubType:image will pull back Instagram posts with images.
i.e. publisherSubType:video will pull back Instagram posts with videos.
i.e publisherSubType:comment will return any comments on owned posts
i.e publisherSubType:carousel_album returns any IG post that has multiple media panels. Here's an
example: https://www.instagram.com/p/BuAFTl6ggQi/
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As you can see there are multiple panels that include both videos and photos.
Note: Anything that is a "carousel_album" post will NOT be included in the "video" or "image"
publisherSubType: results, even if they do include 1 or more
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Tracking replies to a post
engagingWithGuid:
The engagingWithGuid: specifier allows you to track the replies to a specific Tweet or Facebook post.
The GUID is a unique number identifier of each post. Below you will find information on how to use this
specifier for posts from different content sources.
Twitter
The GUID number of a Tweet can be found in the URL of the Tweet on Twitter’s website. For
example,
in
the
following
URL
of
a
Tweet
https://twitter.com/crimsonhexagon/status/857284431631011841, the GUID number is in bold.
Consequently, in this case the specifier would be used in the following way:
engagingWithGuid:857284431631011841.
Facebook
Please check out the article Specifier: engagingWithGuid for Facebook posts for information on
how to use this specifier.

Searching for a logo
brandIds:
The brandIds: specifier is used to search for a specific logo, where the Brand ID number is known.
i.e. brandIds:12 AND brandIds:14
This specifier is also available for use in HelioSight with parentheses.
i.e. (brandIds:12)
For more information about logo recognition in our platform, please visit the articleContent Source: Log
o Recognition.

Facebook Specifiers
title:"name of wall"
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If you want to grab all of the Facebook posts from a specific page, vs. just running a keyword search
against the selected content, there is one important thing that you'll need to do, beyond just selecting
it as a content source. You will need to use this special Boolean operator in your keyword filter, in
order to collect all wall posts. So, for example, if you wanted to get all posts from the Adidas wall, the
query would look like this: title:"adidas wall".
(As a note, you will want to use the exact title of the wall, including any quirks in spelling. You can find
this by visiting the wall and copying its title.)
weblogTitle:"page name"
If you want to get just the admin posts and comments from a specific Facebook page you will need to
use a special string in your keyword filter. Following the example above, the query would look like this:
weblogTitle:”adidas”.

QQ Specifiers
QQ posts are categorized into: Articles, Comments and Replies.
To distinguish between these categories, the publisherSubType field specifier can be used as follows:
publisherSubType:"Article"
publisherSubType:"Comment"
publisherSubType:"Reply"
Tumblr Specifiers
blogName:
Use the blogName: specifier to track original and reblogged content from a specific blog page.
i.e. blogName:comedycentral
parentPostId:
Use the parentPostId specifier to track reblogs of a specific post from a specific user's blog.
i.e. parentPostId:129596930020
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rootPostId:
Use the rootPostId: to track reblogs of a specific post and reblogs of these reblogs.
i.e. rootPostId:129596930020
parentBlogName:
Use the parentBlogName: specifier to track posts reblogged from a specific user's page.
i.e. parentBlogName:comedycentral
rootBlogName:
Use the rootBlogName: specifier to track posts reblogged from a specific page and reblogs of that same
content.
i.e. rootBlogName:comedycentral
tags:
Use the tags: specifier to track posts that include a specific tag.
i.e. tags:photography

Please note: We do not index punctuation or symbols, with the exception of $ and # and @ symbols. This
means emoticons are not captured in the analysis.
We do not stem words. Please make sure to include plurals, tenses, misspellings, abbreviations, etc. Because
we do not include punctuation, singular forms of words will capture forms with an apostrophe S. Ex. noun
captures noun's (which in the system, looks like noun s) However, noun will not capture nouns.
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onitor Page: Navigation
ast updated: 2018-06-11T12:58:55.000Z | Online Version
Once you have logged into Crimson Hexagon, you will be taken to your main Monitor page. From this
screen, you can view a list of your monitors, a breakdown of the monitors associated with the team, and any
tags that you have applied to your monitors.
Monitor list
The monitor list shows you detailed information about the status of each of your monitors. You can see what
types of monitors they are, the specified date ranges that they cover, the change in volume, and the monitor's
status. You can star important monitors and also search for them by keyword.
Additionally, this view gives you the option to sort the list by starred monitors, by name, or by volume. You can
also use the type and status boxes on the left to filter the monitor list.
Monitor breakdown
The monitor breakdown list shows you how many monitors of each type you are using. It also shows how
many Twitter post exports you have remaining. For Twitter-specific export rules, please see the Exports & bulk
exports article included in Further reading below.
Tagging
There is also a tagging system on your team page to help organize your monitors even further. You can create
tags, apply them to monitors, and use them as another layer of filtering.
Further reading
Exports & Bulk Exports
Tagging
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onitor Page: Tagging
ast updated: 2019-10-18T00:09:18.000Z | Online Version
Tagging is a great way to keep your monitors organized, allowing you to search and filter in unique ways. This
functionality gives you more precision and control over your views. Note: Tagging is done from the Monitors
View (click the "Monitors" link from the menu bar at the top of Crimson Hexagon).
To create a new tag, click inside of the "Add a new tag..." dialog box in the Tags section on the left-hand side
of your screen. Once you have decided on a name for your tag, type it into this box and click the "Create"
button. The new tag will be added to the static Tags list.
To tag monitors, select the monitor(s) to tag by clicking the check box next to the monitor(s). Multiple monitors
can be selected and tagged at once. When the monitor(s) have been selected, click on the Actions drop down
menu and choose the "Add Tag(s)" option. A text box will appear and you can type in one or more tags to
apply to the monitor(s) you have selected.
To customize the color of tags, thus enhancing your ability to organize monitors, click the grey box to the
right of the tag's name. Click the Color option and select the color you would like to assign to the tag. Select
"Apply Changes" and the color will be applied to the tag.
To view monitors with a specific tag, click the name of the tag from the Tags list. At this point, only the
monitors with that tag will be displayed on your monitor list. Directly beneath the Actions drop down, you will
see which specific tag is now being displayed.
To delete a tag from a specific monitor, click on the "x" on the right-hand side of the assigned tag. Multiple
tags can be removed from multiple monitors simultaneously by clicking the check box next to the monitor(s)
and then selecting the Strip Tags option from the Actions drop down menu.
To delete an entire tag, click the grey (or colored) box next to the tag and click the Delete Tag link. When
the pop up warning message appears, click OK and the tag will be removed from all associated monitors and
the Tags list.
Pro-Tips
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When you click on an existing tag, it loads all of the tagged monitors and creates a unique URL for that
tag. If you save that URL, you can automatically navigate to the tagged monitors.
You can use symbols at the beginning of the tag's name to help raise a tag to the top of the alphabetical
list of tags (eg "! Important").

onitor Page: Status of a Monitor Overview
ast updated: 2019-08-06T09:22:49.000Z | Online Version
In ForSight when viewing your main team monitor page, you will see in the top left corner that you have the
ability to filter your view by monitor types (Buzz, Opinion, or Social Account). You can also filter your view by
monitor status (Active, Generating, Never Run, or Inactive). Filtering by monitor status helps you to see which
monitors are currently pulling results, which are pulling results and will be ready shortly, which are still being
built or worked on, and which are no longer pulling results.
Below is an explanation of the four different monitor statuses:
Active: A monitor which is actively pulling in new results every day.
Generating: A monitor which has been run for the first time or reset. Some results may be available for use,
but the analysis is not yet 100% complete.
Never Run: A monitor which has been created but not yet run for results. This monitor may still be in the setup
process or training.
Inactive: A monitor which has been run but is no longer collecting data. Typically this is due to (1) an end date
in the past, (2) if someone clicks "disable" in the edit screen, or (3) if someone deletes the monitor and has it
restored again.
NOTE: An inactive monitor still has all the functions of a normal monitor except that Live Stream will be
unavailable since there is no new data to populate.
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Previewing Results: Overview
Last updated: 2018-06-13T12:58:38.000Z | Online Version
In the Setup tab of a Buzz or Opinion monitor, you will see the option to Run Preview at the bottom of the
screen.
After setting up your keywords, selecting content sources, and defining all parameters in the setup of your
monitor, it is recommended to run a preview. When you do this, you will get a sample of the content being
pulled in based on your query from the last 14 days.
You will see a breakdown of the below metrics:
1) Volume for the past 14 days
2) Volume from each of the content sources you have selected (hover over a particular day in the graph)
3) A list of sample posts that match your keywords (select the tab to the left of volume)

Running a preview will allow you to get a general understanding of the volume as well as posts coming in that
match the query you have setup. You can then take a look at the sample posts to fine-tune your keywords;
weeding out irrelevant conversation and ensuring the analysis pulls in the most relevant results. Once you
have taken a look at the preview results and are satisfied with the content being brought back, you can run
your analysis!

New User Guide
Last updated: 2020-05-11T15:36:23.000Z | Online Version
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Overview
For new users who like hands-on learning, the New User Guide includes the tools needed to get up and running
in the platform with recommended videos, reading, activities, quizzes and more. Below, we have listed out a
recommended curriculum, but feel free to jump to any section that you are interested in learning more about.

Recommended Steps
There's so much to learn about the Crimson Hexagon platform! For your convenience, we've broken apart the
New User Guide into separate sections so you can take it step by step based on your availability.
When you open up a section, we recommend starting with the overview and suggested videos. After reviewing
those pieces, the activities and quizzes will help reinforce your knowledge.
Step 1 - Begin with the Getting Started and Social Account Monitors sections
Step 2 - Next, explore the Buzz Monitors and Extracting Data sections
Step 3 - Once you're comfortable with content in steps 1 & 2, review the Opinion Monitors section
Step 4 - Learn how to connect the dots of your analysis through the Leveraging Crimson Hexagon for
Analysis section
Step 5 - Great job with steps 1-4! Want more? Review the Next Steps section & if you have access to
our HelioSight product, explore the HelioSight of the Help Center
Please note that we reference the Foundation Training Series (FTS) videos throughout the New User Guide.
Even if you are familiar with the FTS videos, we do recommend utilizing the other elements in the guide to
solidify concepts.

New User Guide Section Descriptions
Below are bulleted descriptions and the focus of each of the sections in the New User Guide.

Getting Started:
Focus - the fundamentals of Social Analytics and is the recommended place to start for all users.
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Time expectations for the different sections of the New User Guide
Prep before starting the New User Guide
Learn about the fundamentals of Social Analytics
Review best practices for building business questions
Review how and why you're planning to use the Crimson Hexagon platform

Social Account Monitors:
Focus - teaching the user about our Social Account Monitors.
What is a Social Account Monitor
Building Social Account Monitors
Credentials and Rate Limits
Historical Data of Different Social Account Monitor types

Buzz Monitors:
Focus - teaching the user about our Buzz Monitors and Boolean.
What is a Buzz Monitor
Understanding the basics of Boolean
More advanced applications of Boolean
Content sources
Building a Buzz Monitor

Opinion Monitors:
Focus - teaching the user about our Opinion Monitor's unique and powerful BrightView algorithm and best
practices for setting up an Opinion Monitor.
What is an Opinion Monitor
Use Case example: Identifying Purchase Intent
Setting up an Opinion Monitor's BrightView algorithm
Aggregate Analysis

Extracting Data:
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Focus - teaching the user about how to extract data from the platform.
Dashboards overview
Exporting and bulk exporting
Sampling
Workspaces
Sub-Filters and Explore Tab:Quick Filters

Leveraging Crimson Hexagon for Analysis:
Focus - teaching the user about how to tie together the different parts of the Crimson Hexagon platform
experience into an analysis. This section is for users that have gone through the above sections and have a
comfortability with utilizing the platform.
Analytical process
Example: Brand Comparison Analysis
Example: Reputation Management
Example: Holiday Shopping Trends
Importance of Questions and Metrics

Next Steps:
Focus - reference material for users that have completed the guide or have a strong foundational
understanding of the platform and are looking to further their education of how to apply the platform to their
business.
Workshops
Webinars
User Groups
Additional Help Center articles
HelioSight

The Full Version of the New User Guide: Download New User Guide
Focus - For users that prefer downloading the entire guide with sections combined to use at your leisure.
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Crimson Hexagon Platform: Overview
Last updated: 2018-06-11T12:39:12.000Z | Online Version
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Powered by patented technology and an in-house data library of more than one trillion posts, the Crimson
Hexagon platform helps hundreds of brands and agencies uncover the voice of the customer to provide
actionable insights for more strategic business decisions. The technology enables the enterprise to become
more data-driven by leveraging consumer insights for measureable business impact. Built upon the industry’s
largest library of indexed social data available for analysis, the analytics platform architecture allows for
exploration, discovery, and delivery of insights across organizations. Products and major features include:

HelioSight
A simple, fast and flexible search tool enables users to conduct ad-hoc searches to discover insights on
anything: events, topics, brands, and more to quickly uncover the social conversation. Learn more.

ForSight
The best-in-class analytics software solution that empowers users to explore audience interests and
measure performance of both owned channels and earned conversation. Its capabilities go beyond mere
keywords and basic sentiment analysis to reveal deeper, more actionable insights. With customized
analysis, users can gain insight into consumer trends, purchase intent, product attributes, drivers of
sentiment, competitors, category-level conversations, and more. Learn more.

API
The API offers four main features: Monitor API, Upload API, Analysis API and Realtime Streams API. The
Monitor API is a robust synchronous API used for querying against existing monitors created within
ForSight. This API is composed of dozens of endpoints with a wide array of functionality. The Upload API
can be used to upload documents for analysis. In the past, users have uploaded survey responses,
proprietary content, and other types of data not available in the Crimson Hexagon data library. The Analysis
API is an asynchronous API used to make on-demand queries against social data without creating a
Monitor. Finally, the Realtime Streams API can be used to integrate Crimson Hexagon enhanced social
conversation posts into external platforms. Learn more.

Dashboards
Dashboards provide users with the ability to customize a collection of meaningful metrics on an easily
shareable canvas. By tracking key indicators from multiple Monitors ‘at-a-glance’, this centralized view of
business performance allows for quicker, smarter, more impactful decisions based on strategic social
insights. Learn more.

Reports
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With Reports, users have the ability to build, send or schedule delivery of custom comparative reports to
share and distribute across the organization, effortlessly. Speed up the time to analysis for more impactful
data-driven business decisions. Learn more.

Buzz Monitors
Buzz Monitors: Training Videos
Last updated: 2020-04-27T09:32:11.000Z | Online Version
Check out the videos below to learn about Buzz Monitors. You can use Buzz monitors to analyze "earned"
content from a variety of social platforms.
Check out the additional resources at the bottom of this article to continue your education.

What is a Buzz Monitor?
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Building a Buzz Monitor

Additional Resources:
Creating a Buzz Monitor
Sentiment Analysis Overview
Emotion Analysis Overview
Content Source Latency
[Workshop] Basic Boolean
Instagram Overview
Excluding Terms from Sentiment Analysis

Buzz Monitor: Exclude Terms from Sentiment Analysis
Last updated: 2018-06-12T13:18:31.000Z | Online Version
Keywords and phrases can be excluded from auto sentiment analysis for Buzz Monitors by building a Term
Exclusion List. Term Exclusion Lists will only exclude terms from sentiment analysis. Posts that contain the
excluded terms will still be counted towards overall posts volume and other posts metrics.
If you have Create & Edit privileges, you can create a term exclusion list by following these steps from your
team’s administration page (To access the admin page, select the top right icon with your initials, then select
'Team Admin'):
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1. Select ‘Term Exclusion Lists’ from the menu on the left
2. Click the ‘Create New List’ button
3. In this screen you can name the list, add the terms (or phrases) one per line and publish it to your team
to be used
4. Once in a buzz monitor setup screen, you can select the list from the ‘Refine Your Results’ section, under
the ‘Exclude from auto sentiment analysis’ menu.
Terms in an exclusion list may contain individual keywords or phrases, which must be listed one per line.
Note: When using phrases, do not include quotes around the phrase since this will prevent the term exclusion
from working.
For example:
life is good - on one line will work, but
"life is good" - will not work
Term Exclusion Lists are not available when creating Opinion monitors.

Buzz Monitor: Creation
Last updated: 2018-12-22T19:16:45.000Z | Online Version
A Buzz monitor helps users get a general sense of the conversation while allowing you to track and gauge
the volume of a conversation over time. Buzz monitors utilize a separate algorithm than the one employed
in opinion monitors, so they take less time to run. This allows you to quickly get a snapshot of the entire
conversation in a very short amount of time. Buzz monitors are great ways to see how people are
discussing a topic so that you can create a framework for a more detailed opinion monitor. Simple step-bystep instructions to creating a Buzz Monitor are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to your Team's monitor homepage
Click on "New Monitor”
Under "Monitor Type" select Buzz Monitor
On the Setup tab, you will give your monitor a name and an optional description. The description and
title will not affect analysis in any way; they are simply ways to easily identify your monitors.

5.
6.
7.

Enter your keywords in either Guided or Free-Form context
Select the content sources you would like to include in your analysis
Select the date range you want to analyze. When an indefinite end date is selected, the monitor will

8.

update on a daily basis until it is disabled.
Next, you have the option of filtering by language, gender, author interest, and location from the Setup
page
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9.

Next you have the option to add Whitelists/Blacklists. There are a number of blacklists that are applied
to monitors by default to cut down on spam. Users have the option to open a support ticket to request

the addition of whitelists or blacklists to their monitors.
10. Select Create & Run!
For a PDF download about Building a Buzz Monitor, click below:

Emotion Analysis: Overview
Last updated: 2018-12-10T15:15:03.000Z | Online Version
Th e Emotion Analysis feature provides an additional layer of contextual analysis. Utilizing the "Ekman 6"
(from the research psychologist Paul Ekman) basic human emotions:
Anger
Fear
Disgust
Joy
Surprise
Sadness
Users are able to go beyond basic positive and negative net sentiment to examine the prevalence of underlying
feelings and measure the impact of these sub-components within conversations. We collected over 2 million
tweets with corresponding emotion labels and trained a model to predict the emotion according to patterns of
words, phrases, emojis and other linguistic structures.
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Note: This feature is only available in Buzz Monitors and Social Account Monitors.
To view Emotion Analysis, follow the below steps:
1. Select a Buzz Monitor or Social Account Monitor
2. On the summary page, under the 'Text Analysis' Tab, select 'Emotion Analysis'
3. Here you can view a breakdown of conversation volume by each prevalent emotion.
Note: You can also apply the ‘Emotions’ Saved Filter for full monitor filtering, or a Filter to visualizations
under the Explore tab to view emotion-specific results
Post Classification
Sentiment Analysis (Positive/Negative/Neutral) and Emotion Analysis are separate classifiers operating
independently. There may be cases where Sentiment Analysis has labeled a post as negative and Emotion
Analysis has labeled it as joy. For example, the post “I love donuts!! Why do they have to be so bad for me!?"
could have a 'Negative' Sentiment Analysis but a 'Joy' Emotion Analysis.
Supported Languages
Currently, Emotion Analysis is only available for English.
Emojis Use
Emotion Analysis has a finer grain understanding of how emojis map to specific emotions, therefore many
emojis are more likely to be unambiguous indicators of the underlying emotion and supported by Emotion
Analysis.

Sentiment Analysis: Overview
Last updated: 2020-03-03T03:51:06.000Z | Online Version
To preface this article, the Sentiment Analysis is the algorithm our Buzz and Social Account monitors use, and
BrightView is the algorithm that our Opinion monitors use.
Sentiment Analysis uses pre-defined sentiment categories, unlike the BrightView algorithm which uses
custom-defined categories. It uses a vast set of training posts (over 500,000) that were hand-labelled as
positive, negative or neutral. We use these labelled posts to calculate the frequency of distribution of each
word, negated word, emoticon, etc. present in those documents across the positive, negative and neutral
categories. These frequency distributions are then used to construct a model that analyzes each new post and
classifies it by sentiment.
Sentiment Analysis volume can also be viewed in an hourly breakdown of the data. This is unique to our
Sentiment Analysis (Buzz & Social Account) monitors. In order to view hourly data, you must choose a time
range of no more than 2 days and select the hourly sorting option in the Summary, Sentiment Analysis, or
even Volume tab.
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One thing to note is that the Sentiment Analysis will assign a single sentiment to each post, whereas our
BrightView analysis will use aggregate analysis to show you the overall proportions of the conversation.
To learn more about how Sentiment Analysis is performed when multiple languages are present in the
conversation, please read our article about language filter.

Buzz vs. Opinion Monitors
Last updated: 2018-06-12T13:26:08.000Z | Online Version
Similarities between Buzz and Opinion monitors:
Both begin with basic set of parameters (eg. date range, content type) and keywords
Have identical results sections for Summary, Metrics, Explore and People.
Differences between Buzz and Opinion monitors:
Buzz results are only based on Keywords.
Opinion results are based on a human-sorted sample of posts in pre-determined or custom categories.
The BrightView algorithm uses these samples to analyze the rest of the dataset and calculate what
percentage of the entire conversation falls into each category.
Buzz: Relevancy can only be achieved through narrow keywords.
Opinion: Relevancy can be achieved through a combination of broad or narrow keywords and training
posts.
Buzz: Sentiment results are less accurate because they are based on predetermined dictionary words
and trained documents and cannot take into consideration the nuanced language of the specific
conversation you are monitoring.
Opinion: Sentiment results are more accurate because they are based on documents you are training
from the conversation you are monitoring. Opinion monitors also use our BrightView algorithm which
applies the textual pattern set by the trained posts to the entire data set.
Which one to choose:
If you are looking to get a general sense of the conversation or are interested in determining the volume of a
conversation over time, you should create a Buzz monitor. Buzz monitors do not use the BrightView algorithm,
and they take less time to run. This allows you quickly to obtain a snapshot of the conversation and can inform
your decision to create a more nuanced search in the form of an Opinion monitor.
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If you want a more nuanced understanding of the sentiment or topics that embody a conversation, you should
choose to create an Opinion monitor. Opinion monitors use our BrightView algorithm and documents that you
have trained into categories to break down the conversation for analysis. Opinion monitors have a second
layer of analysis to run so they generally take more time to complete than Buzz monitors and you should make
sure to leave ample time for this analysis when trying to manage deadlines.
For a PDF download about Building a Buzz Monitor or for Building an Opinion Monitor, click below:

Post-List
Monitor

Reclassification: Buzz

vs. Opinion

Last updated: 2018-08-20T10:32:27.000Z | Online Version
From the post list of both Buzz and Opinion monitors, there is the option to reclassify posts. The way this is
done is by clicking on the post. Next, you will see, in the case of a Buzz monitor, the sentiment category to
which it is associated (positive, neutral, negative). By clicking on the category, you will see the option to
reclassify the post.
Please note: Posts cannot be reclassified within a Saved filter.

Buzz monitor - Post List module in new ForSight (above)
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Buzz monitor - Post List module in original ForSight (above)
This will move the post into the new sentiment category and the results will be changed to reflect this. This
change will only modify the classification of the single post and will not alter how other posts are interpreted.
This is because Sentiment Analysis is based on already hand-coded posts. In addition, if you reset the monitor,
this post and others that were modified will return to their original classification.
Opinion monitors running BrightView operate differently when it comes to the retraining of posts from the post
list. The primary reason for this is that custom category creation and training is part of how these analyses are
built in the first place. In other words, you are setting the training standard and not relying on an automatized
process that is used in Buzz monitors. For this reason, when you retrain posts it has a different influence on
results.
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Opinion monitor - Post List in original ForSight (above)
First, the retrained post is added into the actual training set. Now it becomes one of the actual training
documents, affecting how future posts are interpreted. Therefore, the same best practices recommended for
training posts will also apply for reclassifying them.
The second important point to keep in mind is that changes to training (as a result of reclassifying posts) will
only impact your results going forward from the date the changes were made. If you want the newly trained
results to apply to the entirety of your monitor, you will have to reset your results.

Opinion Monitors
Opinion Monitors: Training Videos
Last updated: 2019-12-11T02:52:04.000Z | Online Version
This set of videos will teach you about our Opinion Monitors that use our BrightView Analysis and allow you to
train the monitor to use the categories and definitions you choose.
Check out the additional resources at the bottom of this article to continue learning about Opinion Monitors.
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What is an Opinion Monitor?

Training the Brightview

Additional Resources
Creating an Opinion
Monitor
Training the BrightView
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BrightView: Overview
Last updated: 2020-04-06T21:23:36.000Z | Online Version
One of Crimson Hexagon's most unique and powerful features is BrightView, which lets users create
customized categories for unstructured text. This customization makes social listening more actionable in two
ways:
First, customized categories lets users ensure that their analysis is aligned with their social listening objectives.
For example, let’s say the goal of a recent television ad campaign is to establish a brand pillar around
“innovation.” Using BrightView, the user can create an “innovation” category and measure how it grows over
time.
Second, customization lets users tailor standard categories like “Positive,” “Negative,” and “Neutral” to fit
context of their analysis. For example, in conversation about a new trailer for a horror movie, words usually
associated with negative sentiment (e.g. “terrifying”) are actually positive with respect to the trailer’s goal. With
BrightView, the user can account for the horror promotion context in their definition of positive sentiment.
Crimson Hexagon includes several (optional) category templates users can use to structure their analysis
during setup. Categories are then defined by the user’s classification of example posts, typically twenty per
category. When training is complete, the category definitions are then applied to each day of the specified date
range.

While Crimson Hexagon employs a variety of text analysis technologies that use both NLP and statistical
pattern recognition, BrightView uses NLP sparingly and relies primarily on statistical pattern recognition. The
statistical approach gives BrightView the flexibility to perform well in spite of both customized category
definitions and the irregular grammar of social media conversation.

Opinion Monitor: Category Template Types
Last updated: 2018-09-17T15:23:44.000Z | Online Version
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Opinion Monitors have four category templates for organizing your training page categories. Before you choose
a category template, you need define your search parameters and collect the posts from within your
conversation. Once that step is complete, you will be able to begin the training process. For a more general
understanding of training BrightView in an opinion monitor, please visit the article Opinion Monitor: Training
Posts.
Below are the four category templates
1. On/Off Topic: This is the easiest and most straightforward of all opinion monitors to train and run. Once
you have set up your search parameters and your results have generated, you can begin training posts
into two categories: on and off topic. This template is great for evaluating a conversation to determine
how much of the conversation is relevant or irrelevant to your topic. Since there are only two categories,
this monitor can be trained more quickly than the other category templates.
2. Sentiment: The Sentiment monitor directly resembles the three categories of sentiment you find in a
Buzz monitor: positive, negative and neutral. One extra category you will see is "off topic." This is a
unique feature to opinion monitors and is good for categorizing conversation that does not pertain to the
topic you are researching.
3. Drivers of Sentiment: This template uses the structure of the sentiment monitor but adds in nuance
through the addition of subcategories. You can see what specific themes are driving the more general
categories and what factors are accounting for them. When you choose this category template, your
categories will appear and within each one will be a generic subcategory. You can change these
subcategories and add others. In addition, you will also see the option to add other categories. For more
information on creating categories, please visit the article Opinion Monitor: Creating Categories.
4. Topics of Conversation: This final category template is very unique. Rather than being concerned with
the sentiment, this category template splits the conversation based on the topics being discussed. After
choosing this category template you will see four different categories (in addition to an 'Off-Topic
category). These four categories will be: Topic 1, Topic 2, Topic 3, and Topic 4 (you are able to add
additional topic categories if needed). These specific topics will be determined in relation to the analysis
you are running and the parameters you have established. The key factor of this template is that you are
training for topic and not for sentiment.
Irrelevant Group:
All the above templates have an additional default group titled "Irrelevant" with an "Off-Topic" category within
it. The purpose of this group is for you to train posts that you consider irrelevant to your core analysis.
This category can be useful to identify posts that match your initial query but may not match your intended
analysis or research question. To view the posts you have trained as off-topic, you can filter by using the dropdown list in the top right corner of the training set.
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When your monitor has generated results you will be able to see the percentage of posts categorized as
irrelevant based on your training. These will be separated in the volume metrics as you will see "total volume"
and "relevant volume". The total volume is what will be reflected in all other metrics.

Opinion Monitor: Creating Categories
Last updated: 2019-09-18T10:34:12.000Z | Online Version
If you are building an Opinion Monitor, when it comes time to train posts, you have the option of creating your
own training categories, or using one of the four category templates. When creating your own categories, there
are a few things to keep in mind...
1. Categories should be comprehensive and mutually exclusive
When training monitors, choose categories that are comprehensive and mutually exclusive.
Comprehensive: Give the algorithm its best chance at being able to interpret every post it sees. If you
are missing significant categories of conversation in your categories, and the algorithm comes across a
post like that, it may not be able to identify that post.
Mutually Exclusive: This means that the categories are not overlapping. If you have a category in your
TV show monitor called “can’t wait” and one called “excited”, and most of the posts about this topic
mention both, it’s not going to be an accurate or efficient training process (Note: Consider taking a
different angle – instead of trying to peel apart “can’t wait” and “excited”, make a category called
“anticipation”).
2. Categories should be flexible and combinable
Feel free to adjust categories as you train - this is meant to be a flexible process. You can also try creating
more categories than you think you will need, then combine at the end in a way that makes sense for
your analysis. Stick with 5-8 final categories for optimal accuracy.
After you have created your own categories, you will need totrain post

s.

Aggregate Analysis: Overview
Last updated: 2018-09-24T18:09:14.000Z | Online Version
The BrightView algorithm, which powers Opinion monitors on Crimson Hexagon, is based on the concept of
aggregate analysis. This allows our analysis to be flexible and accurate. Each post can encompass several
categories to different degrees, and aggregate analysis allows us to take this nuance into account.
Consider the following post as an example:
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“Product X is awesome! But it’s really expensive, and kind of hard to use.”
This post in itself represents more than one sentiment, and cannot be uniquely categorized as positive or
negative. The BrightView algorithm will be able to split this post into multiple categories because of aggregate
analysis. Based on the initial training of the opinion monitor, this post can potentially be split into 60% positive,
0% neutral, and 40% negative.
Aggregate analysis looks at the big picture. Instead of trying to force each individual message into a
conversation bucket, BrightView looks at larger conversation patterns. Due to this, BrightView illustrates how
much of the conversation fits into a certain category, rather than how many posts are in that category.
Incorrect: How many Tweets are positive?
Correct: How much of the conversation is positive?
While the BrightView algorithm relies on aggregate analysis, the Explore section, including the post list,
focuses on classifying documents individually. In the case of the same example post, it would have to decide
only 1 category to put it in; BrightView may show 60% positive, 0% neutral, 40% negative, whereas the post
list may show 100% positive, 0% neutral, 0% negative, since it would have to push the post into a specific
category.
Since aggregate analysis is based on posts trained by the user, it is important totrain an opinion monito r well
for the most accurate results.

Opinion Monitor: Creating One From a Buzz Monitor
Last updated: 2018-09-17T15:26:56.000Z | Online Version
If you have a Buzz monitor and you would like to create an Opinion monitor based on the same settings from
the "Manage" button of a Buzz monitor, click the "Copy Monitor as Opinion" and you will be brought to your
new Opinion monitor. Click on "Train More Posts" to begin training your Opinion monitor.
This process is also available from Opinion to Buzz as well. If you have an Opinion monitor but realize that it
would be better as a Buzz monitor (perhaps you are really only interested in the change of volume over time),
you can create a Buzz monitor from the work you've already done. From the "Manage" drop down menu in
the upper right-hand corner, you will see the option to "Copy Monitor as Buzz." Once you click this, you will be
redirected to your new Buzz monitor. You can click the "Edit" button and make sure all of the setup information
is the way you would like it to be and then hit the "Run" button.
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Opinion Monitor: Creation
Last updated: 2020-03-02T21:24:59.000Z | Online Version
Opinion monitors allow users to create custom categories and analyze results based upon user training.
Opinion monitors use our core aggregate analysis technology, BrightView, to perform accurate sentiment
and topical analysis. Simple step-by-step instructions to creating an Opinion Monitor are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Go to your Team Monitor page
Click on "New Monitor”
Under "Monitor Type" select Opinion Monitor
On the Setup tab, you will give your monitor a name and an optional description. The description and
title will not affect analysis in any way; they are simply ways to easily identify your monitors.
Enter your keywords in either Guided or Free-Form context
Select the content sources you’d like to include in your analysis
Select the date range you want to analyze. When an indefinite end date is selected, the monitor will

8.

update on a daily basis until it is disabled.
Next, You have the option of filtering by language, gender, author interest, and location from the Setup
page

9.

Next you have the option to add Whitelists/Blacklists (Data Management users only). There are a

number of blacklists that are applied to monitors by default to cut down on spam. Users have the option
to ask Data Management users to add additional whitelists or blacklists to their monitors.
10. Select Create & Run!
The next step in creating an Opinion Monitor will betraining post

s.

For a PDF download about Building an Opinion Monitor, click below:

Opinion Monitor: How to Run QA (Quality Assurance)
Last updated: 2019-07-29T14:23:54.000Z | Online Version
Crimson Hexagon's Opinion Monitors can be awfully powerful when set up correctly. If your Opinion Monitor
is not producing the results you are looking for, try some of these quick fixes.
Keywords
Make sure that all possible spellings (e.g. theater and theatre, plural and singular, different tenses) and
misspellings of your terms are included in your Boolean keyword string.
Carefully match up your parenthesis and ensure that your ANDs and ORs match up and you are pairing
the right strings with each other.
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After running your monitor, check out the Word Cloud, Word Cluster and Topic Waves. Analyze the most
popular terms to make sure they are relevant to your topic and that no obvious terms are missing.
Categorization
If you are QAing a monitor that someone else trained, look at each category and make sure that only ideal
posts that truly represent the category are included. If you have to debate whether it fits in a category or
not, it is not a good post.
Posts should only have a single sentiment. A bad post would be, “I love vanilla ice cream but I hate
chocolate.”
Make sure that multiple retweets have not been trained.
Go to the Post List in the Explore tab
Scan the list for any spam, irrelevant or excessively repeated posts.
Look for common phrases/wording in the spam posts and adjust your Boolean accordingly. For
example:
AND -("coupon code" OR "use code" OR "promo code" OR "invite code" OR promocode)
Click “Run preview” and make sure that the spam posts are mostly gone.
Make note of any Twitter handles that have reposted the same thing many times (especially if the
posts look like spam). You may list them in a spreadsheet to create a blacklist that you can add on
the Edit page.
Consider excluding retweets and links in your Boolean.
AND –(http OR https OR rt)
Filter by each category to ensure that the top posts represent the category.
You may re-categorize posts in the Post List in Explore by clicking on the post. Authors
Examine the Authors under the People tab.
Look for any “Most Prolific” Twitter handles that have an unrealistic number of posts, and therefore
are likely bots.
By clicking on the author’s name in the list, you can analyze the posts from that specific author
to determine if they should be added to your blacklist.
Copy and paste the handles you do not want to be included in the monitor into your blacklist
spreadsheet.
An alternative to adding a blacklist would be to add author exclusions to your list of other
exclusions.
AND -(author:@ice_cream OR author:@ice_cream_forum)

Opinion Monitor: Overview
Last updated: 2018-06-28T09:59:10.000Z | Online Version
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Opinion monitors allow users to create custom categories and analyze results based upon user training.
Opinion monitors use our core aggregate analysis technology, BrightView, to perform accurate sentiment
and topical analysis. Our aggregate analysis is both highly customizable and language agnostic.
These monitors are created the same way as a Buzz monitor, but once the posts are pulled, the user trains
posts into categories that are manually defined. This teaches our BrightView algorithm how to distinguish
posts from one another so that what you train can be applied to the entire conversation.
Further reading
Creating an opinion monitor
Opinion monitor: Creating categories
Opinion monitor: Training posts
BrightView Overview
What are the category templates of opinion monitors?

Opinion Monitor: Training Posts
Last updated: 2020-03-22T20:46:06.000Z | Online Version
The feature that differentiates Opinion Monitors from Buzz Monitors is the ability to train posts to follow the
conversation based on topics relevant to you. Before you start training posts, consider the guidelines below.
Guidelines for Training Posts
1. Be as consistent as possible
The effectiveness of the algorithm is determined by the quality of its training. If categories are
inconsistent, the algorithm will have difficulty identifying patterns.

2. Proofread your training set
You can click on each category to view previously trained posts in a monitor and ensure that the
category is clearly outlined by the examples.
Move any posts that are no longer applicable to the “Off Topic” category.
If you would like to ‘skip’ a post after it has been trained into a category, move it to the “Save for
Later” category.
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3. Skip posts that are mixed, unclear or retweets Posts you should be skipping:
Mixed themes – If the post is split across categories, it’s not a good example of a single category
to teach the algorithm with. Hold out for clear examples.
Unclear – If you can’t figure out what the person means, or if you have to look up information or
click on a link to get the gist, it’s not a good example post; feel free to skip such posts.
Duplicate Retweets – if you train 20 posts of the exact same sentence, it is a very narrow definition
of that category. Aim for variety.
4. Avoid training multiple languages together
Although opinion monitors do not look at language and can analyze all of them, we still suggest
separating categories (or preferably monitors altogether) by languages. Even though language isn't
a factor for an overall analysis, the patterns are what is important.
"Me encanta jugar al golf" and "I love golfing" are of the same meaning, however the textual patterns
have 0 overlap and may create confusion in the training (see point #3).
Number of Posts to Train per Category
When building an opinion monitor, you are required to train at least 10 posts into each category before running
the monitor. With 10 posts in each category, you can technically run a monitor; however, more training is
recommended for the most accurate results. Once you have trained 20 posts for each opinion category, your
training set will be considered optimized and ready for analysis.
Steps to Train Opinion Monitor
1. Create or navigate to an Opinion Monitor
2. After your monitor has generated, select the 'Summary' section or the 'BrightView' section under the 'Text
Analysis' Tab
3. Both of these sections will have the option to click 'Train Monitor' if you have yet to train your monitor, or
'Continue Training" if you are returning to training
4. On the training page, you will see a list of posts on the left, and the option to Add your first categor' y' or
'Choose a category template' on the right, select one
If you selected 'Add your first category': Name your categories in a way that organizationally
makes sense to you and your team. You can add up to 12 categories. You can also can create
groups to organize the individual categories. (Create a group the same way you would create a
category. Organize your individual categories by dragging them into the group you want them to
belong in).
If you selected 'Choose a category template': Select one of the four pop-up category templates
offered, and click 'Choose'. This will pre-define categories for you.
5. Once you have created or selected your categories, you can select posts from the training list. To select
posts, click on post(s) from the training set, and drag-and-drop the post(s) into the appropriate category.
Note: Do not add similar posts to various categories, as this will confuse the algorithm.
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While training posts, you can search for specific posts with a Boolean-supported keyword
filter. This will help you find relevant posts for a specific category faster.
To reassign posts to a new category, click on one category to see all the posts that have
been trained. Select posts individually or collectively and move them into the other category you
prefer.
6. If there is a post you would like to save and revisit later, simply drag-and-drop it into the 'Save For Later'
category.
7. Continue training until Overall Progress shows 100%. This means you have reached the minimum
number of posts that need to be trained in each category.
8. When finished, click 'Run BrightView'. Your monitor will now reset with BrightView analysis applied.
9. If you choose to return to BrightView training in the future, click 'Train More Posts'. This will allow you to
add posts to your training. After doing this, click 'Run BrightView', which will confirm that you would like
to reset the monitor.

Retraining a Monitor
When the conversation changes, train more posts; or start a new monitor.
The algorithm can only function on the posts you have trained in the past. If there is an event related to your
topic, like a celebrity endorsement or a new campaign launch, make sure to go back and train new posts in
the monitor. In general, it is good practice to return to monitors periodically and add a few new posts to the
training. The more current and representative your training is, the more accurate the results will be.

Monitors: Re-training an Opinion Monitor
Last updated: 2018-06-28T09:59:53.000Z | Online Version
Although re-training is not typically necessary, there are times when you can do additional training for an
Opinion Monitor. This is especially helpful for long-running monitors, monitors that you use for periodic
reporting, and high-volume monitors. This way you are adding relevant training to represent the organic
evolution of the conversation. We would recommend that you do additional training every 2 or 3 months (this
is an average, each monitor has unique needs). It is also a good idea to do some additional training in the
case of incidents which may significantly affect your monitor conversation, such as a new hashtag campaign
or a news event.
In order to add training to a monitor, follow the below steps:
1. Navigate to the Summary tab on your results page
2. Click on 'Train More Posts' at the bottom
3. Add another 10 posts to each category.
Note: each monitor is unique – a very high volume monitor might benefit from more training (either
quantity or frequency) and a low volume monitor might require less additional training.
4. You can also adjust the training for each category by sorting through each category on training page and
removing posts that are no longer relevant by adding them to the into 'Save for later' category.
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5. Once you have finished adding more training documents to each category, save your work and the new
training will apply to all future analysis done for that monitor.
6. If you would like to apply your new training retroactively, you will need to Reset Results and choose a
date on which you would like this new training to apply from.
Note: You should only reset all of your monitor's results if you feel that your initial training was inadequate.
FAQ: If I Reset a Monitor, Do I Need to Re-train Posts?
Whenever you reset an Opinion monitor, all of the previously trained documents will be saved and still used
for the analysis; this also applies when you change the date range of a monitor. Since all of your training
documents remain, there is no need to re-train your monitor.
If you wish to change the date range during a reset, the new posts will not be included in your training set and
you will want to add these new posts to your training to ensure the conversation is properly analyzed. You will
not be able to train the new date range until after the monitor has been reset, but it is always a good idea to
occasionally train and reset your monitors as conversations shift.

Social Account Monitors
Instagram Social Account Monitor: Creation
Last updated: 2018-08-10T09:56:18.000Z | Online Version
Instagram Social Account Monitors (SAMs) allow you to track a single Instagram account. Due to Instagram
API changes on April 4th, SAMs will only be available to the Instagram account owner, as verified by the
credentials. For more information, please see the article Instagram Social Account Monitor Update.
Building a SAM is simple, however, there are a few things you need to do prior to setting up an Instagram
SAM. Below you will find a step-by-step guide to this process.

Adding the Instagram Account Credentials
To be able to pull data and track an owned Instagram account in a SAM, you need to register thesocia l account
credential of that account to your team. To do this, please follow the steps below:
1. Navigate to the team’s administration page (user name initials > select "Team Admin").
2. Select "Credentials" from the menu on the left and click on "Add New Credential" on the top right corner.
3. Select Instagram. You will then be taken to the login screen, where you will need to enter the credentials
of the owned account you are interested in tracking.
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Adding the Instagram Account
Add the account from the monitor setup page:
1. Navigate to the setup page of an Instagram SAM.
2. Click on "Add New" next to the Instagram account box.
3. Select the account type and click on "Create Account".

Add the account from the "Team Admin" page:
1. Navigate to the team’s administration page (user name initials > select "Team Admin").
2. Go to the "By Owned Media" section on the left side and select Instagram.
3. Click on the "Add New Account" button located on the top right corner of the page.
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Once you have added the credentials and the account you want to track, or if they were already in your team,
you are ready to create the Social Account Monitor.

Creating the Instagram SAM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go to your Team monitor page.
Click on "New Monitor".
Under "Monitor Type" select "Instagram Social Account Monitor".
Name your monitor.
Click on "Add New" next to the Instagram account box.,
Select the account type and click on "Create Account". Above "Create Account", indicate the social media
account that you would like to analyze.

7. Set the end date for your analysis. If you want your monitor to run indefinitely without an end date, select
"Indefinite" under end date. If you set your end date to "Indefinite", the monitor will update itself on a daily
basis before it is disabled.
8. Click on “Run Monitor”.

Social Account Monitors: Training Videos
Last updated: 2020-06-16T13:49:09.000Z | Online Version
The two short videos below will teach you about our Social Account Monitors that allow you to track "owned"
content.
We recommend checking out the additional resources at the bottom of this article so you can learn more.

What is a Social Account Monitor?
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Building a Social Account Monitor

Additional Resources:
How to add Social Credentials
Creating a Social Account
Monitor
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ocial Account Monitor: Creation
ast updated: 2020-06-16T13:20:41.000Z | Online Version
Of all the monitors in Crimson Hexagon, building a Social Account Monitor is the simplest. A Social Account
Monitor helps users track key metrics on a specific Twitter Handle, Facebook Page or Instagram Account*.
You can monitor your own Twitter, Facebook or Instagram social accounts as well as the Twitter and
Facebook social accounts of your competitors, or an influencer you are interested in learning more about.
Social Account Monitors can measure the growth in followers of specific social media accounts, and are
useful in measuring the success of campaigns by gathering feedback after tracking total account activity in
real time. For a Twitter Handle, it can measure retweets, replies and reach of the account’s posts; for a
Facebook page, it can analyze comments, page posts and fan growth. Simple step-by-step instructions to
creating a Social Account Monitor for a social media account are as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Go to your Team monitor page.
Click on "New Monitor".
Under "Monitor Type" select "Social Account Monitor".

4.

Pick the social media account you want to analyze: choose between a Twitter Handle, Facebook Page
or Instagram Account.
Name your Monitor.
Click on "Add New" next to the Twitter Handle/Facebook Page/Instagram Account tab. Above "Create

5.
6.
7.

Account", indicate the social media account that you would like to analyze.
You will be asked to log in with your Twitter, Facebook or Instagram account credentials before running
the monitor. This is to authenticate that you are giving Crimson Hexagon permission to access this data
on your behalf. Note that using your personal account to log in will not pose any problems with your
personal data being used in Crimson Hexagon.

8.
9.

Set the date range for your analysis: insert the start and end dates for your desired period of analysis.
If you want your monitor to run indefinitely without an end date, select "Indefinite" under end date. If you
set your end date to "Indefinite", the Monitor will update itself on a daily basis before it is disabled.
10. Click on “Run Monitor”.
*Due to Instagram access changes, Instagram Social Account Monitors are only available to the Instagram
account owners. For more information, please see the article Instagram Social Account Monitor Update.
For a PDF download about Building a Social Account Monitor, click below:

ocial Account Monitor: Facebook
ast updated: 2018-06-12T13:31:52.000Z | Online Version
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Facebook Social Account Monitors allow you to track key metrics for any Facebook Page that is public. When
you choose this monitor type, you will be asked to enter in a Facebook page for analysis. You will be asked to
authenticate your Facebook account through Crimson Hexagon, giving Crimson Hexagon permission to
access this data on your behalf.
Once the monitor has been run, you can view the results for the page that you specified. Like Instagram,
Facebook Social Account Monitors are not able to be run historically; the results begin from the day the monitor
is created. The first module in the Metrics section is called Admin Posts. Here you will see metrics on posts
authored by a Facebook page admin during the selected timeframe. Engagement metrics include Likes,
Shares, and Comments associated with a post. Likes, Shares and Comments are tracked for three weeks
after the post's original date of posting. If a post is more than 3 weeks old, a "lock" icon will appear beside it
to indicate that no new metrics are being collected.
The next module you will see is for Total Activity. The Total Activity module includes total Likes, Shares and
Comments on posts authored by Facebook admins (admin posts) and by visitors to the page (user posts).
Total Engagement metrics are not available on the day of monitor creation. The final module in the Metrics
section is Page Likes. This module reports on the increase in Page likes over time.
The following section, Text Analysis, includes the Engagement Sentiment module which measures the
positive, negative and neutral sentiment of posts and comments authored by visitors to a Facebook page.
Within the various Explore modules, you have the option to filter by Comments or Admin Posts. All other
sections and modules perform as they would in Buzz and Opinion monitors. You can add Facebook Social
Account Monitor visualizations to workspaces. You can also click through to Explore to see comments on the
parent post on the Post Engagement table.

ocial Account Monitor: Facebook Results
ast updated: 2018-08-22T10:25:35.000Z | Online Version
Whenever you run a Facebook Social Account Monitor (SAM) we will immediately begin to pull data from the
specified page, but only starting from the time of monitor creation. The reason that we cannot pull historical
data is actually due to Facebook’s restrictions on content. By default, when you add a new Facebook page to
your team we will pull 1 year of historical data, but the extra metadata that is required for the Facebook SAM’s
Metrics tab is only able to be pulled when you start running your monitor.
“So what does this mean for me?” Once you run the Facebook SAM you will begin receiving Admin posts as
they come in, including Likes, Shares, and Comments on these posts. You will not see the volume displayed
in the date picker (the timeline located at the top of the monitor) and the Metrics tab will not display Total
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Activity until the day after you have run the monitor. Other information will start to populate as posts come in
such as the Explore visualizations, but again, full results will not be available until the day after the monitor
has been created.
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ocial Account Monitor: Historical Content
ast updated: 2019-05-21T17:04:57.000Z | Online Version
Available Historical Content
For Twitter Social Account Monitors, historical content is available back to December 19, 2013. However,
Facebook and Instagram* Social Account Monitors begin collecting results from the day the account is tracked
and a monitor is started. Since there is so much extra metadata associated with individual Facebook pages
and Instagram accounts, we cannot access historical data for these types of monitors.

FAQ: Upon Reset, Will I Lose Instagram Historical Content?
As long as you have not removed the hashtag from the 'Targeted Content' section of your 'Team Admin' page,
then you will not lose any of your historical content from Instagram. If you would like to check the status of
your hashtag, see the By Keyword section in the "Team Admin" page (Please note: only users with the 'Data
Management' permission can access this page).

*Due to Instagram access changes, Instagram Social Account Monitors are only available to the Instagram
account owners. For more information, please see the article Instagram Social Account Monitor Update.

Social Account Monitor: Instagram
Last updated: 2018-06-28T10:51:59.000Z | Online Version
Due to Instagram access changes, Instagram Social Account Monitors are only available to the Instagram
account owners. For more information, please see the article Instagram Social Account Monitor Update.
Instagram Social Account monitors allow you to follow a single Instagram account. This differs from the way
in which Instagram is used in both Buzz and Opinion monitors. The first step in setting up this analysis is
selecting the account you want added. Once your results have been calculated you will have access to a whole
set of metrics unique to this type of analysis. We will periodically poll the account for updates several times a
day. The metrics provided from this analysis includes:
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L
Sent Posts will allow you to see each post made by the account. This will include the image itself, number of
likes, and number of comments as well as hashtags associated with the post. This list can be exported to excel
by clicking the downward pointing arrow in the top right corner of the visualization.
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Total Activity will give you a visual breakdown of Likes, Comments and Posts by this account in either bar,
line or area graph forms. You are able to scroll over the visual portion to see the exact number associated with
a specific period of time.

Followers will allow you to see the increase/decrease of those following the account over the time in which the
monitor was run. You will see this in both visual form as well as numerically. Both total number of followers as
well as the percent increase/decrease of followers over the time period selected are shown.

Engagement Sentiment will give you a Sentiment Analysis breakdown of the posts that have come in over
the time of the monitor. This will be based on the hashtags used and not the images themselves. Emotion
Analysis will analyze the posts according to the emotions of joy, sadness, disgust, anger, surprise and fear.
The last metrics available for you with this type of monitor will be those associated with theExplore Ta b. In
addition, you will have access to both the demographic and location data of the posts themselves.
When setting up a new Instagram Social Account Monitor in ForSight, the Monitor will begin on the day of
creation due to several “point-in-time” measures that are incorporated into the Monitor. However, if an
Instagram Social Account has previously been set up within ForSight, a user setting up that same Social
Account Monitor will receive all history collected. The newly created Social Account Monitor will “start” on the
day of the initial setup in ForSight.
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Social Account Monitor: Metrics Overview
Last updated: 2018-06-12T15:12:34.000Z | Online Version
Twitter Social Account Monitors
Sent Post Impressions: This is estimating the possible number of people that may have seen the post. For
each day, we add up the number of the handle's followers and the number of followers of those who have
re-tweeted the post. Additionally, we count multiple re-tweets in this metric, so if someone re-Tweets the
post 5 times, that person's followers will be counted 5 times.
Sent Post Engagement Chart: This feature compares the impressions (as calculated above), the total
number of re-tweets, and the total number of @mentions of individual tweets sent by the handle.
Total Engagement: Total engagement shows the daily, weekly, or monthly sum of all @mentions, @replies,
and re-tweets of a given handle.
Followers: Shows the daily net follower count.
Engagement Sentiment: Reports the Sentiment Analysis of all @mentions and @replies of a given handle.
Engagement sentiment does not include re-tweets.

Facebook Social Account Monitors
Admin Post List: This chart presents a list of all the posts created by the Facebook Page's admin(s) during
the chosen time period. The columns show the date on which the post was created, the body of the post, a
link to view the original post and then statistics on how many likes, shares and comments each post received.
Total Activity: This chart shows how many likes, shares or comments have been made for posts created
by a page's admin or other users. The chart can be viewed by volume or proportion and has several other
ways to customize how you view the data.
Page Likes: This chart shows the growth of page likes over time for the selected time period. It also presents
the most recent collected number of total likes as well as the percentage increase from the previous span
of equal time.
Engagement Sentiment: Reports the Sentiment Analysis of all likes, shares and comments on the chosen
page for the selected time period.

Instagram Social Account Monitors
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Sent Posts: The Sent Post List contains metrics on posts authored by an Instagram account during the
selected timeframe. Engagement metrics include Likes and Comments associated with a post. Likes and
Comments are tracked for three weeks after the post's original date of posting.
Total Activity: This chart will show you three separate metrics: likes, comments and posts by the account.
It is visualized by default in bar graph form which can be changed to a line or area graph.
Followers: This chart will list the number of followers of the account and the increase in percentage over
the period of time selected.

Social Account Monitor: Tracking Public Accounts
Last updated: 2018-08-22T10:28:10.000Z | Online Version
You can analyze any public Twitter Handle or Facebook Page with aSocial Account Monito r. It does not have
to be an account associated with your organization - you can monitor the social accounts of your competitors,
or an influencer you’re interested in learning more about.
However, you will be asked to log in with your Twitter or Facebook account before running the monitor. This is
to authenticate that you are giving ForSight permission to access this data on your behalf. Note that using your
personal account to log in will not, under any circumstances, authorize us to access your personal data for use
in Crimson Hexagon.
For more information about adding/reauthorizing social accounts, please visit the articleSocial

Account

Credentials: How To Reauthorize.

Social Account Monitor: Twitter
Last updated: 2019-04-27T13:51:39.000Z | Online Version
Twitter Social Account monitors allow you to track key metrics for any Twitter handle - it is useful for tracking
engagement, followers and other metrics for owned content. When you choose this monitor type, you will be
asked to enter in a Twitter handle for analysis. You will be asked to authenticate your Twitter account through
Crimson Hexagon, giving Crimson Hexagon permission to access this data on your behalf. For Twitter Social
Account Monitors, you can get historical data back to December 2013. You can create Twitter Social Account
monitors for any Twitter handle that you are interested in - you do not have to be the owner or administrator of
that account.
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Once the monitor has been run, you can view the results for the handle that you specified. The first module in
the Metrics section is called Sent Posts. Here you will see a graph of Sent Post Impressions, which shows the
total potential Impressions of an account's sent posts within the selected timeframe. Impressions counts the
amount of times that a particular post could have been seen. Impressions is calculated by adding the sender's
followers and the followers of all users who have Retweeted the post.

The Sent Post Engagement table shows each post sent out by the handle you are analyzing. You will see
how many times each post was Retweeted, how many replies it received and the total possible impressions.
All of this information can be exported or added to a Workspace.

The Total Engagement module in the Metrics section sums up all replies, Retweets and mentions by day,
week or month. The chart view can be customized by changing the options above and the data can be exported
or added to a Workspace.
Finally, there is the Followers module in the Metrics section. The Followers module displays a handle's net
follower count over time in addition to percent increase or decrease. Net followers are stored once per day for
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each day after a monitor's creation. Prior to a monitor's creation, net followers are stored on each day that a
post was made. The graph will interpolate follower data for days without posts. In addition to follower counts,
this visualization reports percent increase or decrease within the chosen timeframe. Percent increase or
decrease is calculated based on linear regression.

All other sections and modules perform as they would in Buzz and Opinion monitors.

Standard Features
Daily Moments: Overview
Last updated: 2018-10-15T08:28:01.000Z | Online Version
Due to GDPR, we no longer receive author timezone information from Twitter. From May 25, 2018 forward,
Daily Moments will not display data as originally designed.
With Daily Moments, users are able to identify usage patterns of common phrases in conversations by time of
day in newly created Buzz and Opinion Monitors. Daily Moments will appear in existing monitors after a
monitor reset. Utilizing advanced phrase detection technology, users can compare engagement on intervals
of morning, mid-day, evening and late night in the Explore tab.
Popular Use Cases:
Content strategy: Research most discussed key words and phrases by time of day. Create content your
customers want to talk about and schedule the posts for when they are talking about it.
Campaign/media planning and measurement: Schedule social media messaging to align with when the
target audience is most active. Track and measure the conversation by time of day.
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How does it work?
Scores are calculated for moments by comparing the frequency of phrases during a particular time of day with
its occurrence over the span of an entire day, indicating whether a phrase is more likely to occur in social
conversation during morning, mid-day or night when compared with all other times of day. This method requires
a high volume of posts in order to ensure the most significant analysis results.
Visualizations of top phrase scores are not a comparison to frequency of other phrases. Rather, visualizations
show a comparison of top phrase frequency at a given time of day to that same phrase's frequency at all times
of day. Most phrases at lower level frequencies will have similar scores and likelihoods.
Additional notes:
Time of day is calculated by the time zone of the creator of the post, not the time zone of the user creating
the monitor. For example, if someone in California posts about breakfast in local time and a monitor is
created by someone in London in the evening, the phrases will appear in the morning interval.
Daily Moments analysis will appear in any newly created monitors.
Existing monitors will need to be reset in order for Daily Moments to appear.

Tokenization Changes
Last updated: 2019-07-02T17:55:20.000Z | Online Version
As part of the integration work we are doing to bring together the Crimson Hexagon and Brandwatch Analytics
platforms, we are making a number of changes to our character tokenization rules. These will affect the way
you write Boolean queries in Crimson Hexagon and in the integrated product. These changes will be
automatically applied to monitor results from 17 May 2019 forward, though to apply changes historically, you
will need to reset your monitor.
Due to these changes, you may see higher or lower overall result volumes depending on how your monitor
Boolean queries are configured. Please see below for the specifics on these changes.

New Punctuation Terms:
Previously in Crimson Hexagon the following signs and punctuation marks were ignored when matching your
Boolean queries: % : | + # @ & / ! ?
We are now adding them as punctuation terms, which means that you will be able to use them in your Boolean
queries.
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For example, you will now be able to search for H&M.
Additionally, # and @ can be searched even if used without a hashtag or username after them.

Currency Symbols:
Previously in Crimson Hexagon unicode currency signs were ignored when matching your Boolean queries.
We're now tokenizing all unicode currency symbols as separate terms, which can be searched for in your
Boolean queries.
For example you can now search for: $100, ¢, 20£, 500€, 1000¥ etc.

Thai Dictionary Tokenization:
The Thai language doesn’t have whitespace between words so regular tokenization rules don’t work. The best
way to split Thai into words is by using a dictionary. We are introducing a new Thai language dictionary, which
will change the way Crimson Hexagon currently tokenizes Thai text.
Here’s an example of the current tokenization and the new tokenization.
Currently:
is interpreted as

New tokenization:

,

is interpreted as
,
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,
,

---------If you have any questions, you can feel free to click the Contact Support button on the top of the Help Center
and a Support team representative will be in touch shortly.
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Updates in our Locations Algorithm
Last updated: 2019-05-03T14:38:27.000Z | Online Version
Any monitors built prior to 3 May 2019 that use location filters that involve regions or cities in France or Sri
Lanka need to be updated and reset due to the update in the regions definition for those countries.
France: Regions were updated to the new January 2016 norm
Sri Lanka: Regions were updated to reflect the larger, more standard 9 region division, rather than the
one used in the past.
See this article about French regions: https://www.frenchentree.com/news/map-of-france-redrawn/
Sri Lanka’s regions: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Provinces_of_Sri_Lanka
In addition, the following locations are no longer valid:
"BRA.PE.Cabo de Santo Agostinho" (now considered part of BRA.PE.Jaboatao)
"TUR.Mediterranean Region.Hatay" (Hatay is not a city)
CAN.QC.Qumbec (spelling error - now CAN.QC.Quebec)
You can also expect minor volume changes in monitors using locations filters, especially those targeting cities.

Dashboards and Reports: Updated Features
Last updated: 2020-03-02T11:33:32.000Z | Online Version
As of the product release on March 7, 2019, we have created feature parity between Dashboards and Reports,
so that all visualizations are available in both.
Full list of visualizations now available in both Dashboards and Reports:
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Authors and Posts
Brightview
Facebook Activity
Facebook Likes
Geography
Image and Logo Analysis
Time of Day
Day of Week
Retweets
Influencers
Most Prolific
Instagram Activity
Instagram Followers
Potential Impressions
Twitter Followers
Total Engagement

Dashboards (additional information):
- New visualizations. All visualizations that were previously only available for Reports are now available for
Dashboards.
- Visualizations can compare up to six (6) monitors or filters. Different types of visualizations support
different numbers of monitors. For example, some visualizations will only support one (1) monitor, but some
will support six (6). When you select your monitors, the options for visualizations will adapt. Previously,
Dashboard visualizations couldn’t support comparisons between multiple monitors.
- Extended date range. The date range is up to 90 days now, up from 30 days.
- Option to select multiple monitors. Users have the option to select monitors, with the maximum number
being six (6).
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- Available visualizations to compare six (6) monitors selected: Volume, Sentiment, Emotion, Content
Sources, and Total Impressions.

- Available Visualizations to compare two or three (2-3) monitors selected: Metrics and Audience
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- Available visualizations with one (1) monitor selected: Metrics, Explore, and Audience

- Adjustable date range with drop-down tool.

Reports (additional information):
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- New Visualizations. All visualizations that existed in Dashboards are now also available in Reports.

Audience Lists & Website Filters
Last updated: 2019-08-06T16:15:30.000Z | Online Version
For additional information regarding available beta features of Audience Lists please see this article in our
Help Center.
----As of February 8, 2019 we will activate our new Audience Lists and Website Filters features for all users.
These new tools will replace what was previously in the platform as Whitelists and Blacklists, and will provide
users with more functionality in targeting specific groups of people. Audience Lists allow users to create
massive whitelists or blacklists for Twitter and Tumblr. Functionality for this product includes:
Uploading very large lists
Creating Audiences from Social Bio search (with support for our collected biographies on Twitter
and Tumblr)
Over time, we will be layering in more enhancements, including more platform support for whitelisting, and
more paths for creating Audience Lists in the product.
Website Filters allows users to create whitelists or blacklists of websites (URLs or Domains) (i.e. to filter for
specific Blogs, News, Forums etc).
Once Audience Lists or Website Filters are created, you will be able to add them as either whitelists or
blacklists to monitors within the monitor creation page, and may apply multiple lists to a single monitor. If you
have included at least one (1) Audience List or Website Filter as part of a monitor build, you will be able to
run the monitor without search query terms, so you can specifically analyze that particular audience segment
or URL.
Single monitors can support a maximum of five (5) Audience Lists.

Platform Impact
All existing Whitelists and Blacklists for a team will be migrated into Audiences Lists and Website Filters.
Existing monitors should run exactly as before, except the lists are managed in new areas and will have slightly
different names.
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Accessing Audience Lists
All users can create and access Audiences Lists by clicking on the hamburger menu on the top left of the
main ForSight page.

Additionally, you can access the Audience Lists tool by building a new monitor, and scrolling down in the
monitor creation page to the section titled Audiences Lists, and clicking on Create Audience Lists on the
right.
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Upon clicking on Create Audience Lists you will be taken to an interface where you will be given the choice
to upload a .csv file that includes the Twitter or Tumblr accounts you would like to track, or you may search
data available from public social profiles for attributes of interest.
Below are the Data Formatting specifications and restrictions that apply when uploading a .csv of authors:
50MB max file size
only .csv extensions are supported
One (1) social handle per line
Sample .csv File:

Upon successful creation, you will see the new Audience List populated on the All Lists tab and you will be
able to select the appropriate Audiences Lists you would like applied to your monitor from the drop-down under
Audience Lists.

Accessing Website Filters
All users can create and access Website Filters by clicking on the hamburger menu on the top left of the main
ForSight page.
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Additionally, you can access the Website Filters tool by building a new monitor, and scrolling down in the
monitor creation page to the section titled Refine your Results, and clicking on Create Website Filters on
the right.

From here, you will be able to click the + symbol on the right and you will be prompted to upload a .csv file of
the websites you would like to track.
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Below are the Data Formatting specifications and restrictions that apply:
50MB max file size
Only .csv extensions are supported
One (1) URL per line
URL must include HTTP or HTTPS protocols
Subdomains (e.g. east.example.com) will return content from the top level domain only
Sample .csv Upload:

Upon successful creation, you will see the new Website Filter populated on the Website Filters Saved page
and you will be able to select the appropriate Website Filters you would like applied to your monitor from the
drop-down under Refine Your Results.
If you have any questions about these feature enhancements, please submit a support ticket through our Help
Center, or reach out to your Customer Success Manager.

Instagram - Targeted Hashtags & Business Account Setup
Last updated: 2019-07-16T13:37:01.000Z | Online Version
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Overview
Users with the correct Facebook permissions (see Requirements below) can authorize Crimson Hexagon to
collect Instagram posts that use a particular hashtag. These posts can be analyzed in monitors using the
Targeted Instagram Hashtags feature. This involves three steps, explained in more detail below:
1. Add an Instagram Business Account to your team.
2. Add a targeted hashtag using an Instagram Business Account that has been added to your team.
3. Add the targeted hashtag as a content source in a monitor.

Requirements
1. You must have Data Management permission on your Crimson Hexagon team.
2. You must have a Facebook Account with a role on a Facebook Page linked to an Instagram Business
Account. Here's a quick step-by-step guide to help you through this process.

How to
Add an Instagram Business Account to your team.
Click on the user menu in the upper-right corner of the screen and select Team Admin.
On the Team Admin page, locate the Targeted Content section at the bottom of the left-hand pane and
select By Owned Media.
On the By Owned Media page, click on the Instagram tab at the top of the page.
On the Instagram tab, click the red button labelled Add Owned Business Account.
Enter the URL of the Facebook Page linked to the Instagram Business Account you want to add. Your
Facebook User Account must have a role on this Facebook Page.
Click the blue, Add with Facebook button.
Complete the authentication workflow on Facebook, by first adding the Crimson Hexagon app, then
granting the permissions requested by the app. If you grant the correct permissions, you’ll return to Crimson
Hexagon and the Instagram Business Account will have been added to your team.
Add a targeted hashtag using an Instagram Business Account that has been added to your team.
Click on the user menu in the upper-right corner of the screen and select Team Admin.
On the Team Admin page, locate the Targeted Content section at the bottom of the left-hand pane and
select By Keyword.
Click the red button labelled Add Keyword Query.
Select the Instagram Business Account Hashtag radio button.
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Select the Instagram Business Account on your team that will be used to request the hashtag data. Note:
Each Instagram Business Account can only request 30 unique hashtags within a rolling seven day period.
Enter the hashtag to be targeted (include the # symbol).
Click the red, Add Keyword Query button. If the hashtag is valid and the Instagram Business Account
you chose has not exceeded its quota of 30 unique hashtags, the hashtag will be added to your team.
Add the targeted hashtag as a content source in a monitor.
Create a new monitor or click the Edit button on an existing monitor.
In the Targeted Content section of Content Sources, click the Instagram Hashtags button.
The button will expand, revealing a field where any hashtag(s) added to the team can be added as
content sources for the monitor.
If you do not want to apply a keyword filter to the targeted hashtag content, click the Ignore keywords
below checkbox. Otherwise, leave it unchecked.

Important Details
Instagram Business Accounts can only collect data from 30 unique hashtags within a 7 day rolling
window. This quota is applied at the Instagram Business Account level, not the user level, the team
level, or the application level. If multiple users are making requests using the same Instagram Business
Account, they must coordinate their activity to ensure they do not exceed their quota.
Hashtag data cannot be collected retroactively. Data collection begins on the day the hashtag is added.
Hashtag data collected on behalf of an Instagram Business Account is made available to any Crimson
Hexagon team that has added both that Account and that hashtag.
Targeted hashtags can be disabled and deleted.
If a hashtag is being requested by the same Instagram Business Account on multiple teams, it
must be disabled on both teams before it stops collecting data and stops counting against the quota.
A disabled hashtag is no longer collecting data and will not count against an Instagram Business
Account’s quota of 30 hashtags.
A deleted hashtag can no longer be used as a content source in a monitor.

If you have any further questions, or need more clarification, please reach out to your Customer Success
Manager, or submit a ticket to our Support team through the Help Center.

Keyword Categories
Last updated: 2019-07-12T16:05:14.000Z | Online Version
As of November 30, 2018, the Keyword Categories feature will be made available to all users and teams within
the platform. This feature provides an alternative option for training Opinion Monitors by using keywords instead
of training posts into categories.
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To access Keyword Categories, you may open an Opinion Monitor and under the Summary tab you will see
an option to Define Categories with Keywords.

After clicking on Define Categories with Keywords you will be taken to a screen where you can add custom
categories, and define them with relevant keywords.
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To create a keyword category, simply click on Add a Category and name it whatever you like, then click on
Keywords where you will define what posts are relevant for that category. From there, the ADD button on the
right will turn red and you can click that to add your category to the category table below under Irrelevant and
Off-topic. You may repeat this process for additional categories.
Once you have all the categories you desire, you may click RUN ANALYSIS. Before running the analysis, you
may choose to categorize posts by topic or by entire post. If topic is chosen, the analysis will be run at the
segment level, meaning we break larger text documents into smaller documents and then classify those
segmented pieces based on the created categories. If entire post is chosen, the larger document is classified
as a whole without segmentation. Which option to choose is entirely up to your use case, and what you are
looking to get from your results.
After running the analysis you will be presented with a breakdown of how your keyword categories appear
within the conversation from your Opinion Monitor.
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Any posts not matching any of your created keyword categories will be classified as Irrelevant. In order to
remove the Irrelevant posts from the graph visual, click on the eye icon to the left of the category, and this will
hide those posts from appearing in the bar chart and table.

Now, you may filter visualizations under the Explore tab by your created keyword categories, and also see
some generated insights from the Summary tab.
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Sentiment for Keyword Categories
As of July 12, 2019, Keyword Categories now includes automated sentiment. Users will be able to visualize
the negative, neutral, and positive breakdown for their keyword categories. There are two tabs: Sentiment,
and Net Sentiment.
The Sentiment tab shows proportional sentiment for each of the categories. This means that hiding a
category will re-calculate the sentiment for the visible categories. For example, if you hide the “Irrelevant”
category, you will see an increase in the sentiment percentages for the other categories.
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The Net Sentiment tab shows the sentiment for each category independently. The icons on the right-hand
side also shows trends--for example, tea is trending positively while coffee is trending negatively.
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Furthermore, the summary tab for the keyword categories monitor now has a pie chart that shows the overall
breakdown between positive and negative sentiment.
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In order to retrieve sentiment on existing monitors, analysis has to be run.
---------If you have any additional questions about Keyword Categories, please feel free to submit a Support ticket
through our Help Center, or reach out to your Customer Success Manager!

QQ: Overview
Last updated: 2018-09-18T08:45:42.000Z | Online Version
Beginning March 23, 2018, Tencent QQ.com (QQ) is available as a Standard Content Source.
QQ.com is China’s leading online portal. Through its broad news coverage and full range of innovative
information services, the website provides a rich online life to hundreds of millions of Internet users.
QQ news articles with comments are available dating to January 9, 2018. Our library consists of the news
articles that attracted the largest volume of conversation, i.e. only the articles that have comments.
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With QQ selected as a Standard Content Source, content that matches the Chinese keywords in the search
will be returned in monitor results.
QQ posts are categorized into: Articles, Comments and Replies.
To distinguish between these categories, the publisherSubType field specifier can be used as follows:
publisherSubType:"Article"
publisherSubType:"Comment"
publisherSubType:"Reply"

Reports: How to Create
Last updated: 2019-10-06T18:32:10.000Z | Online Version
View this article for an overview of Reports.
How to create a Report:
1. From the home page, choose “Reports” from the Product Row or the left Navigation drawer, or, from any
page, select “Reports” in the Product selector pull-down.
2. Once in Reports, click on the green plus sign to create a new Report.
3. Highlight “Untitled Report” and name your Report.
4. Click the white plus sign on the left to add media
Choose 1, 2, or up to 6 monitors to compare
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Age
Day and Time
Gender
Top Hashtags
Top Mentions
Total Impressions

1.
2.
3.
4.

Volume
Sentiment
Emotion
Content Sources

i. 1 monitor visualization is currently Word Cloud or Topic Wheel.
ii. 2 monitor comparisons iii. 6 monitor comparisons
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Choose the Chart Type
Customize the date range
i. Last week = Find the previous Sunday to Saturday from current date
ii. Last month = Find the last month from current date
iii. Last 7 Days = From current date, back 7 days
iv. Last 30 Days = From current date, back 30 days
v. Last Year = Find previous year from current year
vi. Custom (2 years max. range)
Select Done
Customize the title or description
Add additional media in the same manner
To edit or delete a visualization, click anywhere on the visualization to reveal the edit or delete icon
Run the Report:
1. Choose the Start Date
2. Choose the Repeat Frequency None (Run for today, no end date)
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly
Yearly
3. End Date
4. Choose desired output: Excel, PPT and/or PDF
5. Enter optional emails to send reports
To share Reports with other Crimson Hexagon Team Members:
1. Select the Share Icon
2. Select Team Members to share reports and/or
3. Select the format for the Report in Excel, PPT, and/or PDF To download a Report:
1. Select the Download Icon
2. Select the format for the Report in Excel, PPT, or PDF
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Reddit: Overview
Last updated: 2019-05-30T20:38:44.000Z | Online Version
Reddit is a network of communities where individuals can find experiences built around their interests, hobbies
and passions. Redditors submit, vote and comment on content, stories and discussions about the topics they
care about the most. With over 330 million global users monthly, Reddit is home to the most open and authentic
conversations on the Internet. Our Reddit data library contains historical data dating back to May 2008.

Set-Up/Requirements
In Buzz and Opinion Monitors, Reddit may be analyzed as a standalone content source, or combined with any
other standard or targeted sources. Reddit data can be searched by keyword query. Specific Reddit authors
can be searched using the specifier “weblogTitle:”.

Data Views
Reddit analysis includes volume, sentiment, and emotion as well as our topic visualizations with Word Cloud,
Topic Wheel, etc.

API Restrictions
Please note that due to contractual limitations, Reddit post content will not be available via our APIs. The API
will return the post URL.

Why Is my Monitor Missing Twitter Data?
Last updated: 2020-06-10T15:31:45.000Z | Online Version
Twitter Stream
Starting in July 2010 Crimson Hexagon gained access to the Twitter Firehose through a direct partnership with
Twitter. Prior to this, we had access to Twitter through the Gardenhose API, which gave Crimson Hexagon a
limited access to Twitter data. If you are missing tweets from before July 2010, this could be the reason.
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Location Filter
In the setup page of a Buzz/Opinion monitor, there is the option to select a ‘Location’ filter. Applying a ‘Location’
filter naturally will limit results to the desired geographical location(s). However, if the location of a tweet can’t
be identified and there is a location filter applied, the tweet will be excluded from the monitor results.

Twitter Accounts Set to Private
If a Twitter user that previously had a public account sets their account to private for any period of time, tweets
made by that author during that time period will not be visible in the platform.
Note: Unfortunately, there is no way to confirm when a Twitter user sets their account to private.

Twitter Handle Change
If a Twitter user changes their handle, you may notice a data gap in your monitor. If this is the case, please
contact our Support team and they will be able to assist you with this. Once the handle has been updated on
our end, you will start pulling in posts made with the new handle and will still be able to gather historical data
by targeting both the old and the new handles in your Buzz or Opinion monitor.

Reviews: Star Ratings
Last updated: 2018-09-17T11:08:02.000Z | Online Version
Beginning August 18, 2017, we store and index star rating values for Reviews content that have a star rating
value provided. The star rating will be normalized to a 0-5 star scale. Because some sites utilize different
scales, it’s possible to have reviews that are at a star scale of partial numbers (i.e. 3.175 stars).
A monitor containing Reviews data can be filtered for posts that meet a specific star rating value or value range
by using the advanced query feature.
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Please note: Initially, the star value itself will not be visible in the Post List, but will be visible upon clickthrough
to the original post. This functionality is under development. Star rating values will not be available in Saved
Filters or Filters at this time.
Tips for filtering for star ratings using the advanced query:
The advanced query field to use for Reviews star ratings is:
rating:x
For posts that exactly match the value
i.e. rating:3 will return reviews rated exactly 3.000 stars
rating:[x TO y]
For posts that are rated greater than or equal to (inclusive of) x and less than or equal to (inclusive of) y
i.e. rating:[3 TO 5] will return reviews that are rated greater than or equal to (inclusive of) 3.000 and less
than or equal to (inclusive of) 5.000
rating:[x TO y}
For posts that are rated greater than or equal to (inclusive of) x and less than (exclusive of) y
i.e. rating:[3 TO 5} will return reviews that are rated greater than or equal to (inclusive of) 3.000 and less
than (exclusive of) 5.000
rating:{x TO y]
For posts that are rated greater than (exclusive of) x and less than or equal to (inclusive of) y
i.e.rating:{4 TO 5] will return reviews that are rated greater than (exclusive of) 4.000 and less than or
equal to (inclusive of) 5.000
rating:{x TO y}
For posts that are rated greater than (exclusive of) x and less than (exclusive of) y
i.e.rating:{4 TO 5} will return reviews that are rated greater than (exclusive of) 4.000 and less than
(exclusive of) 5.000
When searching multiple content sources but including a star rating criteria as part of the Reviews content
source, add pubType:REVIEW to a compound parameter: i.e. (pubType:REVIEW AND rating:[3 TO 5])
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Dashboards: Sharing Permissions
Last updated: 2018-06-28T15:31:44.000Z | Online Version
By default, newly created Dashboards are set to be visible by every user on a Team. In order to limit
Dashboards access and sharing privileges, additional actions are required.
Sharing Dashboards (identical to monitor-level permissions access):
If a user creates a Dashboard, that user alone has the ability to modify sharing privileges for that unique
Dashboard
‘Edit’ Team users are enabled to edit
Organizational Admin are enabled to edit
‘Read-only’ are only enabled to read, not edit
Only the original creator of a Dashboard may disable the default Team-wide sharing, and creators also have
the alternative option to enter individual Team members email addresses in the sharing page.
In order to limit Dashboards access and sharing privileges, additional actions are required in the ‘Share’ settings
for each individual Dashboard. Potential actions to take from the ‘Share’ icon in the top right header… To
select recipients manually: enter individual email address in the top bar of the sharing page (note: if a
Dashboard is shared individually with 'read-only' user, that user is also enabled to edit the Dashboard, but not
share)
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To disable Team-wide visibility: Toggle ‘Team’ to grayed position

To enable public visibility: Toggle ‘Public’ to blue position

Select ‘Copy link’ button to grab the URL for manual copy/paste sharing*
*If users take this manual step to share with individuals outside of a Crimson Hexagon Team, this enables
recipients to view read-only Dashboards which may not be edited or modified.

Why Won't My Topic Wheel Load?
Last updated: 2018-12-07T21:23:55.000Z | Online Version
With recent updates to various browsers, we have found that many users are experiencing issues with the
Topic Wheel being displayed. This issue is typically caused by flash not automatically running in your browser.
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Below are a set of steps to enable flash to automatically run for you, and display the visualization:
Pre-Check
Often we will see issues stemming from your browser's cookies and cache referencing old data, or older
browser versions being used. Before making adjustments to your flash-player, it may be worth clearing your
cookies and cache, and performing a browser update. If this does not resolve the issue, proceed to Step 1.
Step 1: Install Flash
If you do not already have flash installed on your local device, you will need to make this your first priority. You
can navigate to Adobe's download page in order to enable this. Please note that some browsers will already
have a native flash player installed and you may not need to download anything. Your browser's official site
may be able to provide more information on this.
Step 2: Enable Flash Within Your Browser
Once you have flash installed on your device, you will need to enable the flash plugin within your browser.
Below are a list of common browsers and the steps required to enable the flash plugin:
Google Chrome
Safari
Mozilla Firefox
Microsoft Edge
Internet Explorer
After enabling flash, make sure that you restart your browser to ensure the changes are now live.
Step 3: Whitelist Crimson Hexagon's Products
If you still do not see the Topic Wheel after making these adjustments, you may need to whitelist Crimson
Hexagon in your browser's flash settings. This may look different in each browser, but you should be able to
find the information in the same area that you enabled flash for your browser (usually in the security / privacy
settings). Below are examples of Chrome and Safari whitelisting Crimson Hexagon's sites.
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In this Chrome example, we remained on the same page that we enabled flash (see Step 2) and clicked "ADD"
under the "Allow" section. From there, we followed the syntax that Google prompted us with and entered
[*.]crimsonhexagon.com. This will now allow flash to automatically run on any Crimson Hexagon web page.

In this Safari example, we also remained on the same page that we enabled Flash (see Step 2). If you have
ForSight open in your browser, it should show up as a website under Adobe Flash Player. By default, it may
either say "Off" or "Ask". Adjusting this to "On" will allow flash to always run on our web pages.
Other browsers should have the same type of setup, however if you have any complications with this process
please file a ticket with our support team so we may further assist you.
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Dashboards: How to Create
Last updated: 2019-08-12T23:49:28.000Z | Online Version
View this article for an overview on Dashboards.
How to create a Dashboard:
1. From the home page, choose “Dashboards” from the Product Row or the left Navigation drawer.
OR, from any page, Select “Dashboards” in the Product selector pull-down.
2. Once in the Dashboards, click on the green plus sign to create a Dashboard.
3. An in-screen pop-up will appear. Title your Dashboard, upload a logo if you wish, and select 'Create
Dashboard'.
4. To add visualizations, there are two options:
Select ‘Add From Library’ to locate and add visualizations from any pre-created Monitors
Search through all available monitors and select the desired one
Select the visualization type you would like to add to the Dashboard canvas
Visualizations include: Volume, Retweets, Auto Sentiment, BrightView, Top Influencers, Top
Mentions, Top Hashtags, Total Impressions, Day & Time, Gender, Age, Authors & Posts, Most
Prolific, Word Cloud, Topic Wheel, Emotions, Geography; as well as Followers, Total
Engagement, and Potential Impressions from Social Account Monitors). Note: not all
visualizations from all Monitor types are available for use.
Once visualizations are added, to edit the time range or chart type, click on the stacked dots in the top
left of the visualization.
Rearrange or resize by selecting the bottom right corner of any visualization.
-ORSelect 'Add Embed Code' to add an embed code (i.e. YouTube video, Imgur image, etc.)
Note: you can add media into a dashboard at anytime by selecting ‘+ Add Media’ under the title and the same
steps as above.
5. Dashboards are shared with Crimson Hexagon Team Members by default. To share Dashboards with
select Team members, select the 'Share' icon from the top right and choose team member's by email
address by checking the box and selecting “add”.
6. To create a Public Dashboard, select Public Link from the Share dialog box and copy the URL.

Dashboards: Overview
Last updated: 2020-06-02T04:26:09.000Z | Online Version
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Dashboards provide users with the ability to customize a collection of meaningful metrics on an easily shareable
canvas. By tracking key indicators from multiple Monitors ‘at-a-glance’, this centralized view of business
performance allows for quicker, smarter, more impactful decisions based on strategic social insights. Users are
able to quickly create and share Dashboards with anyone across their organization while also having the option
of setting permissions-based privileges.
Current visualization set includes:
Volume, Retweets, Auto Sentiment, BrightView
Top Influencers, Top Mentions, Top Hashtags
Total Impressions
Day & Time, Gender, Age, Authors & Posts, Most Prolific
Word Cloud, Topic Wheel, Emotions and Geography
Followers, Total Engagement, and Potential Impressions from Social Account Monitors
Note: not all visualizations from all Monitor types are available for use.

Additional functionality:
Customizable and resizable visualizations
Mobile-responsive, large display capabilities
Support embedding of 3rd party content via HTML (BI tools, Youtube, etc.)
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Aggregate chart types for: Volume, BrightView, Total Potential Impressions, Auto Sentiment, and Social
Account Monitor Potential Impressions and Followers.

Use Cases:
Brand Health KPI monitoring
Event-driven monitoring for
Benchmarking

campaign,

crisis,

or

reputation

management

How To:
View this article on how to create Dashboards
Download the PDF below for a more visual step-by-step walk through:

Targeted Content Source - Instagram Accounts
Last updated: 2019-04-24T08:33:13.000Z | Online Version
Overview
Users with the correct Facebook permissions (see Requirements below) can authorize Crimson Hexagon to
collect Instagram posts in which an Owned Instagram Business Account is tagged. These posts can be
analyzed in monitors using the Instagram Accounts option found under Targeted Content Sources when
editing a new or existing Buzz or Opinion monitor. This involves two steps, explained in more detail below:
1. Add an Instagram Business Account to your team. If you have already added an Instagram Business
Account, re-authenticate the account in order to grant Crimson Hexagon permission to collect tagged
posts.
2. Add the targeted account as a content source in a monitor.

Requirements
1. To add or re-authenticate an Instagram Business Account, you must have Data Management
permission on your Crimson Hexagon team.
2. To grant Crimson Hexagon permission to collect tagged posts, you must have a Facebook Account with
a n Admin, Editor, or Moderator role on the Facebook Page linked to the Instagram Business
Account.
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3. If you have an Analyst or Advertiser role on the page, you will still be able to add the Instagram
Business Account (and use it to request Targeted Instagram Hashtags), but you will not be collecting
tagged posts.

How to
Add an Instagram Business Account to your team.
Click on the user menu in the upper-right corner of the screen and select Team Admin.
On the Team Admin page, locate the Targeted Content section at the bottom of the left-hand pane and
select By Owned Media.
On the By Owned Media page, click on the Instagram tab at the top of the page.
On the Instagram tab, click the red button labelled Add Owned Business Account.
Enter the URL of the Facebook Page linked to the Instagram Business Account you want to add. Your
Facebook User Account must have a role on this Facebook Page.
Click the blue, Add with Facebook button.
Complete the authentication workflow on Facebook, by first adding the Crimson Hexagon app, then
granting the permissions requested by the app. If you grant the correct permissions, you’ll return to Crimson
Hexagon and the Instagram Business Account will have been added to your team.
Re-authorize an existing Instagram Business Account to grant access to tagged posts.
On the Instagram tab, expand the row of the Instagram Business Account to reveal the list of
Authorized Users.
Click the Reauthorize link.
Complete the authentication workflow on Facebook, granting the permissions requested by the
app. If you grant the correct permissions, you’ll return to Crimson Hexagon and the Instagram Business
Account will now be authorized to collect tagged posts.
Note: Tagged posts can be collected if any Authorized User has the required page role and has
granted ForSight the necessary permission, even if other Authorized Users don't have the correct
role.
Add the targeted account as a content source in a monitor.
Create a new monitor or click the Edit button on an existing monitor.
In the Targeted Content section of Content Sources, click the Instagram Accounts button.
The button will expand, revealing a field where any Owned Instagram Business Account(s) added to
the team can be added as content sources for the monitor. If no users have authenticated that Account with
permission to collect tagged posts, no tagged posts will be included in the monitor.
If you do not want to apply a keyword filter to the tagged posts, click the Ignore keywords below
checkbox. Otherwise, leave it unchecked.
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Important Details
When an Instagram Business Account is authorized to collect tagged posts, Crimson Hexagon will collect
up to 30 days of historical tagged posts.
Users on Teams that have already added Instagram Business Accounts will see yellow “warning”
alerts on the Instagram Tab of the By Owned Media page in Team Admin. These alerts indicate that the
users haven’t explicitly granted Crimson Hexagon the additional required permission to collect this new
content. Users can grant that permission by adding or reauthorizing an existing Authorized User with an
Admin, Editor, or Moderator role on the Facebook Page linked to the applicable Instagram Business
Account.
Example 1 - Collapsed View

Example 2 - Expanded View
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Instagram Volume Methodology Change
Last updated: 2018-06-13T11:04:50.000Z | Online Version
As of October 5, 2016, the volume for Instagram posts is calculated using a new methodology.
What is the new volume methodology?
We collect recently tagged Instagram posts on a daily basis. Once we have collected the maximum number of
posts available we use the count of actual posts collected as the volume number. Users now have a volume
calculation methodology consistent with all other Crimson Hexagon data sources.
How is this different?
Prior to October 5, 2016, we collected the cumulative hashtag count on a daily basis. This number was a
reflection of the all time count of media for that hashtag and is a point in time based number that reflects the
count at that moment. At the end of each day we would take that day’s post count number and subtract
yesterday’s post count number. We would then use the day over day change as the daily volume in ForSight.
Will both methodologies be in the same monitor?
Yes, since October 5th we are using the new methodology and all older data is still in the previous methodology.
After a monitor reset, the volume methodology for the entire monitor will be the new methodology. Therefore,
you will need to reset any monitors analyzing Instagram data to make historical Instagram post volume
consistent with the new methodology.
Will the old methodology continue to be supported?
After October 5, 2016 all Instagram volume will be calculated using the new methodology. The total media
counts will be available on the Instagram tab and the old volume number can be calculated by manually
subtracting the current media count number from the prior day's media count number.

Compare Tab: Overview
Last updated: 2018-06-13T11:13:34.000Z | Online Version
The Compare tab is the last set of metrics in ForSight. Contained in Compare are five specific visualizations:
Category Mix, Category Trend, Share of Voice, Volume Trend, and Net Sentiment. Compare allows you to
bring in additional monitors to compare with the one you are currently analyzing. Most of the compare
options are straightforward, but this article will briefly describe each of them.
Category Mix will allow you to compare the categories of a set of monitors. This can be done with both the
standard categories of buzz monitors as well as the custom categories of opinion monitors.
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Category Trend gives you the option to compare a specific category of one monitor with a specific category of
one or more other monitors.
Share of Voice is very useful for comparing the total percentage of relevant conversation of one monitor with
either one or multiple other monitors.
Volume Trend is an overlapping comparison of volume over a select period of time for two or more monitors.
Net Sentiment is a comparative look at positive and negative sentiment for monitors utilizing the categories of
sentiment.

New ForSight - Overview & Key Features
Last updated: 2019-05-20T10:41:08.000Z | Online Version
New ForSight has been designed for better visuals, easily accessible insights, and a more intuitive user
experience. The features you are used to in Original ForSight are available in the new experience, with an
updated and more user friendly navigation.
As of 17 May 2019, New ForSight will be made the default user experience for all users in the legacy Crimson
Hexagon platform. Prior to this date, Original ForSight was the default experience for all users, and
Orgs/Teams could opt in to having New ForSight as their default experience.
Users will still have the option to Return to Original ForSight via the blue bar found near the top of all monitors.

Key Features
Monitor Summary
When clicking on the ForSight option from the platform landing page, the monitor list will display as it has
previously, however, when clicking on your monitor (depending on your settings) you will see a new Monitor
Summary page that highlights some general insights from your monitor.
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Channels Tab
Users will have the ability to click on the Channels tab found near the top of their monitor in New ForSight,
and this will provide a dropdown for more in-depth analysis on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Tumblr
(provided there is content from these sources in your monitor).
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Referenced Links Also found under the Channels tab is the Referenced Links selection, which when clicked
will provide a list of the most shared URLs found in your monitor results.
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People Tab
When selecting the People tab towards the top of your monitor, you will see an option to select Influencers
which will display up to the top 50 Twitter influencers within your monitor results. These can be ordered by
Influencer Score, Tweet Volume, Follower Volume, or Following Volume.
Clicking on View Posts will bring up a post list that displays mentions of the selected author or posts within
your monitor results from that author (if any). As a note, authors do not need to have Tweeted in your monitor
results in order for them to be listed as an Influencer in this visual.
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Explore Tab
Word Cloud
Within New ForSight the Word Cloud visual has been enhanced from what was previously available with this
visual in Original ForSight.
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You can navigate to the Word Cloud by clicking on the Explore tab towards the top of your monitor, and
selecting Word Cloud from the dropdown. Here, you will see additional filtering options to tweak your Word
Cloud to show the most relevant content. Additionally, when clicking on a word in the Word Cloud, a window
will pop up with the option to View Posts or Remove. Clicking Remove will hide the selected word from
appearing in the visual, and you can see which words have been hidden by viewing the Hidden Words section
located on the bottom left of the visual page.

Alerts
New Alerts functionality is available within New ForSight as well. From within a monitor, you may click the
Alerts icon found towards the top of the page:

Once clicked, you will see the option to turn on or edit Automatic Alerts for Developing Trends. Editing the
Developing Trends alert will bring up the ability to alter the threshold sensitivity, as well as subscribing
additional users to Alerts.
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New Alerts may be created as well by clicking the New Alert button.
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You will now see various options to configure Alerts as best fit your particular use case.
----------
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As more key features are added we will continue to make updates to this article. If you have any questions, you
can feel free to click the Contact Support button on the top of the Help Center and a Support team
representative will be in touch shortly.
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Content Request: Adding Content to Crimson's Data
Library
Last updated: 2019-05-29T10:53:26.000Z | Online Version
Individual site requests
We do not have an exhaustive list of all Internet data in our content library, but we are happy to add new
sources when possible. For some web pages, we can often add them through one of our content collection
partners rather than gather the data ourselves. Not all sites will be available this way, but we will do our best
to gather them for you. To request new content, users can go to the "Team Admin" section of ForSight.
New source type
If you are looking for a standalone content source such as LinkedIn or Pinterest, you can add this as a
suggestion in the Product Feedback section of our community, or touch base with your Customer Success
Manager. Due to prioritization and research timelines, we cannot guarantee a time frame for new content
implementation, but by letting us know what you would like, and getting others to vote for those ideas through
our forum, we can better prioritize new features.

Expectations
Content source additions will take some time to pull back and proper expectations should be set. Depending
on the complexity of a site this process can be very manual and may take a significant amount of time. Above
all, it is important to understand that we will not currently be able to gather historical data and will only collect
content going forward from your request date. We highly suggest being proactive with your requests. Blogs ≈
1 week
News ≈ 1-2 weeks
Forums/Reviews ≈ 4 weeks
Please note that large volume requests may take longer to process than normal

Content Source: Advanced
Last updated: 2019-12-18T08:03:07.000Z | Online Version
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Crimson Hexagon allows you to select which content sources you would like to analyze for your Monitor. There
are different content sources, both short-form (Twitter, Facebook, etc.) and long-form (news, blogs, etc.),
available to users. Different sources add different voices to your sentiment analysis - which content sources to
use really depends on what you are looking for in your results.
Advanced Content Sources
Reviews: Product-based reviews from consumer sites such as tripadvisor.com and amazon.com.
News: Fact-based articles by formal news organizations, such as CNN, New York Times, Wall Street Journal,
etc.
YouTube: Contains content from video descriptions and comments. You can also search the titles of individual
videos using the title: operator. This will bring you both the video’s title as well as its description.
Weibo: Chinese microblogging site. Only to be used for Chinese language searches. Sina Weibo is available
as a premium content source. Please contact your Customer Success Manager for more information.
Additional Information:
When selecting each of these content sources in monitor setup, it is important to note that we have location
data for Forums, Blogs, and News and we do not have location data for Reviews, Comments, YouTube and
Weibo. Next to the content sources where the location filter is not supported, you will see a gear where you will
have the option to "ignore locations". This option gives you the ability to still collect data from this source that
match your query while acknowledging that location data is not available for these posts.

You will also see the option to "ignore gender" for some of these content sources. This acts similarly to the
location filter however we collect gender data for Forums, Reviews and Weibo of the advanced content sources.
Learn more about Basic and Targeted content sources.

Content Source: Basic
Last updated: 2020-04-21T14:58:11.000Z | Online Version
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Crimson Hexagon allows you to select which content sources you would like to analyze for your Monitor. There
are different content sources, both short-form (Twitter, Facebook, etc.) and long-form (news, blogs, etc.),
available to users. Different sources add different voices to your sentiment analysis - which content sources to
use really depends on what you are looking for in your results.
Basic Content Sources
Basic Content Sources are the most commonly used content sources.
Instagram: This is the first Instagram search option. Selecting this will search within all currently archived
Instagram content from our content library. The targeted option below will allow you to search for documents
containing a specific hashtag. Once a hashtag has been added, the content will go into our data library to be
included in any Instagram search.
Twitter: We have the full Twitter Firehose through a direct partnership with Twitter beginning July 2010.
Concretely, this means we have access to all public tweets starting from that date. Before the Firehose, we
had access to Twitter content via the Gardenhose from July 2009.
Reddit: Our Reddit library contains over 1.4 billion posts dating back to May 2008. We add over 15 million
posts per week (80% of all Reddit data) and have the ability to target over 15,000 of the most popular
subreddits.
Tencent QQ: Our library contains news articles and comments from QQ.com, China’s leading online portal.
Data will be available from January 9, 2018 with a daily average volume of 4.5 million posts. Our library contains
the news articles and comments that attracted the largest volume of conversation.
Tumblr: We have the full Tumblr Firehose through a direct partnership with Tumblr beginning January 2015.
Google Plus: This will allow you to search all of our pooled Google+ data from our content library.
Blogs: Blogs consists of articles drawing on a writer’s own experiences, observations, opinions, etc. Blogs are
categorized by generally smaller, independently owned sites that include content such as opinions, the writer's
experiences, observations as well as reports and news. One common example would be blogspot.com. Note:
users have the option to enable or disable comments for Blog posts.
Forums: Forums consist of thread-based discussions in which users post replies to a certain subject of
conversation. Examples include Baidu, Yahoo!, Steam, IMDB and Naver.
Learn more about Targeted and Advanced content sources.

Content Source: LinkedIn
Last updated: 2019-10-21T08:40:25.000Z | Online Version
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While LinkedIn is not an official content source, we can pull some public information from LinkedIn in the form
of both Blog and News content. To run an analysis on LinkedIn content, select Blogs and News as your content
sources and within our keyword query include site:"linkedin.com".
i.e. (cat OR dog) AND site:"linkedin.com"
Keep in mind that you may not be able to see a significant volume of content from LinkedIn because we don’t
have LinkedIn as an official content source – therefore, the results we get from LinkedIn are not very
comprehensive. Another trick to remember, in regard to this content source, is that keywords that are too
narrow and strict will not bring back as much content.
Please note: We do not index LinkedIn user-generated content or user metrics as access to this data is
restricted by Microsoft.

Content Source: Logo Recognition
Last updated: 2019-01-17T02:06:21.000Z | Online Version
As of February 20, 2016, Logo Recognition is now available in ForSight. There are over 1.8 billion photos
shared daily on social media and an estimated 85% of those photos lack text references to the brands within
them. Therefore, we have introduced this feature to help capture all the unspoken data that a photo can
represent.
To include Logo Recognition in your Monitor, please follow these steps:
1. Make sure Twitter and/or Instagram are selected as a content source.
Note: Logo detection does NOT work for any other content sources.
2. Put in a keyword that you want the results to contain (optional).

3. Choose a brand from the drop-down list.
4. Pick your search parameter from three options, depending on whether you want results that contain just
the logos and/or just the keywords.
5. Choose a start date on or after May 2, 2015.
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Note: Consistent data begins December 10th, 2015. Sporadic data starting at May 2nd, 2015 up until December
9th 2015 can also be accessed.

6. Build the monitor. Images are displayed in the post list as thumbnails.

Adding Logos
Currently, we have the ability track over 500 logos. Please contact your Customer Success Manager for a list
of available logos. Additional logos may be added to our database, but there may be an additional cost.
Please contact your Customer Success Manager to discuss the process.
For more information, please download the following documents:
Logo Recognition Walk Through.pdf (1000 KB)
Logo Recognition FAQs.pdf (1000 KB)

BrandIds Operator
For more complex queries and where the Brand ID number is known, the brandIds: operator is available. The
operator is available in Monitor setup and as a keyword filter. Please note that only the “I” is capitalized. For
example:
brandIds:12 AND brandIds:14
This operator is also available for use in HelioSight with parentheses. For example:
(brandIds:12).
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Content Source: Targeted
Last updated: 2019-12-18T03:36:09.000Z | Online Version
Crimson Hexagon allows you to select which content sources you would like to analyze in your monitor. There
are different content sources, both short-form (Twitter, Facebook, etc.) and long-form (news, blogs, etc.),
available to users. Different sources add different voices to your sentiment analysis; which content sources to
use depends on what you are looking for in your results.
Targeted Content Sources
Targeted content sources allow you to target specific content by narrowing your search to certain walls on
Facebook, pages on Google Plus and hashtags on Instagram.
Facebook Pages: Select specific wall(s) to focus on relevant content. When selecting the "Ignore Keywords"
option, you will pull in all posts from the selected page(s) regardless of their content.
Google Plus Pages: Select specific page(s) to focus on relevant content.
Instagram Hashtags: Track up to 30 hashtags per added Instagram Business Account on your team. Hashtag
data cannot be collected retroactively. Data collection begins on the day the hashtag is added. For more
information on how to set this up, please see this article.
VK Keywords: Select keywords terms to return relevant content. This data is not available historically.
Learn more about Basic and Advanced content sources.

Content Source: VK
Last updated: 2018-06-13T11:11:59.000Z | Online Version
As of March 15, 2016, VK is now available as an additional content source in ForSight. VK expands the depth
and breadth of international coverage so that users can now analyze targeted keyword data from the largest
social network in Russia and Eastern Europe. VK has over 150 million active monthly users with 300 million
users in total.
To enable VK as a content source for your Monitor, please follow these five steps:
1. Under 'Content Sources' select 'More Sources...'
2. Within the 'Targeted Content' section, select 'VK Keywords'
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3. To establish 'Keyword Queries', users with Data Management access will be able to select 'Add new' to
add keywords for analysis (much like adding hashtags for Instagram)

4. Data Management users will then be brought to the 'Add Keyword Query' page. From this page, select
'VK' as a 'Content Type' and add a term in the 'VK Keyword' box. Finally, select 'Add Keyword Query' to
complete the addition.

5. Back in monitor setup, locate newly added VK Keywords from the 'Keyword Queries' dropdown. Either
choose to 'Ignore keywords below', or add at least one term to one of the 'Search for Keywords' field in
normal setup before selecting 'Create & Run'.
**Note: Data is collected for the selected keyword from the point in time the VK keyword is established,
therefore no historical data is available. Data will only begin to populate monitors starting the day a
keyword is added.
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A full list of all VK Keywords added by Data Management users is available on the Team Admin page under
'Targeted Content' tab within the 'By Keyword' section.

FAQs:
Q: What happens when I add a term to “VK Keywords"?
A:Crimson will return all available public posts with that word or phrase. If there is a re-post that does NOT
include the keyword, Crimson will not return the re-post even if the initial post included that keyword.
Q: What happens when I select “Ignore keywords below” option?
A: This will return all posts including post body text, title, author information, tags, etc. So posts may be returned
that don't actually have the selected keyword in the post's text. That is where keywords in traditional monitor
setup will come into effect.
Q: Why does Crimson return more information than just the requested post volume when ignoring keywords?
A: The idea is to provide as much content as possible for your specific requests. Users may filter through posts
normally just as they would in a standard analysis.
Q: What can be entered as “VK Keywords"?
A: You can enter both individual words, terms or phrases as keywords. If you enter 'phone‘, then Crimson will
return any related content including that mentioned above. If you select a particular brand name smartphone,
Crimson will search for the same parameters but an entire phrase must be included in the content (as entered)
for that content to be returned.
Q: Why can't I see VK data in the start date of my Monitor?
A: VK Keyword data is only available going forward from the date you added the term as a 'VK Keyword' in
your team's specific 'Targeted Content'. Historical data is not available for VK. Therefore, if you added a
keyword on May 1, 2016, and your monitor is set back to January 1, 2016, you will only see VK data appear in
your monitor starting May 1, 2016 and after.
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Download your copy of the VK addition overview:

Content Sources: Data Access Overview
Last updated: 2020-03-27T17:56:45.000Z | Online Version
When setting up a monitor, Crimson Hexagon allows you to identify the content sources you would like to
analyze data from. Below is a list of all the content sources we offer, when we began collecting data from that
content source and approximately how many posts we absorb each week. For information on latency for each
content source, please read Monitor Results: Content Source Latency.

Major Western Social Networks
Twitter
Crimson ingests and stores the full Twitter Firehose (i.e. complete coverage of all Tweets globally). Data is
available to all customers dating back to 2008. Data is ingested and processed in our platform in real time.
As of August 2018, we are ingesting over 2.3B tweets per week.

Tumblr
Crimson ingests and stores the full Tumblr Firehose (i.e. complete coverage of all activity globally). This data
includes Posts, Comments, and Likes. Data is available to all customers dating back to July 2015. Data is
ingested and processed in our platform in real time.
As of August 2018, we are ingesting over 189MM posts per week.

Facebook
Crimson has engineered an in-house engine, leveraging the Facebook Graph APIs, to gather and store data
based on Facebook Pages ForSight users have designated. This data includes Posts, Comments and Likes,
and is available for analysis within minutes of the documents being created.
Content available from January 2017.
As of August 2018, we are ingesting over 61MM posts per week.
Additional Details
Users can either set up a Social Account Monitor to track a specific page, or add a page to the Targeted
Content section of Buzz and Opinion monitors.
Upon adding a new page to a team, the Crimson engine collects history where possible (up to 365 days
of history). However, Facebook Social Account Monitors will begin collecting results from the day the
monitor is started.
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Daily, we gather as much data as possible for requested data; this is limited by rate limits and the number
of authenticated users associated with each team.
Post and Page metrics are gathered when posts are collected.
Author information is available for all posts, and for comments on Owned pages.

Instagram
Crimson has engineered an in-house engine, leveraging the Instagram APIs, to gather and store data based
on user profile and tags ForSight users have designated. This data includes Posts and Comments. This data
is then “pooled” and made available across all organizations within the ForSight ecosystem, within minutes of
the documents being created.
Content available from January 2014.
As of August 2018, we are ingesting an average of 305MM documents per week.

Additional Details
Users can set up either a “Tag” to track (Opinion or Buzz monitor), or a Profile to track (SAM).
Daily, we gather as much data as possible for requested data; this is limited by rate limits and the number
of authenticated users associated with each team.
Since Instagram API changes, posts that are collected through targeted hashtags no longer include the
comments on the posts.

Blogs, News, Forums & Reviews
Crimson has long standing contracts for receiving News, Blogs, Forums and Reviews from two sources:
Socialgist (Boardreader) and Webhose.io.

Socialgist (Boardreader)
Socialgist is a data provider that specializes in building web scraping and data cleansing technology; they
provide us the majority of our Blogs, News, Forums and Reviews. We have the ability to request small numbers
of new sites to be included in those which are scraped and passed through to us. Data is made available within
seconds, up to 24hrs since the post date, depending on the site.
News and Blog content is available from June 2008.
Forum content is available from October 2008.
Review content is available from January 2011.
As of August 2018, we are ingesting an average of 115MM posts per week.
6.3MM Blog posts per week
6MM News posts per week
100MM Forum posts per week
3MM Review posts per week
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Webhose.io (Buzzilla and Omgili)
Webhose.io is an Israeli based data provider that specializes in building web scraping and data cleansing
technology; they provide us with Forums and News Groups. Data is made available within seconds, up to 24hrs
since the post date, depending on the site.
As of August 2018, we are ingesting an average of 250MM posts per week.

M-Brain
M-Brain is a Norwegian based data provider that specializes in building web scraping and data cleansing
technology; they provide us with News and Blogs data (showing up in our “News” advanced data section).
Data is made available within seconds, up to 24hrs since the post date, depending on the site.
As of August 2018, we are ingesting an average of 17MM posts per week.

Additional Sources
VK
We have access to the VK firehose via the data provider Socialgist. We can retrieve an unlimited amount of
data via keyword based request for no additional cost to our users. Data is associated with the requesting
ForSight Team.
As of August 2018, we are ingesting an average of 38MM posts per week.

Sina Weibo
We have access to the Sina Weibo firehose via the data provider Socialgist. We can retrieve large amounts of
data via keyword based request; we incur volume based costs for collecting this data and must pass through
these costs to customers requesting access. Data is associated with the requesting ForSight Team. Please
contact your Customer Success Manager for more information.
As of August 2018, we are ingesting an average of 258k posts per week.

Google+
Crimson has engineered an in-house engine, leveraging the Google+ APIs, to gather and store data based on
pages ForSight users have designated. This data includes Posts and Comments. This data is then “pooled”
and made available across all organizations within the ForSight ecosystem.
Content available from April 2013.
As of August 2018, we are ingesting an average of 67k posts per week.

Reddit
We have access to the Reddit “firehose” data via the data provider Socialgist which covers over 85% of the
content on the site, and we have the ability to request specific subreddits if they are not currently included.
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Content available from May 2008.
As of August 2018, we are ingesting an average of 22MM posts per week.

YouTube
We have access to YouTube video descriptions and comments via the data provider Socialgist. We can retrieve
data based on videos that have been defined by Crimson to target; videos can be added manually by the
Crimson services team as requested. This data includes Posts and Comments, and is then “pooled” and made
available across all organizations within the ForSight ecosystem.
Content available from February 2012.
As of August 2018, we are ingesting an average of 187MM posts per week.

Logo Image Analysis
We use a third party, LogoGrab, to supplement our logo recognition capabilities; however, all data analyzed is
provided by the above mentioned sources.
Content available from May 2015.

How Do We Approach Onboarding of New Data Sources?
We are constantly monitoring the marketplace for new sources of data which will enhance our abilities to
provide a comprehensive picture of the consumer voice for our users; this often is focused on finding sources
of data covering conversation on new social platforms, but is not limited to the social media realm. As much as
possible, we will make these data sources a native part of the experience for users as soon as they are
incorporating into our platform; at times, due to the nature of our data deals, we may provide new data sources
at an incremental cost to our customers.

Emoji: Search
Hexagon

and Recognition in

Crimson

Last updated: 2018-06-13T11:10:13.000Z | Online Version
Emoji are a standard set of characters available on iOS, Android, Windows and OS X. While the artwork for
each emoji character varies by platform, the meaning of each symbol remains the same. Emoji appear as
images however they are technically a font and are recognized as text.

Emoji Search
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As of September 14, 2017, Unicode Standard Emoji are available as keyword search terms and filters in Buzz
and Opinion Monitors across all data sources as well as in HelioSight searches. Emoji appear in the Word
Cloud visualization.
We support hundreds of Unicode Emoji that are considered the “standard” emoji.
Technically, emoji are identified through a code and we support a large range of emoji codes. Any emoji whose
code falls within that range is supported and searchable.

Entering Emoji
Some operating systems have an emoji keyboard to allow users to select and enter emoji. To reveal this
keyboard, the following shortcuts may work:
Mac (OSX): CTRL + CMD + 'Spacebar'
PC (Windows 10): Windows key + ';' or Windows key + '.'
PC (Windows 8): right-click on the taskbar and choose “Touch Keyboard”

Emoji can be copied from posts and pasted in the search or filter set-up. Another source for locating emoji is
the Emojipedia which includes a copy button on each emoji page.
Platform specific emoji or third-party keyboards (for example, Twitter hashtags that convert to NFL jerseys) are
not searchable as they are not standard Unicode emoji. They are images or “stickers”.

Export
Emoji appear in full color within the Crimson Hexagon platform. The export of the Word Cloud to png is currently
in blue tones. There are no plans to export in color at this time.
Please note: Keyword searching by emoji is skin-tone color specific. Only the exact emoji will be searched.
Emoji search is available on data from September 15, 2017 forward. Emoji search on historical content will be
released at a later date.

Emoji as Sentiment Indicators
In Buzz Monitors, ForSight will recognize emoji within your results. Select emoji are assigned a sentiment, and
for those that are not assigned a sentiment will be ignored within results.
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Here are a few examples of how this process works:

Positive:

Negative:

No Sentiment (therefore ignored):

While emoji are features in both Sentiment and Emotion Analysis, Emotion Analysis has a finer grain
understanding of how emoji map to specific emotions. In Emotion Analysis, many emoji are more likely to be
unambiguous indicators of the underlying emotion and therefore are strong predictors.
In addition to the standard unicode based characters that you're used to (the ones above), we also include
basic smileys using ASCII characters in sentiment analysis. For instance, =) will be considered positive vs : (
which will be considered negative. Again, this will not be applied to all forms of ASCII based smileys, but we
will take into account multiple different versions and styles (different characters may be used for eyes, some
will have noses, different mouths, etc.).
Additionally, Opinion Monitors will not recognize emoji so we recommend ignoring them during training.

Explore Tab: Clusters
Last updated: 2019-08-19T01:49:14.000Z | Online Version
The Clusters Module is the second of four visualizations featured in the Explore Section. It begins by showing
1000 posts from a sample of up to 10,000 posts per day for the time frame chosen. The words appear in
interconnected bubbles, representing relationships between words within the sample of the conversation. You
can click the "Load More Posts" button below the visualization to load up to 1,000 posts from the total sample.
Clicking on any word in the Cluster will bring you to a list of posts that all contain that word. You can also
remove a word (which will impact relationships around it) by clicking the "x" that appears in the bubble when
you hover over it.
At the bottom of the visualization, there are a number of ways to alter the visualization. You can change the
font size, how many links appear between words, how many words appear and the zoom. You can also group
the words differently, view the image in full-screen mode and also focus on words to be viewed in the Post
List.
Below this visualization you can use the Sort option to view the data differently. The Sort feature will sort your
sample so that the posts more likely to appear in the category you select will move to the top of the list. Because
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this is a sort and not a filter, you may still see words and posts that would appear in other categories, especially
in very low volume monitors.
As with any other visualizations throughout Crimson Hexagon, you can add a Cluster to aWorkspac e or export
an image. Just be aware that the export will be representative of the Cluster exactly as it appears when you
hit the downward facing export button in the upper right-hand corner of the visualization.

Explore Tab: Overview [Video]
Last updated: 2018-06-13T11:09:29.000Z | Online Version
The Explore section consists of five visualizations: Topic Wheel, Clusters, Word Cloud, Topic Waves, and Post
List. Each of these visualizations can be understood in greater depth by clicking on the links below in Further
Reading. The filtering ability is what makes these visuals dynamic - they are universal and apply throughout
all visualizations.
Topic Wheel shows you conversation themes, based on topic, over the time selected. Those toward the center
are the more common themes while those on the outside are connected with the inner themes and represent
smaller portions of the overall conversation.
Clusters includes the most prolific words of the posts included in the analysis and the connection between
these words and other words. It represents the web of conversation; the size of the word shows the frequency
of its usage. This visual allows you to "x" out words you do not want to appear in the visual (without removing
the post(s) in which that word appears).
Word Cloud indicates the most commonly used words and will show these based on size. If you are looking
for more specific metrics, feel free to export this visual (by clicking the downward arrow in the top right corner
of the visual) to Excel so that you can see exact word counts.
Topic Waves operates similarly to Topic Wheel. This will give you conversation themes and will visualize them
for you chronologically. You have the option of seeing more topics by selecting them one at a time from below
the visual.
Post List gives you 100 posts at a time from your analysis. You are able to interact with these posts and click
into them which will allow you to link back to the original posts.
Video last updated: June 8, 2015
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Explore Tab: Post List Section
Last updated: 2019-07-02T08:59:22.000Z | Online Version
The Basics
The Post List is the last of five Modules featured in the Explore Section. It begins by showing 100 postsfro m a
sample of up to 10,000 posts per day for the timeframe chosen. You can click the "Load More Posts" button
below the visualization to load up to 1,000 random posts from the total sample. Clicking on any post from the
list will expand the entry, offering you more information and options for that specific post.
The basic information for each post includes the Source, Author, Type, Post Comment, Sentiment/Emotion,
and Date. The Source shows you which content source the post is being received from. The Author provides
the name of the user who published the post. The Type will show whether the post is a reply, a retweet, etc.
The Post Comment includes the actual content of the post. The Sentiment/Emotion will provide the sentiment
and emotion assigned to the post. Finally, the Date lets you know when the post was created.
When you click on the post, you will also have the option to navigate to the original post, or directly interact with
the post if signed into an account on the third party site.
Filtering
If you have previously sorted a visualization (such as a Topic Wheel or a Word Cloud), that sort will also apply
to the Post List. Posts that are more likely to appear in the category you select will move to the top of the list.
Because this is a sort and not a filter, there may still be posts that would appear in other categories, especially
in low-volume monitors. Learn more about filtering.
Training From Post List
One other feature that is important to note about the Post List is the ability to Train Posts directly from this list.
If you are looking at the Post List within an Opinion monitor, you will see a small box to the right of each post.
When you click any of these boxes, you will have the option to train the corresponding post into one of your
training categories. It will then become part of your training set and will be used in any ongoing analysis for that
monitor. If you would like to train a post and have it apply to historic analysis, you will have to reset the Monitor.
If you would like to re-categorize a post within a Buzz monitor you can do so, however resetting the monitor
will cause the post to revert to it's original category.
Exporting
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As with any other visualizations throughout Crimson Hexagon, you can add a Post List to aWorkspac e or
export an excel spreadsheet. Just be aware that the export will be representative of the Post List exactly as it
appears when you hit the downward facing export button in the upper right-hand corner of the visualization.

Explore Tab: Filters
Last updated: 2018-06-13T11:09:43.000Z | Online Version
When looking at data in the Explore Tab, there is the option to apply a number of different filters to what is
being displayed. To apply a Filter, follow the below steps:
1. Navigate to a Monitor
2. Select one of the visualizations under the 'Explore Tab', including 'Topic Wheel', 'Clusters', 'World Cloud',
'Topic Waves', or 'Post List'
3. In the top right corner of the visualization select the 'Filter' button
4. Select the type(s) of Filter(s) you would like to apply
5. Click 'Apply' to view the visualization with this filter(s) applied
These filters are subject to the available metadata for each post and thesample of post s being displayed.
If you would like to save a filter for future use, please read ourSaved Filter article which explains how a Saved
Filter can be saved and applied to the monitor at any time after it is created.
Possible Filters include:
Keywords: Allows users to enter a word or quoted phrase to limit the results from the sample of posts
being used. Once applied, this filter will only show results from posts containing the words or quoted
phrases you have specified (standard Boolean Operator rules apply).
Time: Allows users to look at data from the sample for a specific period of time (shorter than 24 hours)
over multiple days. (Note: These times are standardized to GMT).
Content Sources: Allows users to limit the results by selecting Content Sources included in the original
Monitor setup. This filter is only available on monitors with multiple Content Sources.
Categories: Allows users to filter by basic sentiment categories (positive sentiment, neutral sentiment,
and negative sentiment) available in the monitor results.
Emotions: This is a unique filter to Buzz Monitors and Social Account Monitors. Allows users to filter by 6
emotions outside of general sentiment.
Gender: Gender data is determined from self-reported information on user profiles. In the case of Twitter
and Instagram, we calculate gender based on the gender distribution of author names as reported in
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census data and other public records. For Facebook, Forums and Reviews, we get gender directly from
what users have indicated on their profiles.
Sites: Allows users to specify websites from which users would like to see results within the sample. This
is most useful on monitors that use Blogs, Forums and News as their primary content sources. Each site
should appear on its own line and should be formatted without the "www." at the beginning (i.e.
nytimes.com).
Languages: This filter uses Crimson Hexagon’s proprietary language algorithm to classify the language
of a post.
Locations: This filter uses the available location metadata from Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Reddit,
Forums, Blogs and News posts to limit the results being displayed from the sample to a specific place.
Authors: This filter allows users to find posts made by a specific Twitter handle.
Authors interests: This filter allows users to filter Twitter posts by authors' interests.
Post Type: This filter allows users to view the unique post types, that is Retweets, replies, etc.
(Available for Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Tumblr).
Tags: This filter allows users to find Tumblr posts that include a specific tag.
Logo: This filter allows users to filter Twitter and Instagram posts by logo.
Image Objects: This filter allows users to find posts with images that include a specific object.
Image Scenes: This filter allows users to find posts with images that include a specific scene.
Image Actions: This filter allows users to find posts with images that show a specific action.

Explore Tab: Topic Waves Section
Last updated: 2018-10-03T10:14:14.000Z | Online Version
The Topic Waves feature, released on October 29th, 2013, can be used to reveal the evolving stories in social
media conversations and visualize the volume of conversation associated with topics over time. They are used
for the purpose of identifying themes in the online conversation surrounding a certain topic, and present a quick
way for understanding trends over time. Topic Waves identifies clusters of similar posts and plots the volume
of these clusters over the selected time frame. It is available in both Basic Buzz and Opinion monitors.
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Topic Waves are useful for measuring impact of particular campaigns, and for analyzing the change in topics
discussed over time. What did conversation on a brand look like before a new campaign, how did it change
during the campaign, and what were the main topics of conversation after? Topic Waves are the best way to
visualize these trends.
Topic Waves uses a slightly modified version of the Topic Wheel clustering algorithm. Because it is slightly
modified, Topic Waves may not align with the Topic Wheel entirely.

The volume peaks in the Topic Waves visualization are identified with a grey hexagon, which you can click on
to see the example posts from that peak. Keep in mind that the clusters are not mutually exclusive and posts
may be classified into more than one topic cluster. Like the Topic Wheel, posts may not contain the exact word
or phrase that labels the topic cluster.

Topic Waves loads a maximum of 10,000 posts for the entire timeframe selected, and requires at least 1,000
posts to run initially. The Topic Waves visualization can be filtered by all of the usual filtering options. You can
rename topics on the visualization for the purposes of exporting. In order to rename a topic, click on the small
grey pen icon next to the name of the topic. Type in the desired new topic name and then hit "Enter" to save.

Explore Tab: Topic Wheel Section
Last updated: 2020-02-10T03:51:58.000Z | Online Version
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The Topic Wheel Module is the first of four Modules featured in the Explore Section. It identifies groups of
recurring words and phrases in the conversation, and arranges them into topics and subtopics. Each topic in
the wheel represents a group of posts found to have similarities in text. Each group is then identified by a
frequently mentioned word or short phrase that best describes how that group differs from the others. The
topics within the wheel are hierarchically organized, where inner circles denote most dominant ‘alpha’ topics
and outer circles represent their subtopics.

Topic Wheels are helpful in uncovering key topics and phrases that are part of the semantic conversation, and
identifying the patterns between the common words that dominate the conversation. It begins by showing 1,000
posts from a sample of up to 10,000 posts per day for the timeframe chosen. Clicking on any topic or subtopic
will bring you to a list of posts that all contain that word or phrase.
At the bottom of the visualization, there are a number of ways to alter the visualization. You can change the
colors of the wheel to fit with the project you are working on or your branding needs. You can identify two
custom colors, use the default color settings or view the wheel in it's "classic" Crimson Hexagon color mode.
As with any other visualizations throughout Crimson Hexagon, you can add the Topic Wheel visualization to a
Workspace or export an image. Just be aware that the export will be representative of the Topic Wheel exactly
as it appears when you hit the downward facing export button in the upper right-hand corner of the visualization.
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Explore Tab: Word Cloud Section
Last updated: 2019-07-16T07:04:49.000Z | Online Version
The Word Cloud is the third of four Modules featured in the Explore Section. It begins by showing 1000 posts
(if available) from a sample of up to 10,000 posts per day for the time frame chosen. The words and their
varying sizes represent how many times that word proportionally appears in the post set. You can click the
"Load More Posts" button below the visualization to load another 1,000 posts from the total sample. Clicking
on any word in the cloud will bring you to a list of posts that all contain that word.
Above this visualization is the option to filter the world cloud. You can filter by keywords, timestamp, content
sources, categories, gender, sites, authors, etc. In New ForSight, you can enable a new set of filters in Word
Cloud:
Inclusion and exclusion of emoji, hashtags, handles or words
The ability to increase or decrease volume of words displayed
Display of words that have been removed
As with any other visualizations throughout Crimson Hexagon, you can add a Word Cloud to aWorkspac e,
export an Excel spreadsheet (the words will appear in alphabetical order) or export an image. Just be aware
that the export will be representative of the Word Cloud exactly as it appears when you hit the downward facing
export button in the upper right-hand corner of the visualization.

Extrapolation
Last updated: 2018-06-13T11:07:18.000Z | Online Version
Since some monitors will have sampled data, ForSight employs extrapolation for a more holistic understanding
of the total data-set.
How does Extrapolation Work?
For this explanation, we will use location to explain how Extrapolation works, however, the same principles will
apply to any extrapolated data in ForSight.
In the simplest terms, if we find that 10% of posts in our sample size are from the United States, we may
extrapolate that 10% of the total conversation is also from the United States.
For example, if there are a total of 40,000 posts in 1 day for a conversation, your monitor will pull in a random
sample of that conversation no larger than 10,000 posts, (see sampling for more details). If you apply a Save
Filter to filter for posts located in the United States and find that 1,000 posts of the 10,000 contained within the
sample are from the U.S., then we know that 10% of posts in our sample are from the U.S. Therefore, we can
extrapolate that 10% of the total conversation (4,000 posts) are also from the U.S. Therefore, 4,000 posts are
from the U.S.
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Day 1: 1,000 ÷ 10,000 = 0.10 * 100 = 10% of posts
10% of 40,000 = 4,000 posts from the United States.
Moreover, if your monitor finds the total conversation consists of 30,000 posts the following day, you will then
have a total sample of 20,000 (10,000 from Day 1 and 10,000 from Day 2) posts in your sample. If we find that
5,000 posts of the 10,000 sample on Day 2 are from the U.S., then we will extrapolate the data for the total
30,000 posts for that day.
Day 2: 5,000 ÷ 10,000 = 0.50 * 100 = 50% of posts
50% of 30,000 = 15,000 posts from the United States.
Finally, if we wish to look at the total sample across both days, we will simply add together the extrapolations
from each day.
Day 1 + Day 2: 4,000 posts + 15,000 posts = 19,000 posts from location United States.

Facebook: Overview
Last updated: 2019-08-26T10:15:24.000Z | Online Version
By selecting Facebook content in ForSight monitors, you can pull in comments from a specific public Facebook
page up to one year prior to the date of download. We offer this to clients as a way to obtain comments from
their own properties, competitors, or any other public Facebook wall.
Key Features:
Users do not need to be a page administrator to gain access to a page.
Users can pull in posts from competitors’ walls.
If being used in a Social Account Monitor, we will track data such as Likes, Shares from admin posts,
and other data.
When using Facebook, ForSight pulls the data directly from the specific wall using Facebook’s API. While
adding Facebook pages will often increase your number of results, it can take a significant amount of time to
download the content (especially if there is a large amount of historical content). If you have Data Management
user permissions you can check the status of your Facebook downloads by following these steps, starting from
the Team view: Team View > Targeted Content > By Owned Media > Facebook.
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(Please note that Facebook requires a Facebook account be registered to access their API. Facebook does
enforce an API limit, and if this limit is reached you will no longer pull any posts for the day. To increase this
limit for your Team simply register additional accounts or remove old pages).
Targeting Facebook Content:
Before you can add Facebook pages to target, you will need to ensure you have Facebook social account
credentials tied to your team, which will enable you to pull data from the social network. Please see this article
from our help center to learn how to do this.
How to Add Facebook Page Data to Your Team
Once you have added Facebook social account credentials to your team, you will want to add a Facebook
page to target when building a monitor. To do this please follow the below instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Access the Owned Media* page in your team’s administration section (Team Admin > by Owned Media).
Click the 'Add New Account' button
Select the social network (Facebook)
Enter the page's URL as shown in the example below the input field

* Please be aware, clicking this link will open a new tab to ForSight. If you have access to multiple ForSight
teams, please ensure you are on the correct one.
Setting Up A Monitor to Target a Facebook Page
Once the Facebook page is added to your team it will start downloading data. To create a Buzz or Opinion
Monitor that targets this Facebook page you just added, follow the below steps:
1. Select the content sources you wish to include in your analysis, while also selecting 'Facebook Page'
from the 'More Sources' section in your Monitor set-up.
Note: If you wish to pull all data (not just the specific keywords from your search query) select the 'ignore
keywords below' box.
2. After selecting 'Facebook Page', place your cursor in the 'Select Pages' box and a drop down menu will
appear. Here you will find a list of the pages you previously added in the Owned Media section of your
team. Select the pages you wish to target
3. In the keyword query section, you can specify if you prefer to pull in data from the Facebook page admin
posts, all Facebook commenters, or both. To do this you will need to use a Facebook specifier, please
see this article for further instructions.

Note: Using a location filter with Facebook selected as a content source may prohibit data from being pulled
into your results due to Facebook changing their location methodology in April 2015.
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Important note
On February 6, Facebook implemented a change to the Facebook Graph API which eliminated our ability to
retrieve author information on comments and replies. However, we will continue to retrieve author information
from original posts. This permanent change to the behavior of this Facebook API affects all analytics providers.
There are a few known impacts to your use of our Platform with this change:
The Author Name in the Post List will no longer be displayed for comments and replies.
Gender calculations associated with comments and replies will not be available. However, gender
calculations for posts containing author information will continue to be available.
Keyword operators to filter Facebook content via author metadata (name or id) will no longer be
applicable to comments and replies.

For a PDF download about Facebook Content Guidelines, click below:

Google+: Overview
Last updated: 2018-09-17T12:05:42.000Z | Online Version
We have the ability to target comments on specific Google+ pages. To request a new page, you can click the
"Add New Social Account" button on the Social Account Management page, or you can request a page directly
from the setup of a monitor. When you add a new page, we will download one year's worth of historical content,
and then we will download data on an hourly basis moving forward.
There are several ways you can target specific posts on Google+ pages. If you would like to exclude admin
posts from the page, you can use the author:"Page Name" or weblogTitle:"Page Name" fields to exclude them.
If you are looking for content from a specific author you can use the author field to do so (e.g. author:"Full
Name"), or, if you are looking for a specific post, you can use the title field.
Google+ content is subject to Google's rate limits, and you may need to periodically reauthorize your
credentials. Google+ content cannot currently be filtered by location.

How Do I Convert Exported UTC Timezone to my Timezone
in Excel?
Last updated: 2018-06-13T11:06:20.000Z | Online Version
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All exports state time in the default UTC/GMT setting. Unless a request has been set to adjust the timezone,
or a timezone was specified in your contract, the default setting in ForSight is UTC/GMT.
In order to get a more relevant view of your export data, below are the steps to convert time from UTC/GMT to
your preferred timezone in Excel:
1. Create space in your Excel spreadsheet (from your export): In your spreadsheet, insert 3 new
columns to the right of the given UTC/GMT date/time column.
i.e. Column 1=My Date/Time, Column 2=My Date, Column 3=My Time
2. Convert the original UTC/GMT date/time column into your date/time column as 'Column
1=My Date/Time': Perform the following Excel equations...
In Column 1=My Date/Time, select the top blank cell
Input the equals '=' symbol
Select the cell to the left of your equation cell (that includes the UTC time) to add that cell to
your equation
Insert the subtraction '-' symbol or addition '+' symbol depending on if your timezone is ahead
or behind UTC/GMT
Insert parenthesis
Insert the number of hours your timezone is ahead or behind UTC/GMT and divide that
number by 24
Divide that by 24 hours
i.e. If your timezone is 4 hours behind UTC/GMT use the equation =B2-(4/24)
Hit enter on your keyboard
After performing this calculation, click the bottom right corner of the cell containing the
equation and drag it down to apply the equation to all other cells for the new time

3. Prepare to separate Column 1=My Date/Time into separate columns: Copy and paste all the
data from Column 1=My Date/Time into Column 2=My Date and Column 3=My Time
4. Convert Column 1=My Date/Time into Column 2=My Date and Column 3=My Time:
View the Excel Home tab
Select all the data in Column 2=My Date
Locate the 'Number Format' drop down on the 'Home' Tab, and select ‘Date’ as the number format.
Select all the data in Column 3=My Time
Locate the 'Number Format' drop down on the 'Home' Tab, and select ‘Time’ as the number format.
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Instagram: Overview
Last updated: 2019-01-18T15:31:24.000Z | Online Version
Setup/Requirements
For Buzz and Opinion monitors you have the ability to pull in posts based off of tracked hashtags with an IGBA
(Instagram Business Account). This allows you to track up to 30 hashtags in a 7 day rolling window. For
information on these restrictions and how to set up an IGBA in the platform you can read this article, Instagram
- Targeted Hashtags & Business Account Setup.
When looking for Instagram data before the Instagram Platform API depreciation on December 11th 2018, you
can search through the pooled historical data we have. This can be done by selecting Instagram as a source
under ‘Inactive’ in the edit section of a monitor.
Like our other supported Social Account Monitors, you can also request new Instagram content focused on
posts made by a particular Instagram account. This can be set up on the Owned Media page, or while going
to create a Social Account Monitor. In the case of Instagram, you will need to give our system the User Profile
URL (e.g. http://instagram.com/cnn). These type of Monitors are only available to the Instagram account
owners. For more information, please see Instagram Social Account Monitor Update.
Historical Data
When adding a new hashtag for tracking through your IGBA we will gather up to 24 hours of historical data.
When adding a new Social Account Monitor, we do not get historical data and post collection will start at time
of creation.
Data Views
In the Instagram section of the Metrics module, you can also see the top hashtags of a monitor's targeted
hashtags' captions and comments in the selected time period, allowing you to see what other popular hashtags
are associated with your conversation.
In Buzz and Opinion monitors, Instagram posts will be displayed in a multi-media tile view. Available under the
Instagram tab, you can quickly scan a large number of Instagram posts in one convenient view.
Moreover, you can export content from Instagram metrics to Excel, or as an image.
Instagram Restrictions
Like Facebook, we are subject to rate limits that are set by the Instagram API
You may be required to reauthorize your credentials periodically
Due to these restrictions we cannot guarantee that we can get every post with the requested hashtags.
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Keyword: Building a Boolean String
Last updated: 2019-02-28T07:57:57.000Z | Online Version
Below are the steps to consider when building a basic keyword string:
1. Build a basic keyword string around the ways in which people discuss your topic. You can build this
keyword string in the 'Guided Mode'
2. To test the initial volume of conversation around this topic, keep the keywords as generic as possible.
3. Click 'Run Preview' at the bottom of the Monitor Setup page to get an idea of the volume around this topic
for the past 14 days (or shorter if you have a date range smaller than 14 days).
4. If there is a very high volume and you want to dig deeper to clarify the conversation, add a few additional
words or exclusions to you keyword string
5. Repeat steps 3 & 4 until you are satisfied with the volume of conversation.
6. Click 'Run Monitor' to view the results
Advanced String and Validation
If you want to create a more nuanced and controlled set of keywords, switch to 'Free-Form Mode' tab in the
keyword section of your Monitor Setup. Things to notice:
As you enter in your search terms, you will see quotation marks and parenthesis change colors as a
visual guide to help you diagnose errors in keyword construction.
When you close a parenthesis, the corresponding opening parenthesis will light up orange so that you
can see the phrase you have completed.
When you close a set of quotation marks, the phrase will turn green.
The Boolean terms will light up in blue.
Note: You can separate your search terms by line, which should help you organize the full search string
and will help later when you validate the query.
Below the text box, you will see a button that says 'Validate Query'. When you click this, a validation process
will be triggered and your keyword set will be searched for any syntax errors. If any are found, you will see a
message that will tell you where the error is so that you can correct it. You will need to validate your query and
remove any errors before you can save and move on to creating categories, training posts or running the
monitor.
Character Limit
When you are using either the Guided or Free-Form mode of setting up your keywords, your search has limit
of 100,000 characters.
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Additional Information
Keywords are not case sensitive. However, Boolean operators and field specifiers are, and must be typed
with the exact capitalization shown in the Official Boolean Operator Guide.
ForSight identifies accents as unique characters, and as a result, words with accents will be identified as
unique keywords entirely. For instance, if you are searching for the French word "crédit", ForSight will only
return "crédit" and not "credit". However, for best practice we recommend using it both with and without the
accent, as languages on social media often omit proper spellings.
We do not index punctuation or symbols, with the exception of $ and # and @ symbols. This means
emoticons are not captured in the analysis. Because we do not include punctuation, singular forms of
words will capture forms with an apostrophe S. Ex. noun captures noun's (which in the system, looks like
noun s) However, noun will not capture nouns.
Typing in a keyword will also bring back the hashtag and the handle, but not the other way around.
i.e. tennis= tennis, #tennis and @tennis
We do not stem words so please make sure to include plurals, tenses, misspellings, abbreviations, etc.
For more tips and tricks on building keyword strings, and reducing spam content check out theKeywor d
Strategies article.
For a PDF download about Boolean Operators, click below:

Language Filter: How Does it Work?
Last updated: 2019-12-12T09:42:36.000Z | Online Version
Crimson Hexagon has the ability to filter output by language and can be applied in one of two ways: either
using the drop-down menu in the “Setup” tab (preferred) or using a language query in the advanced keywords
section. Recently, Crimson Hexagon has updated the way Crimson Hexagon classifies the language of a post.
A comparison of the new version and the old version of determining language within the ForSight is summarized
below.
Old Version
Formerly, ForSight used metadata received from content source providers in order to determine the language
of a post. There are two main reasons why using this metadata was not a reliable way of determining language:
certain sources (e.g., Facebook) did not provide metadata and many authors would not change their default
language settings when posting in a different language. For these reasons, Crimson Hexagon changed the
way Crimson Hexagon classifies language.
New Version
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Initiated on March 12, 2013, ForSight now uses its own proprietary algorithm to classify the language of a post,
based on probability. Using probabilistic language models, the algorithm is able to classify languages and learn
over time (which means it can keep up to date with slang, etc.). The algorithm simply finds the language with
the highest probability, and uses that one. If there are multiple languages with high probability (i.e., Norwegian
and Swedish are very similar), the algorithm will then rely on metadata to try to find the correct language.

Note: If a monitor has a date range that runs through March 12, 2013, expect to see a significant shift in volume.
Since this is the date Crimson Hexagon released its new language-classifying algorithm, volume shifts in the
data are expected.

What Method to Use
Similar to using a location filter, it is highly recommended that you use the drop-down menu bar on the “Setup”
tab whenever possible. The new algorithm fully supports 16 different languages, which are located at the top
of the drop-down menu: Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, English, French, German, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese,
Korean, Malay, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish and Turkish. After thorough testing, Crimson Hexagon
can assure that these languages will provide accurate results without showing any strangeness in the
visualizations or metrics of the monitor.

If you would like to run an analysis on a language that is not currently one of these 16 "supported" languages,
you can still select any of the other 24 languages from the lower portion of the drop down. Please note that
Crimson Hexagon cannot assure the reliability of these other languages, and there is a possibility of some
disproportionate visualizations and metrics.
It is still possible to use the Language field specifier when working with Advanced Keywords, but we
recommend using the drop down. If you choose to include the Language field specifier in your keywords, here
is how you would do that:
1. Find the 2-letter language code of the desired language for analysis
2. Enter language:en for the English language or language:hr for Croatian in the advanced keywords section
when building a monitor.
Here is a list of the 40 languages available in Crimson Hexagon, proceeded by the 2-letter language code:
ar - Arabic az Azerbaijani bg Bulgarian ca - Catalan;
Valencian cs - Czech
da - Danish de German* el - Greek,
Modern en - English*
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es - Spanish;
Castilian* eu - Basque
fa - Persian fi Finnish fr - French*
he - Hebrew,
Modern> hi - Hindi hr
- Croatian hu Hungarian id Indonesian*
it - Italian*
ja - Japanese* kk - Kazakh ko - Korean* ku - Kurdish lt Lithuanian ms - Malay* nl - Dutch* no - Norwegian pl - Polish pt
- Portuguese* ro - Romanian, Moldavian (Romanian from
Republic of Moldova) ru - Russian* sk - Slovak sl - Slovene sr Serbian sv - Swedish* th - Thai tr - Turkish* ur - Urdu zh Chinese*
*Indicates a language that is supported by our proprietary language algorithm.

Language Filter: Supported and Unsupported
Last updated: 2020-03-30T17:15:22.000Z | Online Version
When applying a language filter to your monitor, you will notice that the languages you can choose from are
broken down into supported and unsupported languages. Our proprietary language algorithm can analyze 40
languages and ForSight can officially support 16 of them. The other 24 languages can still be chosen from the
drop down list, but will produce less reliable results, specifically within our visualizations.
For Buzz Monitors, we classify each post by language, and run the appropriate Sentiment Analysis for that
language. If we do not have Sentiment Analysis support for that language, it will be classified as neutral. This
means that you can accurately analyze sentiment through a Buzz Monitor with supported languages, but if you
run a Buzz Monitor with an unsupported language filter, most results will be classified as neutral.
The current Sentiment Analysis version (v3.1) supports the following languages:
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English
Japanese
Spanish
Italian
Arabic
Chinese
Portuguese
French
German
Russian
Turkish
Dutch
Korean
Malay
Indonesian
Swedish
There are many other languages that you can perform a search in, but they are not officially supported and
therefore will return less accurate results.
Our unsupported languages are listed in the dropdown below our supported ones. They include Azerbaijani,
Basque, Bulgarian, Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Finnish, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Kazakh,
Kurdish, Lithuanian, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Romanian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovene, Thai, and Urdu.
However, in the case of Opinion Monitors, the BrightView algorithm is language agnostic. This means that the
algorithm finds patterns in text regardless of the language that the post was written in. Therefore you can run
an Opinion Monitor in any language. You can also use the field specifier "language:" which will use meta data
supplied by the post. Crimson Hexagon does not translate languages. When training a monitor in another
language, we recommend that the trainer be fluent in the language.

Location Filter: Overview
Last updated: 2019-10-31T20:16:15.000Z | Online Version
ForSight has the ability to target specific countries, regions and cities of the world while running an analysis.
There are a variety of ways to do this depending on how broad or narrow you want your analysis to be. Please
check out the article Location Methodology to learn more about our location methodology as well as the content
sources available with location data.
There are two places location filtering occurs within ForSight: (1) Location Filtering in Monitor Setup, and (2)
Location Filtering in Monitor Results
Location Filtering in Monitor Setup
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To filter for locations in the monitor setup, follow these steps:
1. Select to create a Buzz or Opinion Monitor
2. Scroll down to the ‘Refine your Results’ section of the monitor setup page
3. Type in the Countries, Regions, or Cities you want to target (if you wish to include all posts with a known
location and exclude certain locations, select the drop down to the left to select ‘exclude’)
4. Select ‘Create & Run’ to run your monitor with location filters
Location Filtering in Monitor Results
If you are looking to filter results by location on a monitor that you have already run, you can use:
The Geography module
Filters through the Explore tab
Monitor Saved Filters
This option allows for you to view all the possible data related to your keywords, but then gives you the ability
to view segment and view different locations within the same monitor.

Metrics Tab: Day and Time Section
Last updated: 2019-10-21T14:53:13.000Z | Online Version
The Day and Time module was created in order to make time details more granular - with the ability to
categorize data by time of day and day of week. This feature is found under the Metrics tab in Buzz and Opinion
monitors with Twitter content selected, and it aggregates post volume by time of day and day of week to show
periodic trends.
The data displayed is based on the time zone set for the Team in the Crimson Hexagon platform. Users can
choose to view periodic trends by each day of the week, by clicking the 'Day of Week' option next to the 'View
by' option.
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Day and Time module in new ForSight (above)
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Day and Time module in original ForSight (above)

This insight enables you to identify repeating moments in the life of a consumer that can be used to engage
them. For instance, if I’m a coffee house and I use this analysis to see that there is typically a spike in
conversation about my brand at 2pm, I can use the idea of an “afternoon coffee break’ in my content planning
and execution.
Please note: For Monitors with start dates prior to August 23, 2018, a Monitor reset is required to display data
for May 25th, 2018 through August 23, 2018.

Metrics Tab: Overview [Video]
Last updated: 2018-06-13T10:28:19.000Z | Online Version
Buzz and Opinion Monitors:
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There are five metrics you are able to see under the Metrics tab in Buzz and Opinion monitors. They are as
follows: Volume, Day and Time, Content Sources, Top Sites, and Twitter. All five metrics will not appear in
every monitor as they are dependent upon the content sources selected.
Volume will give you a breakdown of volume for the time period selected. In the case of Opinion monitors, you
will also see a division on the graph between relevant and irrelevant posts.
Day and Time will show you aggregated information of when people are posting, both at the hourly level as
well as day of week, depending on your team timezone and the user's timezone.
Content Sources will appear when you have more than one type of content selected in your analysis. This will
give you a breakdown similar to Volume, showing you overall volume levels divided by content source.
Top Sites lists the top 100 sites (not content sources) found in the monitor. When certain content sources such
as news, blogs and reviews, are selected you will have a more granular view into the type of sites included in
the analysis.
Twitter is the last metric you will see in this section. This will list top hashtags, mentions and retweets from the
selected time period.
Social Account Monitors:
Social Account monitors contain three different metrics, which are slightly different based upon which content
source(s) you have selected. For Instagram and Twitter, the first metric is Sent Posts. In Facebook, this similar
metric is called Admin Posts. This will give you a more complex look into the posts made by the account owners
and the interactions with these posts. Total Engagement (Total Activity in the case of Facebook) will show you
total retweets, replies and mentions for Twitter, total likes, shares and comments for Facebook and total likes,
comments and account posts for Instagram. The last metric of Followers or Page Likes (Facebook) will show
you the increase and decrease of users following/liking these accounts over time. Video last updated: April 9,
2015

People Tab: Affinities Overview
Last updated: 2018-06-19T10:13:52.000Z | Online Version
The Affinities module is designed to help you identify what interests are unique to your target audience. This
module is located under the 'People Tab' within your monitor.
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The Affinities module reveals what interests are most prevalent among the people engaged in the conversation
you are studying. That is, affinities assess the interests of the audience who meet the criteria of your Monitor
setup (i.e., keywords, gender, geography, etc.) and highlights which interests this audience is more or less
likely to hold, compared with the general population (or if you choose to, you can compare affinities to another
monitor audience).
Interpreting the Affinities Visualization
The Affinities visualization is a graphic representation of the similarities and differences of interests or “Affinities”
between two different groups. Each chart shows the top 100 interests among people in both groups across a
single horizontal axis. Affinities are visualized as bubbles of differing sizes and colors—with size indicating
volume and color indicating the group.

The visualization places Affinities most common between the two groups toward the center of the chart, and
locates interests most unique to either group at the opposite ends of the chart.

For example, imagine that we are comparing what you and your dog find interesting. We’d likely find Affinities
such as “going for a walk” and “playing fetch” located near the center of the chart because these are interests
that you both share. Conversely, your Affinity for “Dinner with friends” would be located near the left edge of
the chart, because that interest is unique to you. On the opposite side, we may find “Eating food off the floor”
lies toward the far right edge of the chart, as this interest is unique to your dog.

The Components of Affinities
There are three components of the affinities visualization % in Monitor, represented by the size of an Affinity
bubble, Affinity, represented by the placement of the affinity bubble on the horizontal axis, andRelevanc y
Score, represented in the chart below the affinity bubbles.
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% In Monitor = the percentage of people in a group that share a specific interest. This is represented
visually by the size of the Affinity bubble. For example, an Affinity bubble for “Fantasy Football” could be
larger than “Pittsburgh,” indicating that a greater number of people share a common interest in Fantasy
Football.
Affinity = the likelihood that people in a group will have a particular interest in comparison to another
group. This is represented visually by the placement of bubbles in relation to the center of the chart. The
further a bubble is to the left or the right the stronger or more unique an Affinity is to a certain group.
Relevancy Score = derived from both % in Monitor and Affinity. This score is significant because it shows
which Affinities have both a substantial number of people and uniqueness.
By default, only some Affinity bubbles have labels. This is to prevent labels from crowding one another and
becoming illegible. Labels may be toggled on and off independently using the check boxes found in the table
below the visualization.
Data in the table below the visualization may be sorted by Affinity size (i.e., % in Monitor), affinity and relevance.
The data in the Affinities visualization may be exported to an Excel spreadsheet (.xlsx) and the bubble chart
may be exported as an image (.png). If you want to explore the posts associated with an Affinity you may click
‘View Posts’ in the bubble, or use a ‘Filter’ in the explore tab to narrow your search by interest.

FAQs:
What content sources are available in Affinities?
Both Twitter and Tumblr data respectively are available for analysis.
How do I choose what group to compare my monitor against?
By default, the Affinities module compares interests held by people captured in your monitor relative to Twitter
or Tumblr users overall. However, you may also compare the interests of two different groups or audiences
that you define, e.g. “brand A users” vs. “brand B users” or “brand users” vs. “category users”.
In the upper right corner of Affinities module, you will see a drop down that will allow you to select groups to
compare the Affinity data to. You can either compare to the broader Twitter or Tumblr populations, respectively.
Why are some Affinities higher or lower than others on the Y axis?
Some Affinity bubbles are arranged higher or lower on the Y axis to prevent bubbles from crowding and
becoming illegible. The vertical placement of bubbles only indicates that multiple Affinities share the same
affinity score.
How are Affinities created/assigned?
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Twitter: Affinities are assigned to individual people based on what they tweet about and who they follow.
Tumblr: Affinities are assigned to individual people or blogs based on who they follow, who follows them,
and how all participants describe themselves in their Tumblr biographies.
Why am I seeing a “Not enough posts” message instead of the visualization?
Twitter: In order for a visualization to appear, there needs to be an average of 5 unique authors per day
and at least 250 posts in your selected date range.
Do Affinities work in all languages and locations?
Affinities will work on all monitors given that the unique author and post limits are met. However, all affinities
are based on only English posts and categories and interests that show will be biased towards those users.
Are the Affinities a pre-defined list from all over the world and can this list be grown?
Twitter: Currently, the affinities are from a pre-set list. We are exploring additional methods for this, but
at the moment the list is managed from our end and requests cannot be added.
Tumblr: Affinities are dynamically generated. The available affinities will expand and contract as the
interests of the actual user base, and the user bases itself, on Tumblr changes over time.

People Tab: Authors Overview
Last updated: 2018-06-17T19:30:20.000Z | Online Version
The Author Module
The Authors Module, located within the People Section, gives a glimpse into who is participating in the
conversation that you are analyzing. All of the metrics from the Authors Module are reflective of Twitter being
the content source, therefore data in the Authors Section will only populate if Twitter is selected as a content
source in the monitor's setup.
Metrics in the Authors Section include: Most Influential Authors, Total Potential Impressions, Most Prolific on
Twitter and Authors and Posts.

Most Influential Twitter Authors
The Most Influential Twitter Authors visualization is composed of authors who have the highest amount of
engagement in the context of the conversation and who have mentioned the monitor's keywords over the
timeframe selected at the top of the page. Authors are ranked by Influence Score which is a measurement of
the % of posts that mention or retweet the user within a search's timeframe.
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The Influence Authors list can be expanded to show up to 50 of the most influential authors. To do this, click
on the "Show More" link below the visualization. You can also hide authors from the list by hovering over the
author and clicking the "hide this author" button that appears in the lower right corner of the author's listing.

Total Potential Impressions
The Total Potential Impressions visualization calculates the total possible number of people who could have
potentially seen a tweet from a particular author during the period of the time specified. Crimson Hexagon does
this by summing up the followers of Twitter authors who have mentioned the monitor's keywords over the
selected timeframe.

Most Prolific on Twitter
The Most Prolific on Twitter visualization shows the top ten authors who mentioned the monitor's keywords
most frequently over the selected timeframe. By clicking on the author's name you are able to see the posts
written by that author that mention the monitor's keywords.

Authors and Posts
The Authors and Posts visualization compares the number of unique authors tweeting about the monitor's topic
with the average number of tweets per author.

Demographics Section
Last updated: 2019-11-28T13:37:25.000Z | Online Version
Due to contractual obligations, ethnicity based on Twitter metadata will no longer be available in the Crimson
Hexagon platform and the ethnicity data points will be removed from the product at this time.
The Demographics section, that can be found under the Audience tab in the New ForSight or under the People
tab in the Original ForSight, has two main visualizations: Gender and Age. Author Locations has been moved
to the Geography module. Both of these visualizations are based on author provided information and should
not be considered an exhaustive or 100% accurate account of each post and each author.
On the left-hand side you can find gender data, which is determined from self-reported information on user
profiles. In the case of Twitter and Instagram, we calculate gender based on the gender distribution of author
names as reported in census data and other public records. For Facebook, Forums, Reviews and Weibo, we
get gender directly from what users have indicated in their profiles. By clicking on either the male or female
figures you can open an Explore window that will filter posts based on the chosen gender. You can also filter
by gender directly in the Explore section.
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The second metric in our Demographics module is the Age data visualization. This furthers our capabilities in
analyzing audience and conversations. For any monitors that have Twitter as a content source, users can now
see the percentage breakdown of the following age categories:
17 and below
18-24
25-34
35 and above

Geography Overview
Last updated: 2018-10-08T09:46:53.000Z | Online Version
Crimson Hexagon enables Geography visualization that allows users to see the distribution of a conversation
in a country, region, cities around the world. The new map allows users to explore and examine a conversation
at a much more granular level as a result of a more robust dataset and localization algorithm.
You can find the Geography visualization in the ‘Geography’ module under the 'Audience' tab in the top
navigation bar of a Buzz Monitor (New ForSight), or under the ‘People’ tab in the left navigation bar of a Buzz,
Opinion, or Social Account Monitor (Original ForSight). This module is supported by Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram, Forums, VK Keywords, Blogs and News content sources. Below is level of conversation available
per content source:
Country: Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Blogs, News, Forums and VK Keywords
Geotags: Twitter, Instagram and Facebook
Region: Twitter and Instagram
City: Twitter and Instagram
To learn more about the methodology used for finding and inferring the location of posts, and the date each
content source began collecting location data, check out the article Location Methodology.
To utilize the Geography module within your monitor, follow these steps:

New ForSight
1. Access the visualization by clicking on the ‘Geography’ module under the ‘Audience’ tab in the top
navigation bar of a Buzz Monitor.
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2. Here you will see a the default map view which displays the volume distribution of the conversation in
your monitor on the country level (you can choose to show cities or geotagged posts of the world by
toggling the options above the map).
3. Scroll down to find a table below the map that shows the top 20 countries or cities represented in the
conversation, along with post counts and percentages of total posts. (There is an option to view beyond
the top 20 as well by selecting the next page).
“Drill down” to view conversation beyond the country level:
4. If you wish to “drill down” into a country to see region data, click on a country, or click on the drill down
option when you hover over the country.
5. Once you drill down within a country, the table will populate with its region names, along with their post
counts and percentage of total posts (*Note: Different countries have different notions of “regions”:
“states” for the US and México, “regions” in France, Spain and the UK, “provinces” in Argentina and
Canada, and so on).
6. To switch to view the city and geotagged levels, toggle the controls above the map (per capita views are
available on country and city level for every country, and also state level for the U.S.).
Original ForSight
1. Access the visualization by clicking on the ‘Geography’ module under the ‘People’ tab in the left navigation
bar of a Buzz, Opinion, or Social Account Monitor.
2. Here you will see a the default map view which displays the volume distribution of the conversation in
your monitor on the country level (you can choose to show cities or geotagged posts of the world by
toggling the options above the map).
3. Scroll down to find a table below the map that shows the top 20 countries or cities represented in the
conversation, along with post counts and percentages of total posts. (There is an option to view beyond
the top 20 as well by selecting the next page).
“Drill down” to view conversation beyond the country level:
4. If you wish to “drill down” into a country to see region data, click on a country, or click on the drill down
option when you hover over the country.
5. Once you drill down within a country, the table will populate with its region names, along with their post
counts and percentage of total posts (*Note: Different countries have different notions of “regions”:
“states” for the US and México, “regions” in France, Spain and the UK, “provinces” in Argentina and
Canada, and so on).
6. To switch to view the city and geotagged levels, toggle the controls above the map (per capita views are
available on country and city level for every country, and also state level for the U.S.).
If you wish to view the map in fullscreen mode, simply click the icon in the upper right hand corner of the map.
The navigation flow is the same in full screen mode.
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People Tab: Overview
Last updated: 2018-09-18T09:28:54.000Z | Online Version
Due to contractual obligations, ethnicity based on Twitter metadata will no longer be available in the Crimson
Hexagon platform and the ethnicity data points will be removed from the product at this time.
In this section, you can learn about the people creating the content included in your analysis. Information in
this tab is exclusively based on Twitter data, except for the geography portion and the Affinities tab, which
also includes Tumblr data. The People section consists of four visualizations: Authors, Affinities, Geography,
and Demographics.
Authors consists of four different metrics. You will see the most influential authors based on Influence score as
well as based on most prolific. The number of potential impressions shows how many people could have
potentially seen the posts included in the monitor. Lastly, the authors and posts section contains the number
of unique authors posting on any given day.
Affinities will show you the interests of authors commenting within your analysis. These interests are not
necessarily based upon what they are saying in your specific analysis, but rather on their overall Twitter or
Tumblr activity, in terms of what they are posting and who they are following (Twitter) and who they are
following, who are following them and how they describe themselves in their biographies (Tumblr).
Demographics includes two pieces of information on your audience: gender and age. For a better
understanding on the calculation of this data, please see the Further Reading section below.
Geography is our system for mapping posts. It offers robust and local associations. It is possible to see posts
that are geo-tagged all the way to the street level. This feature is available globally. Also, listed below the map
are the most prolific places where posts are being made. You can see this data at country, region, city and
geotagged levels. For more information about location metadata available for specific content sources, please
read our article People Tab: Geography Overview.
Further Reading
Demographics Section: Age Methodology Calculation

Sampling: For Saved Filters
Last updated: 2019-03-11T15:03:42.000Z | Online Version
Running a Saved filter allows you to break down visualizations in greater detail. However, since data has the
potential to be sampled, it is important to understand where the saved filter numbers come from.
There are different types of filtering you may apply on ForSight: Filters and Saved Filters.
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1. Filters can be applied to any module under the Explore tab. Filters should be used to drill down into
existing results, and when applied there is no extrapolation
2. Saved Filters can be applied to the total data-set (except for the Compare section). Saved Filters should
be used to filter the total data-set and employ extrapolation to the total data.
How Do Saved Filters Populate Data?
Saved Filters show a portion of the data captured by your monitor. That is, applying a Saved Filter will not pull
any new data into your monitor. For example, if your monitor has 5,000 posts for 1 day, then the saved filter
you apply will search only those 5,000 posts. However, if the conversation captured by your monitor has a
volume of 15,000 posts for 1 day, your saved filter will look only through a 10,000 post per day maximum
random sample indexed by that monitor.
How Are Saved Filter Numbers Explained?
If your monitor looks for the keyword “Car”, and finds there are 50,000 posts for 1 day, then your sample will
consist of 10,000 randomly sampled posts that contain the word Car, as explained in our platform sampling
article. If you then create a Saved Filter for "gender: Female", the Saved Filter will search through the 10,000
post sample for matches of gender: Female. Finally, it will then extrapolate upwards using the original 50,000
posts.
Please note: since Saved Filter numbers are extrapolated in high volume monitors, you may sometimes notice
that the number of posts in the Explore tab visualizations (including the post list) is lower than the total number
of posts for the Saved Filter. When precision in the metrics is critical, you should consider creating separate
monitors.

Sampling: Overview
Last updated: 2019-10-22T04:14:59.000Z | Online Version
Conducting research on the social web involves huge numbers of data points, and therefore measuring a
smaller sample of the conversation online, rather than measuring 100% of the conversation, is often necessary.
The following FAQs outline the most common questions around general sampling in our platform.

Does Crimson Hexagon sample?
Yes, we do. Each metric found in your monitor (except for volume) has the potential to show either the total
conversation or a random sample of the total conversation, depending on the number of data points available.
The one exception to this rule is volume at monitor level, which is always based on total numbers. However,
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this will not apply to volume for Saved Filters. Please check out our Sampling: For Saved Filters article for more
information about this.

When is something sampled in ForSight?
If the conversation you are monitoring has over 10,000 posts in a single day, ForSight will take a random
sample from each data source (in proportion to the prevalence of that data source in the total conversation)
equaling 10,000 total posts. For example, if the conversation you are monitoring finds 4,000 posts on January
1 and 16,000 posts on January 2, all 4,000 posts will be analyzed for day 1 and a random sample of 10,000
posts will be analyzed for day 2, totalling 14,000 posts for the entire date range.

Does this mean that posts outside of the 10,000 per day sample are not analyzed?
The individual posts outside of the sample collected each day are not directly analyzed (however they will be
included in the volume metric). However, we will extrapolate the data from the sample to represent results from
the overall sample critical for highly accurate results.

How is the sample determined when there are over 10,000 posts per day?
The sample is randomly selected from each data source in proportion to the prevalence of that data source in
your total volume.

Is there any way to export a larger amount of posts than what is used in the sample?
No, currently this is not possible through either ForSight (UI) or our API.

Does the API use the same sample as ForSight (UI)?
Yes, the API will pull from ForSight (UI) results and have the same sample. For more information on our
sampling methodologies, please refer to the Explore Tab: Sampling Methods article.

How accurate is sampling compared to measuring the total data set?
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Random sampling is a highly accurate method for measuring large universes of data. Sampling is widely used
among political pollsters and market research agencies alike. Moreover, these groups tend to use significantly
smaller sample frames (between N=150 and N=1,000) for their research and typically have a 95% confidence
interval.

Why do we sample this way?
The main reason for this sampling method has to do with the overall functionality of ForSight. If we provided all
content for the visualizations, loading times would be through the roof. We like giving our customers accurate
visualizations in seconds (not minutes or hours). Also, monitor run-times would be affected, because our
database would have to collect a ton of more data (most of which our users will not see or care about). It is all
about efficiency and accuracy, and we are confident with how we are getting both!

Social Account Credentials: How to Reauthorize
Last updated: 2018-09-17T12:30:59.000Z | Online Version
When you have a Social Account Credential registered to your team, these credentials are authorized by
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram or Google+ to allow you to pull data from those social networks into ForSight.
However there maybe the odd occasion where these social account credentials will need to be reauthorized,
due to either:
The social account password has been changed by the account owner
The social account password has been locked by the social network due to multiple failed login attempts
The social network has de-authorized all accounts authorized to pull data into ForSight, something which
seldom happens
In the event a credential is deauthorized, you will only be able to reauthorize any credential you have added to
your team(s). When reauthorizing a Social account credential, you will be prompted to sign-in to the social
network, unless you are already logged in within the same web browser. Only users who have ‘Data
Management‘ privileges can do this. To reauthorize please follow these steps:
In New ForSight
1. Navigate to the team’s administration page (user name initials > "Team Admin").
2. Select ‘Credentials’ from the menu on the left.
Here you’ll see the list of credentials registered to your team. You simply need to click the ‘reauthorize’
link next to the failed account credential.
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3. If you are already logged in to the social network account in the same web browser, the social account
credential will be automatically reauthorized on your team.
If not already logged into a social network account in the same web browser, you will be taken to the
login screen of the chosen social network. Once you have signed in the social account the credential will
be reauthroized on your team, and you will be re-directed back to ForSight.
In Original ForSight
1. Navigate to the team’s administration page (user name initials > "Team Admin").
2. Select ‘Credentials’ from the menu on the left.
Here you’ll see the list of credentials registered to your team. You simply need to click the ‘reauthorize’
link next to the failed account credential.
3. If you are already logged in to the social network account in the same web browser, the social account
credential will be automatically reauthorized on your team.
If not already logged into a social network account in the same web browser, you will be taken to the login
screen of the chosen social network. Once you have signed in the social account the credential will be
reauthroized on your team, and you will be re-directed back to ForSight.

Note: If you trying to reauthorize a Facebook account credential and you’re faced with an error message, this
means you are being Rate Limited. If you retry adding the credential 30-60 minutes after your first attempt, you
should be successful doing so.

Social Account Credentials: Overview
Last updated: 2020-01-07T04:15:14.000Z | Online Version
To be able to pull data from Facebook, Instagram, and Google+, you need to register a social account credential
to your team; This information is also essential to create Social Account Monitors.
How to add a single credential:
When adding a social account credential, you will be prompted to sign-in to the social network (unless you are
already logged in within the same web browser to that social network). If you have ‘Data Management‘
privileges, you add social networks at any time by following these steps:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select the cogwheel in the top right corner, click on 'Team Admin'
Select ‘Credentials’ from the menu on the left
Click the ‘Add New Credential’ button
On this page, select the social network account to add
If you are already logged in to the social network within the same web browser, the social credential will
be automatically added to your team.
6. If you are not already logged into a social network account in the same web browser, you will be taken to
the login screen of the chosen social network. Once you have signed-in, the social account credential will
be added to your team, and you will be re-directed back to ForSight.
Note: When trying to add a Facebook account credential and you are faced with an error message, this means
you are being Rate Limited. If you retry adding the credential 30-60 minutes after your first attempt, you should
be successful doing so.
How to add multiple credentials:
We always advise customers to add as many social account credentials to their team as possible, to increase
the ability to pull data reducing the risk of being Rate Limited.
If you have access to other social account credentials beyond your own credentials, to enable the ability to tie
more than one social account credential per social network to your team, please follow these instructions:
1. In your web browser access the social network you wish to add a credential for and ensure you're not
logged in to an account
2. Now create a new account using a different email address, then make sure you remain logged in with the
newly registered account
3. In ForSight go to Team Admin (select the cogwheel / team name initials > Team Admin > Credentials) to
4.
5.
6.
7.

add new social account credentials
Select 'Credentials’ from the menu on the left
Click the ‘Add New Credential’ button
On this page, select the social network account to add
If you are already logged in to the social network the social credential will be automatically added to your
team.

Why
The request for your social account credentials is actually coming directly from the third party and you are
prompted through ForSight as an alternative route.
This request is for verification purposes, stating that an actual user is requesting information. The account used
during this request can either be a personal account, corporate account, or any other valid account that is
associated with ForSight you're requesting information from. We will save your information in a secure area
and only use it for repeat requests on your behalf so that you do not need to log in every time a request is
made. Crimson Hexagon will never use your credentials to gather personal information of any sort.
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Download the PDF below for more information.

Social Content: Crimson Hexagon HootSuite App
Last updated: 2018-06-28T12:27:14.000Z | Online Version
Note: To preface this article, a HootSuite Enterprise account is required in order to utilize the Crimson Hexagon
integration.
The Crimson Hexagon HootSuite app merges HootSuite's engagement workflow capabilities with Crimson
Hexagon's data library and filtering capabilities. The combination allows for intelligent, targeted engagement
with social media users who, for example, may be talking about your brand without directly engaging official
handles, who may be based in a particular location, or who are influential in your conversation of interest. If
you have questions about how our app may fit your specific use case, please get in touch with your Customer
Success Manager.
Features
View and interact with posts from your Crimson Hexagon monitors
Customize the names of streams to organize conversations within teams
Filter streams for better organization
View author information directly from app vs navigating to profile
Limitations
Stream will only update as quickly as the monitor updates
Stream is limited to the 10,000 post per day sample used in the Explore tab
HootSuite currently only allows for direct engagement via Twitter. They will continue to expand this
capability and we will continue to integrate with them.

Filtering: Creating Saved Filters for Monitor Results
Last updated: 2020-03-25T17:48:58.000Z | Online Version
Overview
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Monitor filtering allows you to create and save filters within Buzz and Opinion Monitors. Much like the Explore
section, a Saved Filter can be created based on:
Keywords
Time
Content Sources
Categories
Emotions (Only available in Buzz Monitors)
Gender
Languages
Locations
Authors
Author Influence
Author
Interests
Post Type
Tags

Logos
Image Objects
Image Scenes
Image Actions
Please note that image filters will only be available for customers who have purchased our Premium
Image Analytics.
However, unlike the Explore section, once the Saved Filter is created, it is automatically saved. You can visit
the Saved Filter at any time to have all monitor results reflect the Saved Filter criteria. Saved Filters apply to
all sections except for the compare section.
Sampling
In Saved Filters, if monitor results for a specific day exceed 10,000 posts, the results for that day will be sampled
and extrapolated to approximate actual counts. Learn more about Saved Filters sampling here.
How-to
1. To create a Saved Filter, navigate to the top right of the monitor within the date picker banner and select
‘Create Filter.’
2. Within ‘Create Filter’, enter a name for the filter and select the necessary criteria for the Saved Filter. Tip:
you can use multiple selections within one Saved Filter. Should you choose not to name the filter, a
generic description name will be generated for you.
Once the first Saved Filter is created, you can now access ‘Saved Filters' next to the 'Create Filter' button in
the top right of the main monitor page. Here you can select the Saved Filter you want applied to the monitor
results.
You can delete saved filters by hovering over the filter name and selecting the ‘x’ to the right of the name.
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Note: You can create up to 50 Saved Filters per monitor. Additionally, the character limit for keyword Saved
Filters is 500.

Summary Tab: Overview [Video]
Last updated: 2018-06-13T10:24:34.000Z | Online Version
The Summary tab is found in both Buzz and Opinion monitors. This tab will give you high level information
in reference to your monitor. The data being displayed will be based on the date range selected in the date
picker located above. By default, the last month of data will be shown when you go to the results page of
any monitor.
On the left side, you will see listed the total number of posts brought back by your keywords. In the case of an
Opinion monitor, you will also see the number of relevant posts which is directly related to the training you
completed to create the analysis.
Next to the volume metric you will have a source breakdown of the content you chose to include in the analysis
visualized in the form of a pie chart.
Below these metrics, you will see either the Sentiment Analysis (Buzz monitor) or the Opinion Analysis (Opinion
monitor) visual. Sentiment Analysis will show you the categories of positive, neutral and negative and how your
posts, according to percentage, were divided among these categories. Opinion Analysis will display the custom
categories you created and how posts were assigned to each of them based on your custom training.
Video last updated: March 25, 2015

Text Analysis Tab: Overview [Video]
Last updated: 2018-06-13T10:24:11.000Z | Online Version
You will see the Text Analysis tab in Buzz and Opinion monitors. Buzz monitors will show Sentiment
Analysis in this tab while Opinion monitors will show the BrightView option. These are the algorithms used
in these two respective analyses.
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Sentiment Analysis shows you a breakdown of positive, neutral and negative over the time period selected.
You can toggle this visualization in many different ways and you are able to click into any of the sections on
the graph, which will open the Explore module.
The BrightView visualization operates in the exact same way as Sentiment Analysis. The only difference is
that you will see a breakdown of the custom categories over the time range selected. You are able to visualize
this data in several ways. In addition, you have the option to click into any day or range to see the information
displayed through the Explore module.
Video last updated: March 30, 2015

Tumblr: Overview
Last updated: 2018-06-28T17:24:30.000Z | Online Version
Beginning July 10th, 2015, Tumblr became offered as a content source, found under the ‘Basic Content
Sources’ section. This allows you to pull in Tumblr data as far back as January 1st, 2015. Using this content
source, you can pull in and analyze:
all posts on a specific blog
all activity by a specific
author all reblogs of a blog
When you select Tumblr as a content source, it will act as our other basic sources do, by searching for and
pulling in content that matches your keywords.

Using free-form keywords
There are several strategies for effectively searching Tumblr content. You can use basic keywords to identify
the content you are seeking. One tip is to start your search narrower and then widen it due to the tremendous
amount of daily Tumblr data we are collecting. The second method is through unique Tumblr specific operators.
These operators are as follows:
blogName: This operator will bring in all original as well as reblogged content from a specific blog
page. i.e. blogName:comedycentral parentPostId: This will bring in all reblogs of a specific post from
a specific user's blog. i.e. parentPostId:129596930020
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rootPostId: This will bring in all reblogs of a specific post as well as reblogs of these reblogs. Volume will
generally be higher with this operator as it will include the entire chain of sharing. i.e.
rootPostId:129596930020 parentBlogName: This will bring back all content (posts) reblogged from a
specific Tumblr user's page. i.e. parentBlogName:comedycentral
rootBlogName: This will bring back all content (posts) reblogged from a specific Tumblr page as well as
all reblogs of that same content. This process can continue indefinitely, counting reblogs of reblogs of
reblogs, etc.
i.e. rootBlogName:comedycentral tags: This will bring
back posts that contain a specific tag. i.e. tags:photography
The fundamental difference between "parent" and "root" is that parent will only count posts/content shared
directly from a specific page. Root will count all content directly shared (reblogged) from a page and all
subsequent reblogs of that same material. This will allow one to see how material is shared - meaning you can
see if people accessing and sharing your content directly from your Tumblr page or if they interacting through
the shares (reblogs) of other people.
(Download the Tumblr Operators PDF below for a print out version of these operators)
Note: Tumblr does NOT support gender filters. If you would like to use gender filters applicable to other content
sources but would still like to pull in Tumblr data, you will need to select the gear icon and select “Ignore
gender”.

What is "Notes"?
"Notes" is Tumblr's user-facing metric that is the sum of the total number of Reblogs and Likes that an original
post has accumulated. If person A publishes her own post, person B reblogs it, and person C reblogs person
B's reblog, person C's ‘reblog' counts toward the 'Note' count on person A's original post.

Top Tags module
This module provides a ranked list of tags that are used the most frequently in your selected conversation and
date range. Unlike Twitter or Instagram, Tumblr allows for spaces in tags, allowing for the expression of
opinions and emotions in tags. The platform treats tags as part of a post, so tags are included in BrightView
and Sentiment Analysis analysis.

Top Notes/Likes/Reblogs module
This module provides a ranked list of posts that received the largest number of Notes, Likes and Reblogs in
the selected date range. Note that there is a likely discrepancy between the Note count displayed directly on
the post and Crimson Hexagon's ranking. That is because the Note count displayed directly on the post itself
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is a cumulative count from the post’s creation date. When looking in the platform, the Note count will be based
on the date range chosen.

Custom segments
You can create custom segments with Tumblr blog names.

Tumblr Affinities
Affinities are now available for Tumblr data. They are assigned to individual people or blogs based on who they
follow, who follows them, and how all participants describe themselves in their Tumblr biographies. To learn
more about Affinities, please read the article People Tab: Affinities Overview.

What is Relevancy Score?
Last

updated:

2019-08-06T16:57:57.000Z

|

Online

Version

Methodology:
The relevancy score is a combination between ‘% In Monitor’ and ‘Affinity Scores’, as well as the people
involved in the conversation. The reason people are included is because you don’t want to look at a extremely
strong relevancy if it only has 2 people involved, and you don’t want to look at a huge group of people if they're
not aligned with your conversation.
Definitions:
% In Monitor: How many people in this conversation have this affinity (This is the size of the bubble).
Affinity: How much more are the individuals in this conversation likely to have this Affinity than the
compared sample (either Twitter, Tumblr or a different monitor). This is how far left or right the bubble is.
That is how affinities are determined from relative populations:
"Local": indexed interests of a population within a given monitor
"Global": general indexed interests of an at-large population
Calculation:
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The Relevancy Score is calculated as follows:
A ln(A/B)
where:
A = % of posts in monitor for segment X
B = % of posts on Twitter for segment X

What Should I Do If a Monitor is "Stuck" or Broken?
Last updated: 2020-07-02T04:59:23.000Z | Online Version
There is a chance at some point in time you have had the experience of a “stuck” monitor. This experience can
be frustrating, particularly if you are on a deadline. But before offering practical solutions for this issue, it is
important to describe what is meant by the word “stuck.”
WHAT DEFINES A "STUCK" MONITOR?

Typical Analysis Expectations
First, there is a difference between a monitor that is perhaps generating slowly versus one that is stuck. A slow
generating monitor (which can be due to a variety of factors) will eventually complete itself. The time it takes
for a monitor to run is very dependent on the volume of the conversation being captured, the complexity of the
keywords being used to analyze it, and the length of the date range. If you run a Buzz monitor over the course
of 2 days, the monitor should be done within minutes. If you run an Opinion monitor back until 2011 using a
very long set of broad keywords, this will likely take significantly longer.
Stuck vs. Slow Monitors
Every day we are working towards the goal of making our analyses faster, but they will still be subject to the
complexity of the search as mentioned above. In a stuck monitor, the situation is different. A common symptom
of a stuck monitor is a 99% status that persists for a very long period of time (typically hours). Compounding
this would be if you noticed no missing data in the date picker. When a monitor is generating, you will generally
see a few gray bars for the days where data still has not been loaded. In many stuck monitors, all the data will
appear loaded but the generating percentage will be stuck (most likely at 99%).
HOW DO I DEAL WITH A STUCK MONITOR?

What Not To Do
When monitors reach this point, there are a few options. Before we get to them, it is crucial to understand what
not to do. For many people, the first reaction is to reset the monitor. The problem with this tactic is that a stuck
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monitor is most likely waiting on only a day or two of data. By resetting, the monitor has to rerun all the days
again, and your monitor will be put to the back of the data request queue. This option is obviously inefficient in
that work already completed is repeated. From your perspective, resetting monitors should only be done when
changes to setup/keywords/training are made, and you would like to have these changes applied to your
historical data.
What To Do
Solution 1: Disable/Enable
If you feel that your monitor is stuck (based on what has been said), one very practical step you can take is to
click the Edit button on the monitor results page which will bring you to the monitor setup screen. At the bottom
of the page, you will see the button to Disable Monitor. If you click this, wait a few seconds for any existing
tasks to stop, and then click Enable Monitor, you may be able to get the monitor generating again. This is a
worthwhile test in those situations where you feel the monitor may have become hung up on one particular
day. In most cases, after doing this, you will see the generation percentage return to 0%.
Do not be alarmed at this as no data has been removed that has been gathered up to that point. Give the
monitor at least ten to fifteen minutes time to see if this action has been successful, refreshing the monitor
periodically to see if it is making progress. If the monitor continues to remain at 0%, it most likely means that
the monitor was not stuck, but rather waiting for some form of historical information (or dealing with a more
latent content source).
Solution 2: Check Social Properties
1. Another potential issue is caused by pending social tasks. If you are using Instagram or Targeted
Facebook as a content source, then your monitor is relying on data from those sources in order to finish
running. Many times, the user that is pulling data for your content source will need to be re-authorized.
2. This is not, however, always an instance of just the user, but sometimes of the page. When you first add
a page, we will begin gathering data; when using Facebook we will automatically pull up to a year of
historical data. While this data is still downloading, your monitor will not completely finish generating.
3. The final option for Social Properties is that you may, in fact, be experiencing a rate limit.
MY MONITOR IS STILL NOT WORKING!

If All Else Fails...
If you are unsuccessful after completing the above, please feel free tofile a ticket with a hyperlink to the monitor
(or tell us your company/group name and the monitor's title). From here we should be able to assist with any
further technical issues that may be occurring.
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W
hen Should I Reset a Monitor?
Last updated: 2018-06-28T12:24:44.000Z | Online Version
You should avoid resetting your monitor unless changes have been made to the setup which will only be
reflected in results if a reset is done. Here are some examples of changes that warrant a monitor reset:
Changes made to your keyword string
Adding, removing or altering location or language filters
Changes made to Content sources
Changes made to the date range
If any changes are made to a Whitelist or Blacklist, the monitors they have been applied to should be
reset
If your analysis is taking longer than normal to run, resetting your monitors will cause you to be placed at the
back of the data queue and your analysis will, therefore, take longer to complete. As a result, we recommend
resetting the monitor only if changes are made to the setup of the monitor.
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W
hy
Am
I
Receiving
Reauthorization Email?

a

Social

Account

Last updated: 2018-06-11T15:18:19.000Z | Online Version
Why?
The purpose of this email is to make you aware that your currentsocial account credentia l is failing to make
calls to content sources (i.e. Twitter, Facebook, Instagram) on your behalf. Without reauthorizing, you will no
longer receive data for the failed social account credential’s content source.
Explanation:
When you add social account credentials to a team, you are using those credentials to make a call to that
content source's API to collect data. Often times when these content sources make changes, for example
privacy settings, you will need to reauthorize the credentials to continue to collect data.
When your credentials fail, this is one less available credential to pull in content on your team. Facebook and
Instagram content is pulled from all available credentials on your team, and when a credential fails you have
a higher chance of experiencing a rate limit. If all of your credentials are failing, you will no longer receive data
from that content source until the credentials are reauthorized.
If you are wondering how to reauthorize, please view the following article:Social Account Credentials: How T
o Reauthorize.
How to opt out of receiving these emails?
All users, except those with Organization Admin permissions, are able to opt out of receiving the social account
reauthorization emails. In order to opt out of receiving the emails, follow these steps:
Click on the icon with your initials at the top right corner of the page and then click on your name
Check the 'Disable Rate Limit Warning Emails' box
Click on 'Update User Info'
Once this is done, you will stop receiving the social account reauthorization emails.

hy Are Twitter Followers Missing in My Export?
Last updated: 2018-06-13T10:16:01.000Z | Online Version
There are two different ways to measure Twitter followers:
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After a Monitor is created, net followers are stored once per day for each day after the Monitor was
created
Prior to a Monitor being created, net followers are stored for each day that a post was made. Due to how
we gather historical follower data, if there is no post from the author, we have no data for that day.
Considering the above, if a post once existed but has now been deleted, we will be unable to gather the follower
count for that day in any monitors requesting historical data. Therefore, Twitter followers may be removed from
your export.

Advanced Features
Monitor Results: Facebook Monitors with Negative
Volume
Last updated: 2018-08-22T11:02:59.000Z | Online Version
You may notice negative volume graphs on the 'Total Activity' tab of Facebook Social Account monitors.
This has to do with the change in volume of posts on a Facebook page, typically due to deleted posts. If an
admin or user post is deleted from Facebook, the associated likes, shares and comments will be deleted as
well.This can also be the result of users 'unliking' posts that they had previously liked. For Facebook data in a
social account monitor, we calculate percent change of relevant metrics (likes, comments, etc.) from the
previous day, and because of this, if the metric from the current day is lower than the previous day, a negative
value will be displayed.

Audiences Lists Beta Program
Last updated: 2019-11-05T16:49:39.000Z | Online Version
For information on Audience Lists & Website Filters (available to all users as of February 8, 2019), please
see this article.
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----For users who are a part of our Audience Lists Beta, you will have some additional options available when
creating Audience Lists in the Crimson platform.

Audience List from Twitter Followers
With this beta functionality, you will be able to pick a single public Twitter account and generate a list of all
followers. This currently only works for Twitter content from August 25, 2018 and onward. We are planning on
doing a full reindex of all content in 2019, which should make this functionality work for all date
Audience List from Conversation Monitor
With this beta functionality, you will be able to select an existing Buzz Monitor that does not have an indefinite
end date, and generate an aggregated Audience List from all authors included in the random sample of up
to 10,000 documents per day from the monitor results.

When the this functionality is selected, users can select a Buzz Monitor from a dropdown menu, or by search.
Unsupported monitor types include, Social Account Monitors, monitors with future end dates (indefinite), or
locked monitors. These monitor types will be shown in grey, and a message will indicate why they are not
available. Users may then edit and save the monitor to use it if desired.
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Once an appropriate monitor is selected, the monitor will be automatically reset, and temporarily locked while
the Audience List is being generated.
In future versions of this functionality, users will be able to statistically gather up to 10,000 authors per day
(from a random sample of authors, rather than a random sample of documents). This would help offset "noisy"
authors that could cause fewer than 10,000 authors per day to be collected in the default mode.

If you would like to be considered for this beta, or have any other questions about this feature enhancement,
please submit a support ticket through our Help Center, or reach out to your Customer Success Manager.

How to: Reports in Crimson Hexagon
Last updated: 2018-08-22T10:58:59.000Z | Online Version
In this video we will show you how to create a Report as well as provide some use cases that you could use
as a reference when building your own Reports.
For additional information and a step-by-step process for creating a Report, please visit our articleReports
How to Create.
Video last updated: May 17, 2018
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How to: Image Analysis
Last updated: 2018-08-22T10:59:15.000Z | Online Version
In this video we will show you how to use Image Analysis in Crimson Hexagon's ForSight as well as provide
some use cases that you could benefit from when creating your analysis.
Video last updated: May 22, 2018

Download the PDF below for a more visual step-by-step walk through:

Klout Deprecation
Last updated: 2018-09-04T19:56:47.000Z | Online Version
As announced May 10, Klout is ceasing operations as of May 25, 2018 due to GDPR. In ForSight, we are
removing the Klout score from the “Most Influential Twitter Authors” visualization, as well as the Author
Influence (Klout Score) filter.
As of the June 15, 2018 release, we have introduced a new conversation based Influence Score in the Most
Influential Twitter Authors visualization under the People tab in original ForSight. Influence Score information
has been added and calculated for every monitor including at least one day after April 4th, 2018. If any
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Influencer information is desired for a date before April 5th, 2018 in any Monitor, a Monitor reset will be
required.
Klout score has been removed from posts, post list export and bulk export. The new Influence Score will not
be added to the individual posts, as it is based on the conversation and an author's score could change based
on the conversation and the date range selected.
The Top Influencers visualization will be temporarily removed from Dashboards.
As part of continued enhancements related to Influencer Identification, we will soon be adding a “Followers”
filter to ForSight. We will initially release these enhancements for Twitter with other data sets to follow.

How to: Dashboards in Crimson Hexagon
Last updated: 2018-08-22T10:58:29.000Z | Online Version
In this video we will show you how to navigate to Dashboards as well as provide some use cases that you
could use as a reference when building your own Dashboards.
For additional information and a step-by-step process for creating a Dashboard, please visit our article
Dashboards: How to Create.
Video last updated: May 4, 2018
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How to: Geofencing in ForSight
Last updated: 2018-08-22T10:59:32.000Z | Online Version
Geofencing allows you to track content that has been posted from a specific location or venue. This tutorial
will explain how to use longitude and latitude data alongside additional relevant keywords to target posts made
from a specific location.
For additional information about location, please visit our Location Methodology article.
Video last updated: May 4, 2018

Specifier: engagingWithGuid for Facebook posts
Last updated: 2020-06-16T00:13:57.000Z | Online Version
In order to find the GUID number of a Facebook post to be used with the engagingWithGuid specifier, both the
Facebook page ID and the post ID are needed. To find these IDs, you can open the post directly from the Post
List in your monitor and obtain them from the URL or, alternatively, you can obtain the IDs from Facebook
directly.
Obtaining the GUID number from the URL
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1. Expand the post in the Post List and click on 'Read on Facebook'

2. Once

you

are

redirected

to

Facebook,

the

URL

will

look

like

this:

https://www.facebook.com/127737499873/posts/10155727928519874
The first set of numbers (in green) are equivalent to the Facebook page ID and the second set of
numbers (in purple) are equivalent to the post ID.
3. In

this

case,

the

specifier

would

be

used

in

the

following

way:

engagingWithGuid:127737499873_10155727928519874 Obtaining the GUID number directly
from Facebook

1. Obtain the Facebook page ID: Go to the Facebook page, hover over the Facebook page's
picture/icon. In the URL that pops up at the bottom left of the screen, the first string of numbers
between the backslashes is the page ID (see screenshot below).

2. Obtain the post ID: Go to the post you'd like to track, and hover over the timestamp for when it was
shared/posted. The string of numbers at the end of the URL is the post ID (see screenshot below).

3. These are the same numbers from the example above, as we are looking at the same post.
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Consequently, the specifier would be used in the same way as before:
engagingWithGuid:127737499873_10155727928519874

Premium Image Analytics
Last updated: 2018-10-02T13:38:52.000Z | Online Version
Crimson Hexagon's Premium Image Analytics includes the ability to search, filter, and visualize image content
across Instagram and Twitter via specific image attributes such as logos, objects, actions, and scenes. Logo
recognition and our standard list of logos is included in all Monitors*. To enable Premium Image Analytics
please contact your Customer Success Manager for more information.
*Logos not included in our standard list can be added for an incremental cost.
Searching for a Logo
brandIds:
The brandIds: specifier is used to search for a specific logo, where the Brand ID number is known.
i.e.brandIds:12 AND brandIds:14
This specifier is also available for use in HelioSight with parentheses.
i.e.(brandIds:12)
Please contact your Customer Success Manager for a list of available brand IDs.

Searching for an Object, a Scene or an Action
objects:
The objects: specifier is used to search for a specific object, scene or action, where the ID number is
known.
i.e.objects:3992 AND objects:3254
This specifier

is also available for use in HelioSight with parentheses.

i.e.(objects:3992)
For a list of all available object IDs please see the attached pdf.
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Top Shared URLs: Overview
Last updated: 2018-08-29T14:59:48.000Z | Online Version
With Top Shared URLs, users are able to identify top content in conversations by URL or host in all monitors
as well as create monitors with the URL as a query in Buzz or Opinion Monitors. Top Shared URLs will
appear in existing monitors after a monitor reset. Top Shared URLs will be displayed in the Metrics tab of
the monitor.

To create a query on a URL, in the “Free-Form” search for keywords, enter the url in the following form:
“http:\://www…..”
Please note:
URL must be enclosed in quotes
http:\:// must precede the URL
A wildcard at the end of the URL is recommended
For example: “http:\://www.huffingtonpost.com*”
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Popular Use Cases:
Campaign Analysis and Measurement: Measure the number of impressions for URL based content and
compare it against the cost of developing the content to calculate the social ROI. Analyze the sentiment
of the conversation surrounding the content.
Audience Analysis and Content Development: Capture the conversation around a topic and analyze
what type of content (videos, articles, podcasts) resonate among the audience.
Additional notes:
Top Shared URLs will be available on Twitter posts from March 3, 2017 forward.
Top Shared URLs metric will appear in any newly created monitors.
Existing monitors will need to be reset in order for Top Shared URLs to appear.

Reports: Overview
Last updated: 2018-09-27T16:30:16.000Z | Online Version
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With Reports, users have the ability to build, send or schedule delivery of custom comparative reports to
share and distribute across the organization, effortlessly. Speed up the time to analysis for more impactful
data-driven business decisions.
Capabilities include:
Share and schedule ongoing or one-off reports.
Compare results from multiple monitors.
Adjust chart type, size and layout.
Adjust the date range to select a time window for reporting (E.g. last week, month or year).
Download data from the Report in Excel, PowerPoint, or PDF.

Use Cases:
Campaign Measurement
Brand Health & Reputation Management
Event
or
Crisis
Tracking
Benchmarking

How To:
For more information, view the article Reports: How to Create.
Download the PDF below for a more visual step-by-step walk through:

Author Interests: Training Videos
Last updated: 2018-05-04T10:03:58.000Z | Online Version
The final set of videos will highlight two ways we surface author interests in ForSight: Affinities and Segments.
Don't forget to check out the additional resources towards the bottom of the article!

Affinities

Custom Segments
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Additional Resources:
Affinities Overview
Creating Custom Segments

Utilizing the Data: Training Videos
Last updated: 2018-08-29T15:45:12.000Z | Online Version
Now that you have a monitor built, there are a number of ways you can start to make use of the data.
In the following set of videos we'll explore three specific features in ForSight that you will use: Exporting,
Workspaces and Filtering.
Don't forget to check out the additional resources referenced at the bottom of this article if you would like to
learn more.
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Exporting Data

Workspaces

Filtering Your Results
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Additional Resources:
Exports: Regular & Bulk
Workspaces Overview
Filters: Creating Saved Filters for Monitor
Results
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Implementing SAML based SSO
Last updated: 2018-06-28T10:35:21.000Z | Online Version
This article is a more technical explanation of Single Sign-On, if you would like a basic overview please view
the article Does Crimson Hexagon Use Single Sign-On?.
To
utilize
SSO
as
an
organization
you
will
select
a
unique
subdomain
(e.g.
subdomain.forsight.crimsonhexagon.com) and this will take you to your company’s login.When you try to login
on this page, it will send a certificate to us which if validated, will give you access to your instance. This
certificate is generated by the Identity Provider (your company) who deals with the authentication credentials,
then that certificate is sent to us as the Service Provider. The certificate contains the email of the user who is
trying to gain access and if this matches the valid emails we have stored in our database they can gain access.
Single Sign-On Process
The first step to gaining access to Single Sign-On is to contact your Customer Success Manager. Then we will
engage our Product Team who manages SSO logins who will contact you with a few questions in order to
narrow down the desired SSO specifications for your team.
Once we receive the questionnaire feedback we will have a testing space with your desired parameters
included and a few test users to confirm they can sign in. Once the testing process is completed we will apply
these SSO settings to your Organization.
Note: If you enable Single Sign-on, this will be on an organizational level. This means that all of your teams
will switch over to this type of login and SSO will be the only way to access your teams.
The only requirement to enable SSO is to currently have an SSO setup on your end before integrating with
our system.

Be Prepared to Provide the Following Information to Complete the SSO Integration
1. Sub-Domain: The subdomain with which to access ForSight with Single Sign-On enabled
2. IDP Entity ID
3. Single Sign-On URL: HTTP-Redirect URL where user will authenticate on the identity provider's server.
4. Certificate: Encoded, X.509-formatted certificate of IdP.
5. Custom user UID attribute: (Optional) Name of the attribute the IdP will pass to uniquely identify users.
Email will be used if left blank.

Does Crimson Hexagon Use Single Sign-On?
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Last updated: 2018-06-28T10:35:04.000Z | Online Version
Ways to login to Crimson Hexagon
Individual User
Single Sign-On

Login

What is Single Sign-On?
Single Sign-On allows your entire organization to simplify their login by creating one universal credential for all
teams to gain access to Crimson Hexagon Products. For a more technical description please view our
Implementing SAML based SSO article.
What is SAML and Why Do We Use It?
SAML stands for Security Assertion Markup Language and is essentially used for to exchange authentication
data between the Identity Provider (you) and the Service Provider (Crimson Hexagon). This essentially means
that the user will not login via ForSight, but instead through their Identity Provider.
We use SAML 2.0 because this is the common standard for implementing single sign-on.
Who is Eligible for SSO?
Any organization can have SSO! If you wish to switch your login to Single Sign-On, please contact your
Customer Success Manager.
The only requirement to enable SSO is to currently have an SSO setup on your end before integrating with
our system.

Note: If you enable Single Sign-on, this will be on an organizational level. This means that all of your teams
will switch over to this type of login and SSO will be the only way to access your teams.

Tracking Influencers in ForSight
Last updated: 2018-10-11T19:26:43.000Z | Online Version
In this video we will show you two different approaches to tracking influencers:
1.

Measuring the volume of conversation that includes your brand and its influencers.

2.

Tracking how influencers are contributing to the conversation about your brand. Video last

updated: May 4, 2018
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Alerts: Overview
Last updated: 2020-01-24T13:43:54.000Z | Online Version
Alerts are threshold based messages that are triggered during analysis. Users have several options for
configuring alerts, and alerts are sent by email.
New ForSight
To configure or manage alerts in New ForSight, when in a Monitor, click on the bell icon near the upper right
of the screen.

This will take you to a landing page which has an option to mute alerts, view and manage all alerts on the
Monitor, or set up a new Alert.
To set up a new rule based Alert, click on the red “New Alert” button:
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In set-up
1. Name the Alert
2. Choose a filter (optional)
3. Set the conditions for an alert:
When a condition is met based on volume in:
day
hour
week
And the volume of posts is:
A little higher than average
Moderately higher than average
A lot higher than average
A % amount above average
Equals (a number amount)
Or an alert can also be created each time a new post is detected, up to a maximum of 10 emails per day.
Subscribe other ForSight users to the alert (optional)
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Mute Alerts To temporarily halt all alerts on a Monitor without deleting the alert, simply click the box “Mute
Alerts for this Monitor”.

Manage Alerts
To enable or disable individual alerts, edit, or delete an alert, click on the bell icon in the Monitor, locate the
alert in the list. Toggle the alert on or off, or click the three dots on the far right and choose edit or delete.

Original ForSight
To configure alerts in original ForSight, click on the "Manage" button at the top of the monitor and select
"Alerts".
This will take you to the configuration page, which has a number of customizable alerts. Users have the option
to select which alerts they would like and configure them appropriately. Users also have the option to toggle
email alerts, and can select to have a digest of daily results sent to their emails. Email alerts can be sent daily
or as analysis occurs.
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uthor Followers
Last updated: 2018-06-27T14:19:58.000Z | Online Version
A monitor can be filtered to only include posts from Twitter authors with specific numbers of followers. This
filter requires the authorFollowers: and a specified range of follower counts. This specifier can be used in the
free form query field during monitor set up or as a keyword filter in existing monitors.
Please note: This filter changes the posts included in an entire conversation to those authored by Twitter
users within the specified range of followers.
However, this filter will not adjust the “Most Influential Twitter Authors” visualization to only include authors
with followers in the specified range. The “Most Influential Twitter Authors” visualization is based on an author’s
Influence Score, which is a measure of retweets and mentions in a conversation. In a conversation filtered to
include only authors with a specified range of followers, it is still possible to mention and retweet an author
with a number of followers outside the specified range. Consequently, authors with follower counts outside a
specified range of followers can still be influential in a conversation of authors with a certain range of followers.
It will be possible to sort the Most Influential Twitter Authors visualization by the number of followers in New
ForSight in an upcoming release.
Please also note that this specifier is case sensitive and plural in tense - the F must be capitalized in
Followers.
Syntax for filtering for authorFollowers using the advanced query field:
authorFollowers:[x TO z]
For posts by Twitter authors with a follower count greater than or equal to (inclusive of) x and less than or
equal to (inclusive of) z.
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i.e. authorFollowers:[500 TO 500000] will return posts by Twitter authors who have greater than or equal to
(inclusive of) 500 followers and less than or equal to (inclusive of) 500000 followers.

uthor Tab: What is the Difference Between Most
Influential Authors vs. @Mentions?
Last updated: 2020-05-19T17:46:30.000Z | Online Version
Most Influential Authors (aka Top Authors), found on the 'Authors' section under the 'People' Tab, are the
users from the monitor who are most influential in the conversation, as determined by their Influence Score.
Influence Score measures the amount of engagement that an author receives in the context of your search
result and is a measurement of the % of posts that mention or retweet the user within a search’s timeframe.
Most Prolific (aka Top Mentions), found in the 'Most Prolific on Twitter' section under the 'Author' Tab, and
found on the 'Twitter' section under the 'Metrics' Tab, refers to the number of times people mention a user in
conjunction with the topic you're looking at. So even if the user being mentioned never tweeted anything they
can still be a top @mention. If Coca-Cola airs a new commercial and everyone is tweeting at them, this could
cause them to be a top @mention.

Authors: What is the Difference Between Impressions vs.
Reach?
Last updated: 2018-12-14T20:28:19.000Z | Online Version
Impressions represent the number of times a specific post has been displayed, regardless of whether
someone has clicked it or not. So, it is the number of times a post could have potentially been read - it is
possible for one person to see multiple impressions of the same post.
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Reach is defined as the total number of people who have received impressions of a post. The same person
reading a post multiple times will create further impressions, but will not impact reach.
Crimson Hexagon calculates potential impressions for Twitter, but does not calculate actual reach metrics. For
more information on how potential impressions are calculated, check out this article.

uthors: What is Total Potential Impressions?
Last updated: 2019-01-21T11:18:01.000Z | Online Version
Total Potential Impressions is the number of times a Tweet about your topic could have been read. If every
follower of every author read every one of their Tweets about your topic, that would be the Total Potential
Impressions.
Potential Impressions in Social Account monitors are calculated in 2 steps using Twitter data. The first part of
the calculation is when an account tweets: the initial Tweet generates a potential impression number equal to
the amount of followers they have. The second part is when someone Retweets the original Tweet, which
generates a potential impression number equal to the amount of followers the second individual has. So if
@exampleuser has 50,000 followers and Tweets something, they will generate 50,000 potential impressions
for that Tweet. If @averagejoe Retweets this and has 75 followers, then the new total for potential impressions
is now 50,075. So in short, Potential Impressions = sender's followers + followers of all users who have
Retweeted the post.
In the case of Buzz and Opinion Monitors, Potential Impressions are calculated taking into account the number
of followers for each post included in the monitor, and do not necessarily include the followers for each user
who retweeted the post. However, if they retweeted something, that post will likely be in the monitor and it will
thus be analyzed.

Additional Notes:
Keep in mind that these are the only two things factored into the calculation. If an author replies to a post (say
if we're tracking potential impressions for @exampleuser, @averagejoe Tweets at @exampleuser, and
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@exampleuser then replies back to @averagejoe), then the post is only seen by the recipient of the response
so we do not add it into the impressions calculation. Additionally, favoriting a Tweet doesn't cause posts to
show up on a feed so we do not include that in our impressions calculation either.
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Content Sources: What is a Rate Limit?
Last updated: 2019-02-28T15:00:32.000Z | Online Version
When you add a content source to a monitor, in order for the monitor to collect data from that content source,
it needs to make a call to the content source on your behalf. Some content sources put a limit on how many
calls for data you can make over a period of time; this is called a rate limit.
These rate limits are set by the content source, not by Crimson Hexagon. Specifically, Instagram and Facebook
set limits on how much data you can pull from those sites, and Twitter sets a limit on how much data you can
export from a monitor using the Bulk Export function.
Instagram Rate Limit
Instagram sets a limit of 200 calls per Instagram account per hour, the number of calls to be made depends
on how much data a hashtag/account has.
Please note: Due to Instagram access changes, Instagram Social Account Monitors are only available to the
Instagram account owners. For more information, please see the article Instagram Social Account Monitor
Update.
Facebook Rate Limit
Facebook’s rate limit is set per Facebook account over a period of time, please see this documentation from
their website for further background on this. Facebook allowance tends to be heavily sourced by amount of
users. Therefore, it is always advised to add as many Facebook credentials to your team as you can.
Twitter Rate Limit
Twitter sets a rate limit on how many posts you can export from an analysis monitor per Twitter account per
day, which is 50,000 posts.
For guidance on adding social account credentials to a team, please refer to the article Social Account
Credentials: Overview.

Monitor Results: Latency & How Content is Collected
Last updated: 2019-05-09T17:05:42.000Z | Online Version
If you are looking to understand a simple level of content latency and how to deal with it within
Crimson Hexagon please visit the Content Source Latency article before proceeding.
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This article is an in-depth look at the different methods used to pull content, and also the latency associated
with each method. This article is very long and extensive but we hope it will provide some transparency
around the content you're using for results.
What are the different methods for collecting data?
Though social media analysis platforms have different ways of analyzing data, the method of collecting social data is largely consistent
across the industry. There are three types of data collection:

1. Streaming
2. Pinging
3. Crawling
1) Streaming Content Collection (also known as a “hose”)
Content sources using this method: Twitter and Tumblr
Relative data latency: Low
Crimson Hexagon purchases streaming content directly from the content source. A content stream,
frequently referred to as a “hose” (e.g., the Twitter Firehose), is an official product available directly from a
content source. As content is created on the source platform, it is added to the stream.
Latency in streaming content happens twice:
1. After the content is created and before it is added to the stream by the content source (for the Twitter
Firehose, this gap is almost always less than a minute)
2. After the content is added to the stream and before it is processed by Crimson Hexagon (for the Twitter
Firehose, this gap is between five and twelve minutes)
2) Pinging Content Collection (also known as “API Calls”)
Content sources using this method: Facebook, Google+, and Instagram
Relative data latency: Medium
The second most direct option for content collection is by calling ("pinging") an API. An API is officially
provided by a content source; however, it is not supported with the same level of maintenance and reliability
as a stream. When content is available via API, the source places restrictions on the frequency and quantity
of content collection.
Within Crimson Hexagon, Facebook Page content, Instagram, and Google+ pages are the only sources that
use the ping method. Crimson Hexagon accesses these sources at the maximum rate and quantity possible;
the content collected represents a sample of the ForSight's content.
For ping content, latency occurs in two places:
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1. After the content is created and before Crimson Hexagon is next able to ping the API (for the content
sample available via API, the gap is usually less than four hours)
2. After content is delivered via API and before it is processed by Crimson Hexagon (for our content, this
gap is between five and twelve minutes)
3) Crawling Content Collection
Content sources using this method: Blogs, Forums, Reviews, News, YouTube, Weibo
Relative data latency: High
Crimson Hexagon partners with industry-leading third party content crawlers to provide blog, forum, review,
news, YouTube, and Weibo content for the Crimson Hexagon library. Content crawling is used when content
is not available via pinging or streaming. In this case, collection software searches for new content that has
been added to a site, collects that new content, and then sends it to the data analysis provider. Because there
are three parties involved, there can be significant latency in content sources collected via crawling.
Specifically, latency occurs in the following ways:
A) The source site dictates the frequency and quantity of content that is available to crawl.
1. When Crimson Hexagon or its content crawling partners identify a site to crawl, the crawler first checks
the “robots.txt” setting on the site. This file sets the terms and conditions of crawling: whether or not the
site is available to be crawled at all, and if it is, what the maximum frequency and volume of content can
be.
2. When a site significantly restricts crawling activity, latency increases accordingly.
B) The total size of the site, as well as the velocity at which new content is added to the site, affects thecrawler’s
ability to collect in real-time. High volume sites take a longer time to crawl. As a result, there can be a delay
between when content is added and when it is collected. (Large, high-velocity sites with restrictive terms
and conditions are the most latent.)
C) The third party’s aggregation and processing time delays the content’s delivery to Crimson Hexagon.
Content collected via crawling is packaged before it is delivered to Crimson Hexagon; this time varies by
content provider but is generally within 15 minutes.
D) Finally, there is latency between when content is delivered and when it is processed. Once the content
hasbeen delivered to Crimson Hexagon, it is usually processed and added within the hour.

Custom Segments: Setup Steps
Last updated: 2018-09-17T07:10:26.000Z | Online Version
Custom Segments track an audience defined by you or other users on your team. You can build Custom
Segments on (1) a custom list of Twitter authors or Tumblr blog names, (2) the followers of a Twitter handle,
(3) the Twitter authors or Tumblr blog names that have used the search terms of an existing monitor.
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To navigate to Custom Segments follow these steps:
Go to ForSight from the Home page > Click on the hamburger menu on the top left corner of the page > Select
Segments from the drop-down menu.

How to Create a Custom Segment
1. From the 'Segments' page, choose 'New Custom Segment'
2. Choose your method of defining a custom segment
Custom List: Create a segment from a custom list of Twitter handles or Tumblr blog names.
Enter up to 100,000 handles on a separate line.
Please note that handles are case-sensitive.
Twitter Handle Followers: Create a segment from followers of a Twitter handle.
Enter the Twitter handle you would like the segment to be based on. This will create a Custom
Segment that includes up to 100,000 of that handle's most recent followers.
Monitor Authors: Create a segment from Twitter authors or Tumblr blog names who have used the search
terms of an existing monitor
Select the date range to find authors who have posted during this time period. This will create a
Custom Segment that includes up to 100,000 randomly selected Twitter authors or Tumblr blog
names.
3. Click 'Save' to create a Segment
For a PDF download about Segments, click below:

Demographics

Section: Age Methodology Calculation

Last updated: 2019-11-05T17:17:56.000Z | Online Version
Overview
The age data visualization module in the Crimson Hexagon ForSight takes into account identifiable information
of different Twitter authors, such as their interests and first names, to predict the age group they may belong
to.
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Methodology
Because predicting the exact age is difficult, we divided users into the following age groups:
17
and below
18
to 24
24 to 34
35 and above
First, we gathered identifiable information of a Twitter author that could be used for making predictions, such
as author interests, first names, number of Tweets, time since registration on Twitter, number of Twitter
followers, etc. Then we calculated the age distribution associated with each of these factors, with the exception
of author first names, using a training set of Twitter authors who have declared their actual age publicly in their
Tweets.
Let’s say we have a user who identifies herself as “Brittany” in her Twitter profile; she follows the Twitter handle
of a sorority and follows people who talk about sororities. Our Affinities tool identifies her as having an interest
in “sororities”.
According to U.S Census data, we find that 80% of the U.S population with the name “Brittany” are 18-24 years
old, 10% are 17 and below, 5% are 25-34, and 5% are 35 and above. We then find that of those in the training
set who have an interest in “sororities”, 10% of them are 17 and below, 50% are between age 18 and 24, 30%
are 25-34, and 10% is 35 and above. Finally, we calculate Brittany’s likelihood of being in each of the four age
groups by multiplying the probabilities for each factor:
1.
2.
3.
4.

[0, 17]: 0.1 * 0.1 = 0.01
[18-24]: 0.5 * 0.8 = 0.4
[25-34]: 0.3 * 0.05 = 0.015
[35, 35+]: 0.1 * 0.05 = 0.005

After normalizing these numbers, we find that the number in the 18-24 age group is the largest of the four, and
we classify Brittany in the 18-24 bracket.
Accuracy
To validate our methods, we obtained a sample of 10,000 Twitter authors who self-reported their age.
Compared with this sample of ground truth, we obtained about 65% overall accuracy. Levels of accuracy are
not uniform across age groups. The accuracy for the 18-24 age group is the highest (~80%), whereas that for
the 25-34 age group is around 50%. These numbers will change from monitor to monitor in ForSight, because
each monitor is essentially a different sampling. Thus, please use discretion when you report these accuracy
numbers.
Caveat
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Please note that our age prediction is limited to authors on Twitter only, with a focus on English-speaking
users.
Improvements
Our R&D Team is constantly working on improving our age predictions. In the mean time, we welcome your
feedback and we are happy to answer any questions you may have!

Does Crimson Hexagon Index "Promoted" Tweets?
Last updated: 2018-06-28T11:00:52.000Z | Online Version
What are Promoted Tweets?
Promoted Tweets are tweets that are paid for by advertisers for their placement on Twitter. For more
information on Promoted Tweets, please refer to the article What are Promoted Tweets? by Twitter.
Does Crimson Hexagon index promoted tweets?
Since we collect all public Twitter data, ForSight does indeed collect Promoted Tweets. Currently, there is no
way to distinguish between a promoted tweet and a regular tweet within ForSight. Promoted Tweets are
collected in Social Account Monitors as well as Buzz and Opinion Monitors. In Buzz and Opinion monitors,
any retweets of the promoted tweets are shown as well.

Explore Tab: Sampling Methods
Last updated: 2019-09-18T13:06:30.000Z | Online Version
Sampling is employed for modules under the Explore Tab to visualize data efficiently and accurately. Up to
10,000 posts per day for each monitor are stored in our database for visualization and exporting purposes.
ForSight extrapolates data based on the 10,000-post daily sample.
How does the sampling method work?
When you run a monitor and it finds 40,000 posts in one day, ForSight will store a random sample of up to
10,000 posts for that day.
Why can’t I get all the posts?
The main reason that ForSight employs sampling is to maintain overall functionality of ForSight. If we provided
all content for the visualizations loading times would significantly increase. With sampling, accurate
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visualizations can load in seconds (not minutes or hours). Also, monitor run-times are positively affected
because our database may collect a smaller portion of the total data.
My monitor finds over 10,000 posts per day. How will the posts be stored?
Example: If the time period for a monitor is three days. Day 1 finds 4,000 posts, Day 2 finds 16,000 posts, and
Day 3 finds 14,000 posts. We will store a total of 24,000 posts for that monitor over this 3-day period, instead
of 34,000 posts identified by the volume number. This is because we are only storing 10,000 of the 16,000
posts found on Day 2, and 10,000 of the 14,000 posts found on Day 3. The Explore modules will save a
random sample of the total posts found to provide a statically accurate look at the conversation.
Why does my monitor show more than 10,000 posts in one day?
While we don’t store more than 10,000 posts per day in our database, we do know the total number of posts
made each day, which is displayed as the total volume number in the Summary Tab. We show extrapolations
of the total conversation by comparing the sample we collect with the total volume to provide a full picture of
the data.
Why do I see small differences between the Explore tab and total volume in the Summary Tab?
Differences are due to sampling. There can be occasional differences between the total volume in the
summary section and the total post count in the Explore visualizations.

Exports: Regular & Bulk
Last updated: 2020-03-23T22:11:52.000Z | Online Version
Regular Exporting
Any user can export graphics and data from within a Crimson Hexagon Monitor. To do so, follow these steps:
1. Navigate to a monitor
2. Click on the downward facing arrow icon in the upper right-hand corner of any monitor visualization
3. Review the drop down menu of export options and select which form you would like to export the data:
Excel, Image (normal), Image (square) and Image (wide)
Note: If you select the Excel option, a spreadsheet of the raw results will be downloaded. If you select
one of the three image options, a .PNG image file of the visualization will be downloaded in the format
you specified.
Bulk Exporting
The Bulk Export feature is only available to users with the Data Management permission, and can only be
apply to post lists exports. You can access the Bulk Export option by:
1. Navigate to a monitor
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2. Select the 'Manage' button in the upper right-hand corner of the monitor
3. From the 'Manage' drop down menu, select the 'Bulk Export' option
You will see the following message: "A randomly-selected sample of 10,000 posts will be exported, out
of the total number of posts for the selected date range." The Bulk Export feature allows users with the
Data Management permission to download up to 10,000 posts for the selected date range into an Excel
spreadsheet.
Information included in Bulk Exports: time posted, link and the content of the post itself. For long-form content
like blogs, the content will be shortened to approximately 180 characters surrounding your keywords as part
of the Excel download default.
10,000 Post Export Limit
No more than 10,000 posts can be downloaded at once, so if you are working with a very high volume monitor,
you should select a shorter date range to download a higher percentage of posts (the smallest increment of
time is one day).
In cases where monitors have fewer than 10,000 posts for the date range selected, a bulk export for this date
range will show you all posts. If you selected a date range with over 10,000 posts, a random sample of 10,000
posts will be exported.
*Disclaimer* Bulk exporting a second time over the same date range will yield the same sample as your first
export, even if your total volume is over 10,000 posts.
Twitter-Specific Export Rules
Teams can export up to 50,000 full tweets from ForSight per user within a 24-hour period. This behavior applies
to all exports of tweets from Crimson Hexagon ForSight. Once the 50,000 tweet export threshold has been
reached within a 24-hour period, any additional exports of tweets will include a link to the tweet, but not the
content itself. You can visit Twitter's website to view these links individually, or, if you are familiar with Twitter's
API, you can use that to download them programmatically. The 50,000 tweet threshold resets every 24 hours
at midnight GMT.
i.e. If there are four users on a team, the team can export 200,000 tweets per day, but each user will have to
individually export their own 50,000 tweets.
Deleted Posts
If you are missing data in a Bulk Export, this is likely due to deleted posts. When a post is deleted by its author,
it is no longer stored within the Crimson Hexagon servers, and will not appear when you use Bulk Export.
Oftentimes, this will be very prominent when a tweet is deleted that was retweeted heavily.
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Keyword: Strategies
Last updated: 2018-06-27T13:47:04.000Z | Online Version
Refining your keywords effectively can significantly contribute to yielding better results and producing a
nuanced and well-defined analysis. Below are some useful strategies, which, if used in conjunction with one
another, can help you leverage your results in ForSight to your best advantage. However, Before refining your
keywords make sure you know how to build a basic keyword string.
Note: It is always good practice to use the Preview option before running the monitor, to check if keywords
are yielding the results you are looking for. This way, you can keep refining keywords to your best advantage
before actually running the monitor.
1. Reducing Spam Content:
Adding keyword exclusions:
After identifying the irrelevant words, you can exclude those words in the Monitor Setup by using
the AND– Boolean operator.
i.e. If you were searching the brand 'Clean and Clear,' you can add AND -("so clean" OR "is clean"
OR "a clean" OR water OR lake OR sea OR ocean OR river OR sky OR skies) to avoid irrelevant
mentions of ‘Clean and Clear’.
Eliminate promotional spam posts and URLs:
i.e. To remove promotional spam use: AND –(offer OR free OR coupon OR coupons OR deal OR
deals OR sweepstakes OR giveaway OR "for free" OR "one free" OR etc...) in your keywords, and
to remove any shared URLs use: AND –(http OR https). Removing URLs is helpful to:
View only organic conversation about a topic (often times when a link is being shared, the
authordoes not include an original comment including sentiment or an opinion).
Remove include promotions or deals (posts often include links to purchase products on
anothersite when promoting a product or a deal/coupon)
Avoid any news, photos and video article sharing. However, if you are interested in seeing
thenumber of times a news article (or something else shared with a link) was shared, you should
not exclude http or https.
2. Using Whitelists/Blacklists: Use Blacklists to avoid content from certain Twitter Handles that you have
identified as spam or irrelevant, or use Whitelists to search specifically within a selective list of Twitter
handles while excluding all others. You also have the option of adding blog and forum sites to your
Whitelists or Blacklists.
3. Using the NEAR (~) Boolean Operator: Using the NEAR operator in your keyword string helps avoid
content with isolated mentions of keywords in the results, and is particularly helpful when you are
searching within long-form content.
4. Using Unambiguous Terms: Specifically use words that are almost always relevant. These can be
unique words that rarely refer to anything other than the product at hand; they can also be combinations
that pair an ambiguous word with another as an exact phrase.
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5. Including Ambiguous Terms with Helper Terms: Try to pair primary, ambiguous terms—ones that are
sometimes relevant but frequently irrelevant—alongside secondary terms that are related to the product
and thus increase the primary term’s relevance.
6. Excluding Consistently Irrelevant Terms: Identify terms that almost always appear in an irrelevant
context and exclude them from the search parameters. Individual terms can be excluded, but phrase
exclusion can be more exact.
In general, the above methodologies should be structured as:
(UnambiguousTerms OR (AmbiguousTerms AND HelperWords)) AND –Exclusions
7. Leveraging BrightView with the Irrelevant Category: Crimson Hexagon is able to calculate the
proportion of the analyzed content that is irrelevant by adding an irrelevant category to the pre-defined
category templates. Therefore, it is not necessary to completely remove irrelevant content from your
search.

Character Limit: When you are using either the Guided or Free-Form mode of setting up your keywords, your
search has an unlimited amount of characters.

For a PDF download about Boolean Operators, click below:

Live Stream: Overview
Last updated: 2019-11-09T21:15:11.000Z | Online Version
Live Stream is a feature in ForSight that, when enabled, allows users to monitor posts that stream into the
content database in real-time. Live Stream mode is enabled in the monitor's setup by clicking at the very
bottom of the main page, "Enable Live Stream". This can be done once the "Create and Run" button has been
selected. The live stream option then becomes available. There are two main components of this “realtime”
mode:
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Updated Analysis Every Ten Minutes
Live Stream Page

Updated Analysis Every Ten Minutes
Results for monitors that have Live Stream enabled will update every ten minutes. The first analysis will run
immediately after the user enables the monitor for real time, and then it will run every ten minutes from then
on. So, for example, if a monitor were enabled at 10:14am am it will run its first analysis then and it’s second
at 10:24am, and so on.
Each analysis is cumulative, meaning that we re-run the analysis for the day using all of the posts acquired
since midnight as defined by the team's time zone. Real-time enabled monitors will run nightly analysis as
usual.
Live Stream Page
The Live Stream page, which can be accessed at the top of your monitor results page, shows posts matching
the monitor's keywords, content sources, and other filtering criteria in real time. The total number of posts
within the last 24 hours is displayed in the bar at the very top of the screen. It is important to note that this is
total volume–not relevant volume–and that all of the data displayed on the live stream page is based upon this
data. This count will increase as time goes on and more posts come in.

A list of streaming posts is displayed on the left hand side of the page. The majority of incoming posts that
users will see in this feed originate from Twitter due to data latency. For Twitter content, there can be a delay
of a few minutes for the post to appear while we process and index each post. For other content sources, the
delay can reach up to an hour. For very high volume monitors (ex. currently trending Twitter topics), we will
not display every post along the sidebar, but a random sample of 120 or so posts.
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When the live stream page is first loaded, we will look for posts 5 minutes prior to our most current Twitter
index time (e.g. if we have content up to 2:45pm, we'll look for posts from 2:40pm to 2:45pm) in order to avoid
showing no posts in cases with long delays.
Live Stream Policy
Please note that any Live Stream monitors that are not accessed in ForSight or through the API in seven days
will be automatically reverted back to nightly analysis and the Live Stream Page will no longer be accessible.
These monitors can be re-enabled for Live Stream at any time. Live Stream monitors with alerts configured
will not be affected by this policy.

Location Methodology
Last updated: 2020-01-06T15:12:40.000Z | Online Version
Update to location algorithm (3 May 2019) - Link to article
---------There are many ways to obtain geographic information from different social media platforms. We use two
different methods to assign location to posts depending on the metadata available: posts that are geotagged
(1% of posts) and posts that are not (99% of posts).
Geotagged Posts
Some posts are tagged with exact geographic coordinates when they are posted. This is possible only if users
have posted from a mobile phone and have chosen to share their locations. As a result, about 1% of all posts
can be located with this level of precision. We call these “Geotagged posts.” You can find these posts when
you click on “Geotagged” in the Geography visualization, where you can zoom all the way into the street level!
Non-Geotagged Posts
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For the remaining 99% of posts that don’t have the exact latitude-longitude coordinates, we estimate their
locations based on various pieces of contextual information, for example, their profile information (and other
attributes listed in the next paragraph). The estimation uses the large amounts of data at our disposal to identify
the attributes of users whose locations are known. These attributes are then used to infer the location of users
whose locations are not directly available but display similar attributes of Geotagged posts.
Using Geotagged Post to Infer the Location of Non-Geotagged posts
Based on the 1% of all posts that are geotagged, which is hundreds of millions of posts from every place on
earth, we were able to build a statistical guesser. The most useful piece of information is the “location” field in
user profiles, which is a free-form input space where users can describe their locations in their own words. In
addition, other attributes such as users’ time zones and languages can be used to determine the countries,
regions and cities from where they have tweeted.
If a match to a location is found based on user data such as profile location, time zones and post language,
our statistical guesser is able to estimate and assign the location of the post based on this similarity. When no
match is found, our guesser does not make a prediction; the locations of such posts are labeled as ‘unknown’
and excluded from the Geographic data.
Accuracy
For posts without geotags, in general we are able to match:
About 90% of all posts to a country of origin
About 70% of all posts to a specific state or province within that country
About 50% of all posts to a city or urban area* within that state
* Cities and Urban Areas
People living in the same urban area generally share the same characteristics, even when those areas may
be divided into different “cities”. In our maps, we always aggregate urban areas when we talk of cities. So for
example:
The area of Washington blends all the urban area that includes: Washington DC, as well as part of
Virginia and Maryland
The area of New York includes: New York City - Jersey City - Newark (USA);
The area of Taipei includes: Taipei - New Taipei - Zhongli - Zhubei … (Taiwan);
The area of Tokyo includes: Tokyo - Yokohama - Kawasaki (Japan)

Location Data per Content Source
We do not have location data available for all of our content sources. Below is a list of the current content
sources and the date location data became available:
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Twitter: September 2009
(Updated location methodology available September 2014)
Blogs: May 2015
Forums: September 2011
Reddit: Not available
Google+: Not available
Tumblr: August 2017
QQ: January 2018
Facebook: Not available
Instagram: September 2014
(We no longer receive location metadata on Instagram posts after Dec 11th 2018)
VK Keywords: March 2016
Reviews: Not available
News: May 2015
YouTube: Not available
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M
etrics Tab: Twitter Content Source Section
Last updated: 2018-08-29T10:53:21.000Z | Online Version
The Twitter module in the Metrics section displays the Top 10 mentions, hashtags and Retweets within a
selected timeframe. The data from each of these lists can be exported or added to a Workspace. In order to
retrieve Twitter Metrics, Twitter must be selected as a content source.
Twitter Metrics data can be collected on historic monitors, but if the monitor was created prior to the release
of Twitter Metrics (October 2013), you will need to reset the results. Twitter Metrics data is also available
through our API.

Monitor Results: Can the Timezone be Changed?
Last updated: 2019-08-13T03:54:30.000Z | Online Version
Crimson Hexagon's platforms operate in GMT, but each team can be individually set to your specific timezone.
To change your timezone, submit a request through the help center and specify what timezone you would like
your team to be in. Only the desired team will be affected by a timezone adjustment; other teams associated
with your organization will remain unchanged.
Note: Since timezones are on a team level, you cannot change the timezone for an individual monitor; all
monitors are simply on the same timezone as the team they are associated with.
An important note is that all monitors located on the team you are changing will need to be reset. This step is
required so that results are updated to the new timezone and so that visualizations function properly. Resetting
an entire team can take some time to complete so make sure you find a time frame that is convenient for you,
allowing your workflow to be uninterrupted by the reset. After the reset, all current and new monitors will be
displayed in your new timezone.

Monitor Results: Content Source Latency
Last updated: 2018-08-24T11:59:57.000Z | Online Version
Data Latency (also known as Content Source Latency) is a nearly universal part of digital content collection.
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M
Latency occurs when there is a notable delay between the time at which the digital content was posted to the
Internet and the time it enters the analysis system. Because of data latency, it is possible that some content
will be found and stored after the day on which it was created.
To ensure the highest accuracy, ForSight always tags content with the date and time it was actually created—
not when it was added to the content library. Because ongoing monitors analyze the content that has been
collected each day, content that takes longer than a day to collect will not appear within ongoing monitors.
Accounting for Latent Content
There are two options to account for latent content within your monitor(s):
1. You can set a delay for your monitor to hold off on an analysis for a select number of days, which will
allow time for any latent content to be pulled in and analyzed even if it's a day or two late. To set a delay:
Within the Monitor Set-up, notice the 'Delay' box under 'Refine Your Results'- Enter the number of
days you would like to delay your data collection

2. If you have not set a delay on your monitor, latent content can be added into the monitor by performing
a full monitor reset. Resetting the monitor will clear out the existing posts, perform a fresh content search,
and run your results again.
Timing of Content Latency
Twitter, Tumblr, Facebook, Instagram, Google+: No latency needs to be accounted for. If you add a
particular Social page, ForSight will add historical data for you and existing monitors will need to be reset,
however once added there will be no latency going forward.
Custom API uploads: Latency will depend on what you upload. If you upload a document today that is
three years old, you will need to run/reset your monitor three years back to pull in the data (3 years
latency). If you upload a post from today, there will be no latency.
Other sources: Other sources will never have latency over 2 weeks. The majority of content will come in
on the day it was posted, with the remainder typically coming within the next two days. However, there
may occasionally be posts that are pulled in over the next few days.
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M
onitor Results: Do Monitors Account for Sarcasm?
Last updated: 2018-08-22T15:47:44.000Z | Online Version
Only Opinion monitors can be trained to account for sarcasm, specifically if the user trains the BrightView
algorithm consistently.
To begin, you will select the posts from the training list that best exemplify sarcasm and drag them into the
category you want them to belong in. In the image below, the selected post would be a good example to be
assigned to the "Sarcasm" category.

For a detailed explanation on how to train BrightView in an Opinion Monitor, please refer to ourtraining articl
e.
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M
onitor Results: Hourly Analysis
Last updated: 2018-06-13T09:00:24.000Z | Online Version
Hourly metrics can be extremely useful for analyzing periodic trends in conversation over time. If you're
interested in looking at your monitor results broken down by hour, there are different ways to do so.
Volume Tab
If you narrow down the date range of your Buzz monitor to one specific day, you can view the hourly breakdown
of post volume on the Volume tab of your results. Note that this is only possible in the case of Buzz monitors
- you cannot view hourly volume breakdown in the case of Opinion monitors.

Day & Time
The Day and Time tab shows the periodic trends in aggregate volume over time, and can help you look at
hourly increments of when people are talking about your topic the most.
Live Stream
If you enable Live Stream on your monitor, your results will update every ten minutes instead of every night
at midnight. Additionally, you can also view posts coming in real time and a breakdown of volume over the last
24 hours on the 'View Live Stream' page.
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M
onitor Results: How Frequently Do They Update?
Last updated: 2018-10-02T13:49:12.000Z | Online Version
Monitor’s will generate the most current tasks during midnight analysis. Midnight analysis will be at midnight
of your team's time zone in ForSight.
If you have the Live Stream option enabled on your monitor, your overall results will update every ten minutes.
You can also view a live version of the data coming in on the "View Live Stream" page at the top of your results
page. This allows you to view a constant stream of the conversation for your monitor as it is happening.

Monitor Setup: Building Monitor Templates
Last updated: 2020-06-16T13:29:18.000Z | Online Version
Monitor Templates allow users to build and save a template of Setup parameters for quick monitor creation.
This allows for faster monitor creation for organizations that generally configure their monitors with the same
content sources, filters, languages, and more.
Please note: Monitor Templates are only available for Buzz and Opinion Monitors.
Steps to create a Monitor Template:
Navigate to the ‘Team Admin’ page
Open the ‘Monitor Templates’ tab under the ‘Monitor’ section
Click on the ‘Create a Monitor Template’ button
Please note: Only users with ‘Create & Edit’ permission will be able to create a Monitor Template.
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Once you select the ‘Create a Monitor Template’ button, you will be brought to a page to create your template.
Here you can select content sources; input keywords; define your date range; select languages, locations or
gender; add a whitelist or blacklist; or enable Live Stream for your Monitor Template. When you are done
setting up the template, select ‘Create Template’ and you and your team will now be able to use this template
when creating new monitors.
Once you have saved the template, click the option 'Set as Default' if you wish for the template to be
automatically applied when creating a new monitor.

How to use saved Monitor Templates:
Navigate to the 'Monitors' page
Click on the ‘New Monitor’ button
Next to Buzz and Opinion Monitor you will see the option to ‘View Templates.’
Select 'View Templates' to see an expanded drop down display of your available Monitor Templates.
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Monitor

Once you select the template, the monitor set up page will appear with automatically selected settings from
the Monitor Template.
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Monitor
Solutions: Analyzing Customer Service
[PDF]
Last updated: 2018-08-22T12:23:42.000Z | Online Version
This is a two-page overview with tips and tricks on how to analyze customer service within the Crimson
Hexagon platform.

Download your copy:
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Monitor
Solutions:
Breakdown [PDF]

Competitive Analysis

Last updated: 2018-08-22T12:29:05.000Z | Online Version
This is a two-page overview with tips and tricks on how to break down competitive analysis within the Crimson
Hexagon platform.

Download your copy:
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Monitor
Solutions:
Playbook [PDF]

Entertainment

Industry

Last updated: 2018-06-13T09:05:54.000Z | Online Version
Through the use of this entertainment industry playbook you will be able to gain various insights and
approaches for how to conceptually think about what information you want to extract from monitors within the
Crimson Hexagon platform.
Download available below.

Download your copy:
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onitor Solutions: Managing Brand Health [PDF]
ast updated: 2018-08-22T12:25:23.000Z | Online Version
his is a two-page overview with tips and tricks on how to monitor brand health within the Crimson Hexagon
platform.
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onitor Solutions: Managing Public Relations [PDF]
Last updated: 2018-08-22T12:15:36.000Z | Online Version
This is a two-page overview with tips and tricks on how to gather data from the Crimson Hexagon platform to
manage public relations actions.
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Download your copy:

onitor Solutions: Pitching a Client [PDF]
ast updated: 2018-08-22T12:19:17.000Z | Online Version
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his is a two-page overview with tips and tricks on how to pitch a client with data complied from the Crimson
Hexagon platform.
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onitor Solutions: Researching an Industry [PDF]
ast updated: 2018-08-22T12:22:02.000Z | Online Version
his is a two-page overview with tips and tricks on how to research a specific industry within the Crimson
Hexagon platform.

onitor Solutions: Tracking Campaigns [PDF]
ast updated: 2018-08-22T12:31:02.000Z | Online Version
his is a two-page overview with tips and tricks on how to monitor campaign tracking within the Crimson
Hexagon platform.
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onitors: Scheduled Analysis Delay
ast updated: 2018-08-28T12:27:55.000Z | Online Version
When setting up a monitor, you have the option to delay analysis by X number of days in order to run analysis
on documents that are added into Crimson Hexagon after a delay due to data latency.
You can schedule an analysis delay within the "Refine Your Results" section. In the "Delay" field, type in the
number of days you wish to delay your analysis. In general, we recommend a 2-3 day delay when collecting
data from long-form content sources.

Operator: Near (~)
Last updated: 2020-04-02T00:14:38.000Z | Online Version
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The near operator (~) is a proximity filter. This operator can help find posts that have your keywords located
close to each other (to a specified degree) in order to help draw out a targeted conversation, and potentially
improve the relevance of your results.
When to Use the Near Operator (~)
Before going into the proper syntax, it is important to understand the purpose of this operator. With some of
our long-form content sources such as Blogs, News, and Forum posts, you may find that including a normal
keyword set will bring back a significant amount of spam. For example, if you are looking up mentions of how
people talk about delivery services, you may have the following as your keyword string:
(UPS OR FedEx OR "Fed Ex" OR DHL OR TNT) AND (package OR packages OR delivery OR deliver)
While this keyword string is probably fine for short-form content sources such as Twitter and Facebook, you
have the potential of someone mentioning how FedEx stock is performing in the first paragraph of a news
article, and then a reference to a hospital delivery on the same news page. Even though the two terms have
nothing to do with each other or the desired topic, they will still be pulled in and analyzed since they match the
keyword string. By adding in the proximity filter we can ensure the keywords are close to each other and greatly
increase the probability of the post being relevant to our topic.
Example Keyword Strings
There are three ways to use this operator as shown below:
1. One to one: (UPS AND delivery)~6
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For this keyword string, we will pull back any posts that include both UPS and the word deliver as long as they
are within 6 words of each other.
2. One to many: (TNT AND (package OR packages OR delivery OR deliver))~6
In this example, we are looking for TNT in conjunction with mentions of packages or deliveries, as long as TNT
is used within 6 words of the other mentions; the order of the words does not matter.
3. Many to many: ((UPS OR FedEx OR "Fed Ex" OR DHL OR TNT) AND (package OR packages OR delivery
OR deliver))~6
For this final example, we are looking for mentions of the delivery providers within 6 words of delivery and
package mentions. The order of the words does not matter, and which words are used does not matter either.
So UPS can come before package, or FedEx can come after delivery; as long as they are within 6 words of
each other in one way or another we will return and analyze the post.
How Does This Work?
When using the Near Operator (~) we will be looking for one word that has no more than "x" ('x' being the
number you specify) number of words between word 1 and word 2, regardless of their order.
So if you use (car AND drive)~3 then the following examples may be returned:
drive car
drive my car
drive my new car
drive my brand new car
The following post will not be returned:
drive my brand new sports car
For a full list of our operators, specifiers and the proper syntax, please visit our Boolean operator guide.

Operator: Wildcard
Last updated: 2020-03-04T10:14:16.000Z | Online Version
When creating a keyword query, sometimes you may want to pull in variations of a word. Since ForSight does
not stem words automatically, it is best to insert keyword variations to pull in the most relevant conversation.
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You can accomplish this with the use of the Wildcard operator within your keywords, to return search results
with word variations for you.
ForSight currently supports two types of Wildcard operators: the Asterisk Operator (*) and the Question Mark
Operator (?). Each functions differently depending on which you use.
Note: You cannot use the Wildcard operator at the start of a keyword. i.e. *cat or ?cat.

1. Asterisk Operator (*)
This Wildcard operator is universally utilized and will return any number of characters beyond the
asterisk. In ForSight, the asterisk operator will only work if there are at least 3 characters in the term you
are applying it to. For example:
C* will not validate
Ca* will not validate
Cat* will return: cat, cats, catching
Bat* will return: bat, bats, battery, batteries
2. Question Mark Operator (?)
This Wildcard operator will return a single character, and can be used in multiple locations. For example:
Bat? Will return = bath, bats, bate
Co?? Will return = come, core, coat
C?m? Will return = camp, coma, comb
C??? Will return = cats, casa, club

Posts: Does Crimson Hexagon Index “Dark Posts”?
Last updated: 2020-03-17T21:06:55.000Z | Online Version
What is a Dark Post?
A “dark post”, also known as a “hidden post” or “unpublished post”, is a post on Facebook that is specifically
targeted towards certain audiences (i.e. publishing a post and editing the sharing permissions).

Buzz Monitor
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We do not index “dark posts” directly due to a limitation with the Facebook API. The content that the Facebook
API will send is only going to include content on a public Facebook page. Since, because dark posts can be
private to some users, those posts cannot be pulled directly in through a Buzz Monitor.

Social Account Monitor
Within a Social Account Monitor, if the monitor creator’s social account credentials are in ForSight, and that
social account is able to view the post within their own Facebook timeline, then this post may be indexed and
shown within the results of the monitor on ForSight. In contrast to this, if the monitor creator does not have
access to view the specific post, then it will not be collected and displayed in your monitor.

Segments: Overview
Last updated: 2018-08-29T10:41:28.000Z | Online Version
Segments are analyses that focus on who is saying what, not what is being said. A segment takes a group of
people and analyzes what that certain group of people is talking about.
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Segment Types:
There are 2 different kinds of segments: “Bookmarked” and “Custom Segment.” The only difference between
these two types is how a segment is created; The results and methodologies behind the results are the same
for both segment types.
1. Bookmarked
Segments:
Segments
predefined
by
Crimson
Hexagon.
There are
over 5,000 Bookmarked Segments that you can access from the
Affinities module bubbles, or from the “Segments” button the top right corner in ForSight.
Bookmarked segments in relation to Affinities: Each interest bubble in the Affinities visualization is a
Bookmarked segment. You can click into the bubble from the Affinities, and it will bring you directly to
that segment.
Can't find the Bookmarked segment you are looking for? Do not worry! You can create a segment of your
own preference using Custom segments (see below).
2. Custom Segments: Track an audience defined by you or other users on your team. You can build
Custom Segments on:
A custom list of Twitter authors or Tumblr blog names
The followers of a Twitter handle
The Twitter authors or Tumblr blog names that have used the search terms of an existing monitor.
Visit Custom Segments: Setup Steps to learn how to set up a custom segment.

FAQs
What results are available in a segment?
Top @mentions, hashtags and Retweets
Top images, videos and articles with associated engagement metrics
Top influencers
Geographic distribution
Gender split
A "Summary Bar" containing an alignment score, the segment size expressed as "1 in X", and commonly
shared interests
Visualization for hashtags and handle mentions trending over time.
How are segments created?
Every day at midnight GMT, ForSight analyzes every English tweet posted that day and aggregate the results
by segment. The top content is identified based on both the frequency with which it is shared and its relative
skew toward the segment.
Top @mentions are based on "unengaged" mentions, or mentions that are not a reply or a retweet.
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Influence is calculated based on "unengaged" (see above) and "engaged" mentions, or mentions in the context
of a reply or a retweet.
Change in influence rank is determined by comparing the aggregate engaged mentions in the selected time
period ("Yesterday", "Last 7 Days", "Last 30 Days") to the preceding period of the same length.
What is the significance of the tweet next to a handle in the Influencer section?
The sample tweet selected is the most recent tweet since the last round of analysis (midnight GMT).
What types of posts are pulled into the Multimedia section?
Any link shared in any post that has .gif, .png, .mp4, .jpg, .jpeg... etc on the end will be found.
How often are “Common Interests” updated?
They are updated approximately every 3 months.
What time zones are segments in?
Currently they are all in GMT.

For a PDF download about Segments, click below:
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pecifier: Author
ast updated: 2018-06-13T09:21:48.000Z | Online Versio
he author specifier is a great way to manipulate the content coming in from a specific user or users. On it's
own, the author specifier can be used in conjunction with various content sources, but works a bit differently
with Twitter. Below, we include various use cases and the correct way to fit this specifier into your analysis.
Twitter:
All user posts
With Twitter, you can specify a specific user handle to target and pull in their posts. Many times people will
use this to either pull in all conversations from the user, or to focus on a specific conversation they may have.
author:@RealGrumpyCat
This will bring back all posts from the Grumpy Cat Twitter account, regardless of each post's content.
Filtered user posts
If you happen to be looking at a conversation where your topic should be paired down to just a few specific
users, the author specifier is great for this as well. We recommend consolidating everything in parenthesis as
shown here:
author:(@David_Cameron OR @BarackObama OR @pmharper) AND (healthcare OR "health care")
This particular keyword string would bring back any mentions of healthcare from the official Twitter accounts
of David Cameron, Barack Obama, and Stephen Harper. If you need to have larger lists of individuals, please
see our article on whitelists/blacklists.
Excluding user posts
Sometimes you want to look at what everyone is saying about a conversation aside from a few main
influencers. Sometimes you may need to remove spam users as well; in this case you can add the author
specifier as an exclusion as shown here:
(Apple OR Samsung OR LG OR Nokia OR HTC OR Motorola OR BlackBerry) AND -author:
(@nytimestech OR @BBCTech OR @Wired OR @TechCrunch)
This particular search string will bring back any posts about the phone producers, but if any of the excluded
authors post about the subject, then their posts will not be returned. If you need to have a large set of
exclusions, please see our article on whitelists/blacklists.
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Other content sources
For other content sources you are able to search for posts using the author's first name, last name, first and
last name, or full name like so:
author:Paul author:Williams
author:"Carl Fredericksen"
author:"Sarah Jeanette
Connor"
When using the specifier for non-Twitter sources, keep in mind that we will only pull back posts if we are able
to obtain the information. For instance, if there is a blog post written by Jenna Marbles, but through the
metadata her name is actually Jenna Mourney, then we will not pull back the post if you search for
author:"Jenna Marbles".
Still have further questions? Ask us! We're happy to answer any further questions you may have.
For a full list of our operators, specifiers, and the proper syntax, please visit our Boolean operator guide.
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pecifier: Facebook Title
ast updated: 2018-09-25T10:42:27.000Z | Online Versio
he Facebook title specifier is a twist on our normal title specifier. The purpose is to target a specific
Facebook page within your keywords in order to reach a greater level of depth with a targeted source.
Note: If you're looking to pull all of the content from a page or multiple pages, the most efficient way is to
simply select Facebook as a targeted source, adding the desired pages, and finally clicking the "Ignore
Keywords" box. This will pull back all of the posts from the selected pages, regardless of their content.
Utilizing the Facebook title specifier
A typical use-case of the Facebook title specifier is to mix in different content sources with your Facebook
data. Since posts on Facebook "Pages" are typically direct, there is a high likelihood that the page in question
is not referred to in the post. This may sound confusing, but imagine if someone is posting on the official Bill
Gates Foundation page. It is likely they will simply say "Thank you for all of the work you're doing for gender
equality!" instead of "Thank you for all the work you're doing for gender equality from the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation!". Because of this, including the name of the charity may actually hinder your results for
Facebook, despite needing it for other content sources to keep your searches relevant. Here's an example of
how this operator could be used:
(title:"Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation wall" OR ("Bill Gates Foundation" OR "Melinda Gates Foundation" OR
BillGatesFoundation OR MelindaGatesFoundation OR GatesFoundation)) AND ("gender equality" OR
genderequality)
What this keyword string is looking for is any mention of gender equality coming from the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation page, or mentions of gender equality in conjunction with a mention for the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, even if it is from another Facebook page. Keep in mind, if you do not include the word "wall" after
the Facebook page's name, the field specifier will function the same as our general title specifier.
Still have further questions? Ask us! We're happy to answer any further questions you may have.
For a full list of our operators, specifiers and the proper syntax, please visit ourBoolean operator guid e.
For a PDF download about Facebook Content Guidelines, click below:
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pecifier: Site
ast updated: 2018-07-20T15:20:09.000Z | Online Versio
he site specifier can be used to target specific sites for your analysis. For instance, if you are looking to
analyze all mentions of "cloud computing" on the New York Times website, you could structure your keyword
string as follows:
"cloud computing" AND site:"nytimes.com"
Keep in mind that you would have to specify the domain name without the www., and no space between site:
and the domain name. The domain name itself should be in quotes. This specifier can be used to target specific
blogs, forums and news sites.
The site specifier is useful for excluding spam sites as well. For instance, if your monitor is bringing up
content from a few specific sites that you do not want in your monitor results, you can exclude them in the
following format:
godiva AND -site:"allrecipes.com"
This will avoid any mentions of your keywords on the sites that you have excluded.
If you have several sites that you are looking to target, consider using aWhitelis t instead.
For a full list of our operators, specifiers, and the proper syntax, please visit our Booolean operator guide.

pecifier: Title
ast updated: 2019-10-29T16:09:03.000Z | Online Versio
he title field specifier is used to pull back content by the title name of a post. Along with this use, the title
specifier can be used to target content from a specific Facebook wall. While the operator remains the same
for both of these uses, the syntax varies slightly. The title specifier can also be used to search the titles of
individual YouTube videos. This will bring you both the video’s title as well as its description.
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In using the title specifier to pull back data from the title of an article or post, your keyword query should be
constructed as such:
title:"senate republicans pass new bill" or title:television
Utilizing the title specifier
Usage of the title specifier will vary depending on the type of analysis you wish to create. A typical use case
would be pulling back the content of an article based upon the article's title. With that being said, the use of
the title specifier will only be effective if certain content sources are selected, i.e. blogs, news, forums etc.
Conversely, the title specifier can be used to exclude particular posts/articles by targeting the article name. An
example of this is provided below:
AND -(title:apple)
Lastly, it is important to remember when using the title specifier, the search is not exact i.e. (title:today) will
bring back "court to make decision today" and "today is a wonderful day"
For a full list of our operators and their proper syntax, please visit our Boolean operator guide.

pecifier: topLevelDomain
ast updated: 2018-08-22T11:17:42.000Z | Online Versio
he top level domain specifier can be used to search all sites that end with the specified top level domain.
For instance, if you are searching for online content specifically coming from Canada, use topLevelDomain:ca.
The internet country code top level domain for Canada is .ca, so using this specifier will target content
specifically from Canada.
The proper syntax for calling certain top level domains is topLevelDomain:
The capitalization should be exactly as shown and there should be no space between the code and the colon.
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Specifier: URL
Last updated: 2020-03-23T16:55:05.000Z | Online Version
The url: specifier can be used to target specific subdomains for your analysis. For instance, if you would like
to narrow your monitor results to content from a specific blog or forum thread, you can use the url: specifier to
do so. If you are looking to pull everything from a specific website versus just one particular section, please
refer to our site field specifier article.
If you are looking for all mentions of the word "pollution" in the Environment section of theguardian.com, you
can construct your keywords as follows:
pollution AND url:"www.theguardian.com/us/environment"
The query should be formatted as above with no space between the colon and the subdomain, and the domain
name in quotation marks. If the quotation marks are not included, the system will not recognize the backslash
and will read it as a space - so this step is important! Also ensure that you include the www. at the beginning
of your domain name.
When using the url: specifier, you must have either blogs, forums or news selected as a content source,
depending on the type of site you are targeting.
For a full list of our operators and their proper syntax, please visit our Boolean operator guide.
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pecifier: weblogTitle
ast updated: 2018-09-25T10:44:35.000Z | Online Versio
The weblogTitle field specifier can be used to target specific posts for your analysis. The field specifier will
return only posts authored by a certain Facebook page while excluding any comments and posts made by
other users on the Facebook page’s wall. If you are trying to pull all posts on a certain Facebook page
regardless of the author, please see the Facebook title specifier.
i.e. If you wanted to pull posts about the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio from the Nike Facebook page, you
can construct your keywords as follows:
“Rio 2016” AND weblogTitle:"Nike"
The query should be formatted with no space between the colon and the Facebook page name, which must
be contained in quotes and typed exactly as it appears on Facebook.
In order to use this specifier, a Facebook page must be added as a content source.
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ummary Tab: "Total Post Volume" Percentage
ast updated: 2019-07-05T13:41:52.000Z | Online Version
Within the Summary Tab, you will notice the term "Total Post Volume" displayed as a percentage increase or
decrease. The most technical explanation of "Total Post Volume" is that the percent change in volume shows
the percent increase, or decrease, of Total Posts over the timeframe selected at the top of the page. Percent
change is derived from the slope of the regression line, drawn from the first date selected to the last.
A less technical way to explain this is that the percent change in volume is basically how the overall volume
trends are changing over time. Even if you select a year’s worth of data, January 1st has 9,000 posts, and
December 31st has 1,000 posts, you can still have an increase in percent change in volume (See image for
an example: start date volume > end date volume. Volume still increases).

Summary Tab: What is the Difference Between Relevant
Posts vs. Total Posts?
Last updated: 2019-06-12T03:27:56.000Z | Online Version
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Relevant Posts is Total Posts multiplied by the share of relevant conversation calculated by BrightView. All
categories that are not in the "Irrelevant" category group are relevant. You should use Relevant Volume when
reporting volume.

Twitter: Are Retweets Counted More Than Once?
Last updated: 2019-11-25T22:27:04.000Z | Online Version
Each Retweet of the same original post will be captured and counted as an individual post. Whenever a
Retweet comes in for a Buzz Monitor, it will be counted as a unique post, with no direct connection to the
original Tweet. On a Social Account monitor, Retweets are still counted as individual posts, although they will
be counted in direct accordance with the initial post.
In both instances, although they are counted in two different ways, each Retweet will still be counted only once
regardless of methodology. Therefore volume, sentiment, or even impressions should only be counted once.
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Whitelists & Blacklists
Last updated: 2019-11-12T16:47:36.000Z | Online Version
To be able to specifically target or exclude Twitter authors, and websites in your results en masse; this can be
done by using Whitelists and Blacklists. Both lists can take a maximum of 100,000 entries.
Whitelists allow you to specifically target Twitter authors, and/or websites with your analysis only. Whitelists
are used when a known segment of data is intended to be searched; this means that anything not included in
the Whitelist will not be searched. In this way, a whitelist is automatically excluding all sites/handles from being
searched that it does not include.
Blacklists work similar to Whitelists, however they allow the exclusion of Twitter authors and/or websites from
your analysis. A blacklist will only exclude the author, not mentions of the author.
Creating Whitelists & Blacklists:
Whitelists and Blacklists containing Twitter handles only, can be created by ‘Data Management‘ users. If you
wish to have a list created containing both Twitter handles and website addresses, users can request this by
filling out the following Request Form and submitting it via a support ticket.
If you have ‘Data Management' privileges, you can create a Twitter handle list by following these steps from
your team’s administration page (select the cogwheel > team Admin):
1. Select ‘Whitelists & Blacklists’ from the menu on the left
2. Click the ‘Create New List’ button
3. In this screen you can select the list type you wish to make, name it, and publish it to your team to be
used
4. Once in a monitor setup screen, you can select a list to use from the ‘Refine Your Results’ section

Workspaces: Overview
Last updated: 2018-06-13T09:42:17.000Z | Online Version
About Workspaces
Workspaces was released in open beta format on July 2, 2013. It allows you to more efficiently gain and share
insights from social data by comparing and exporting multiple visualizations into one location. You can use
Workspaces to curate results from ForSight monitors. Therefore, each Workspace is a dynamic report.
Creating a Workspace
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You have two options when going to create a Workspace. Your first method is directly from a monitor that you
are currently working on. If you find a visualization that you want to add to a Workspace, but that Workspace
does not yet exist, you can create it by clicking the export button in the upper right-hand corner of the
visualization. You will see a drop down menu appear with the option at the top to Add to a Workspace and
below you will see a link that says "New Workspace". Click this link and you will be prompted to name your
new Workspace and that visualization will be the first one added to your new Workspace.
Your second option is to go straight to the Workspaces area by clicking on the Workspaces button on the right
side of the Crimson Hexagon header, next to Monitors. This will bring you to a list of all your current
Workspaces. From here, you will be able to open your Workspaces, sort them or create a new one. To create
a new Workspace, click the blue "Create Workspace" button as seen in the image below. From here a prompt
will appear, allowing you to name your Workspace and write an optional note.
Adding Visualizations to a Workspace
Presently, it is not possible to add visualizations to a Workspace directly from that Workspace. Instead, you
must navigate to the monitor that you are interested in choosing visualizations from. From the export drop
down button in the upper right-hand corner of each visualization, you can select the Workspace you want to
add the image to. If you create a new Workspace at this time, the visualization will be added to it. There is a
limit of 30 visualizations per Workspace. At the moment, you cannot include any visualizations from the
Compare Section in your workspaces.
Managing Visualizations in Workspaces
The visualizations within a Workspace are rearrangeable tiles, meaning you are able to reorder them as well
as click or drag them. In order to control how the visualizations are displayed, go to the two display buttons at
the top right corner of the Workspace. By using these buttons you are able to toggle back and forth between
a 3 and 4 column layout.
Certain visualizations may take up more than one column or row. Proportions may be based on the display
layout selected. You can select a visualization by clicking on it. If you click on it again, it will deselect. There
are also "Select All" and "Select None" options in the grey bar directly above the visualizations. Once you have
selected one or more visualizations, you can use the universal date picker at the top of the page to adjust the
date range. The visualizations will refresh their results and notes will appear along the top of each to indicate
the date range being displayed.
If you would like to remove a visualization from your workspace, hover over the title and select the grey "x"
that appears in the right-hand corner. Note: There is no "undo" button once you've deleted a visualization. In
order to add a visualization again, you must go back to the original monitor and add it back to your workspace.
Live Workspaces
With our May 10, 2014 release, Workspaces now have a full screen mode that is designed to look as a monitor
running continuously on an external display. You can enter this full screen mode by clicking on the rightmost
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display button. While in full screen mode, you can rearrange your selected visualizations just as you can in
normal mode. To exit this mode, click on the green "Exit" button.
If your monitor has "Live Stream" enabled, Volume, Sentiment Analysis and Explore visualizations are able to
update to display the latest hourly data. When new results are available, a simple refresh of the page will show
the latest hourly data in both the regular and full-screen mode. All other visualizations will display aggregate
results for the day.
Additionally, the full-screen mode is further enhanced with support for live post streams. The "Live Stream
Posts" box will continuously update live within a workspace in both the regular and full-screen mode.
Renaming Visualizations
Another update with the May 10, 2014 release is the ability to rename visualizations to something that you find
more descriptive. To do this, simply hover your mouse over the visualization name and click on it. A text box
will appear that will let you change the name of the graph. Once you've finished typing the new name, simply
hit the enter key to save. Exporting Visualizations
When exporting visualizations, you have the option to choose single or multiple images from your Workspace.
Once you have the image(s) selected, click on the export button located in the upper right-hand corner of the
screen. You are then presented with two options, exporting to an Excel spreadsheet or Powerpoint.
When visualizations are exported to Powerpoint, each one is assigned its own slide. For example, if you have
3 visualizations, there will be one slide for each (3 Powerpoint slides in total). Please note that we support
Powerpoint 2007+.
For a PDF download about Workspaces, click below:

Admin
System Status Page: Overview
Last updated: 2018-09-07T15:02:07.000Z | Online Version
The Status Page is Crimson Hexagon’s home for up-to-date platform notifications. Users are able to subscribe
and receive email or SMS notifications when a new update is available. To subscribe, simply click the
"subscribe to updates" button at the top of the page. You can access the Status Page at
status.crimsonhexagon.com. We recommend bookmarking this page to ensure you can receive updates in the
event that a product is experiencing an issue.
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The Status Page allows users to check if ForSight, HelioSight, our API, and our Help Center are operational.
The page will update every 5 minutes to show the current status of these systems. There are also two
additional sections within the Status Page: “System Metrics” and “Past Incidents”.
System Metrics
The System Metrics section shows the average analysis wait time for monitors in the past day, week or month.
Please note that this is not strictly how long it takes for all monitors to run, but instead how long a monitor has
to wait to access the data. Due to the large amount of variables affecting monitor runtimes, this is currently the
most effective way to display general analysis speeds.
The first metric shows the average analysis wait time for monitors that are only analyzing data from the
past twelve months. This information might be useful if you are running a monitor that has a date range
that falls within the last twelve months.
The second metric shows the average analysis wait time for monitors overall. This information is useful if
you are running a monitor that has a longer date range stemming back more than a year.
Past Incidents
The Past Incidents section shows a list of historical platform incidents that have been resolved. This will include
information about each incident and its implications, any updates that were made to each incident, and any
action required by our users. We will continuously provide updates to all incidents as they become available.

Instagram API changes March 31st 2020
Last updated: 2020-04-14T10:44:54.000Z | Online Version
Facebook will shut down the old Instagram API on the 31st March 2020 (this date was extended from the
previous shut off date of 2nd March). This API currently powers ‘Owned Instagram Account” data collection in
Crimson Hexagon. If you are using Owned Instagram Accounts to 1) collect posts and comments for Buzz and
Opinion Monitors or 2) as a data source for an Instagram Social Account Monitor, you must authenticate these
Accounts as Instagram Business Accounts using the new Instagram API to ensure your data collection is not
interrupted.

There are two actions you may need to take to ensure you continue to collect data after March 31st:
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In Instagram, ensure that any Account you are monitoring is a ‘Business’ or ‘Creator’ account.
Instagram APIs will no longer allow data collection from “Personal” accounts. See how to convert
accounts here.
If you have not yet done so, authenticate each Account in the “Targeted Content - by Owned Media”
section of the Team Admin page.
Authenticating with the new API will now allow you to collect more owned Instagram data as well, including:
More audience comments on your owned posts
Posts that Tag your owned accounts
Posts that @Mention your owned accounts

FAQs
Why can’t I authenticate with just my Instagram credentials like before?
The new Graph API requires authentication from a Facebook user with a role on a Page that is connected to
the Instagram account you want to track. For this reason, as well as changing the accounts you want to track
to business accounts, you will need to connect them to a Page for the authentication to work.
How do I know which accounts require action?
If you see the Instagram account is authenticated in the “Targeted Content - by Owned Media” section of the
Team Admin page, you do not need to do anything. You’ll need to make sure all the accounts you are tracking
are authenticated in this way.
What’s the difference between a Business or Creator Account?
‘Business’ and ‘Creator’ accounts are essentially the same. ‘Business’ accounts tend to be used for brands
and organizations and ‘Creator’ accounts for professional individuals or influencers.
What about setting up new owned accounts?
As long as you are setting up a Creator or Business Account and you make sure to also authenticate in the
“Targeted Content - by Owned Media” section of the Team Admin page - new accounts you set up will continue
to work after March 2nd.
Why can’t I monitor non-business accounts?
This was possible until now on the old Instagram API but Facebook has changed the rules with its new Graph
API. There is no longer any way to track ‘personal’ accounts with Crimson Hexagon or any other social
monitoring tool.
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Creating an Instagram Business Account and Linking to a
Facebook Page
Last updated: 2020-02-18T13:03:59.000Z | Online Version
To collect Instagram data you need to authenticate as a Facebook user with a role on a Facebook Page
connected to an Instagram Business account.
In addition, any owned Channels you wish to track must be either a Business account or a Creator account
(very similar but usually used by influencers as opposed to businesses).
You can find useful information on Facebook's business help center but here is a quick guide to creating an
Instagram Business account in the way you'll need to ensure the best Instagram coverage.
First you need to open to the Instagram app and sign in with the account you are going to use as a business
account.
Tap on the person icon on the bottom right.
Tap on the menu bar at the top
Then tap Settings, then Account
Then choose 'Switch to Professional account' at the bottom
Then you can choose either a Creator or a Business account. We recommend Business account if you intend
to request hashtag and other data but Creator accounts can also be tracked as owned Channels.

If you are already signed in to Facebook on your phone and have a role on a page you may now be able to
simply connect the Instagram account by choosing it from a list of options within the Instagram app.
Otherwise, log in to facebook.com with your personal Facebook account and go to one of the Pages you have
a role on. You can find all your Pages by clicking the arrow in the top right.
Screen_Shot_2019-02-22_at_12.52.39.png
On the Page, click Settings.
Then choose Instagram.
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Then log in with the Instagram account you wish to connect.
Screen_Shot_2019-02-22_at_13.35.31.png
At this stage it is important not to close the popup that appears but to click Continue until your Instagram
Account is set up and connected.
Screen_Shot_2019-02-22_at_13.04.09.png
Once the accounts are connected you will be able to authenticate in with your Facebook account to start
collecting Instagram data.

Brandwatch & Crimson Hexagon Merger
Last updated: 2020-03-10T21:45:45.000Z | Online Version
Earlier today, Crimson Hexagon sent a press release announcing our intent to merge with Brandwatch. We
are very excited by the prospect of creating a global organization to serve our customers and will continue to
support you during this time of transition.
Our goal is to be as transparent as possible with you during the integration activities.
Please read our Merger FAQs and the Blog Post from our CTO Chris Bingham for more information.

Facebook Content Changes: Editing Existing Monitors
Last updated: 2018-09-27T08:27:33.000Z | Online Version
Due to the September, 2018 changes implemented to Crimson Hexagon’s Facebook content library, some
Monitors may need to be edited to include additional available Facebook page data.
Monitors that have the Basic Facebook Content Source selected along with a Targeted Facebook Page and
the “Ignore keywords below” checkbox enabled will be tagged with:
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“ATTN: Facebook Update”
in the September 20, 2018 release. To edit these Monitors to analyze all available Facebook data, i.e. all the
Facebook targeted pages added at the team level, while also maintaining access to full content from the
original targeted page please follow these steps:
1. Click on Edit to enter Monitor Set-up

2. Select “More sources..." to expand, if necessary, and locate the Targeted Facebook Content Source.
Make note of the Targeted Facebook pages that have been added with “ignore keywords below”
selected.
a. In this case, Netflix is a targeted page.

3. Go to "Search for Keywords" and select Free-Form. Add the following in front of the existing Boolean
string:
title:”Facebookpagename wall” OR (
Then, make sure to go to the END of the string and add the close parenthesis
)
For the Netflix example:

For more information on the title: specifier, please visit the articleSpecifier: Facebook Titl e.
4. In the Facebook Pages section under Targeted Content, uncheck the “Ignore keywords below” box then
click "Select All" to add all Facebook pages associated with the team to the Monitor.
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5. Save the Monitor. Do not Save & Reset as a reset will result in the loss of analysis on historical Facebook
posts.

September 2018 Facebook Content Changes
Last updated: 2019-07-04T11:29:37.000Z | Online Version
Facebook is requiring all developers who use their data to comply with certain terms and conditions around
their data. We are implementing the following changes that are planned to go into effect on September 21,
2018.
Facebook content will no longer be included in the general content library. Monitors will continue to
analyze targeted Facebook Pages.
The Crimson Hexagon Platform allows users to request posts and comments from public Facebook Pages
they specify. In the past, all of this content was added to the general content library. Clicking the “Facebook"
button during content source selection at monitor setup allowed users retrieve and analyze all of the Facebook
content.
Users will no longer be able to click the “Facebook" button and query all Facebook content. To include
Facebook content in monitors, users must specify each of the desired Facebook pages in the Targeted Content
section during monitor setup.
Facebook content collected prior to January 1, 2017 will be removed from the Platform.
New monitors analyzing targeted Facebook content will not include any Facebook content from before January
1st, 2017.
Existing monitors with Facebook as a content source and a start date before January 1st, 2017 will continue
to show Facebook volume prior to that date, however Facebook posts will not be viewable. If the monitor is
reset, the Facebook volume will be zero before January 1st, 2017.
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Please note: Every Facebook Page that has been added to a team will be added as “Targeted” content
sources to existing Buzz or Opinion Monitors with Facebook selected as a “Basic” content source as long as
there are no “Targeted” pages currently selected with “ignore keywords” selected. This is a one-time-only
action being taken as part of this change.
Monitors that have the Basic Facebook Content Source selected along with a Targeted Facebook Page and
the “Ignore Keywords” checkbox enabled will be tagged with “ATTN: Facebook Update” in the September 20,
2018 release. For instructions on how to edit these Monitors to analyze all available Facebook data, i.e. all
the Facebook pages added at the team level, while also maintaining access to full content from the original
targeted page please visit the article Facebook Content Changes: Editing Existing Monitors.

Discrepancy Between the Volume Tab and the Post List in
Buzz and Opinion Monitors
Last updated: 2018-08-31T15:40:38.000Z | Online Version
When analyzing the results in your monitor, occasionally there may be a volume discrepancy between the
Volume tab and the Post List section in Buzz and Opinion monitors. One of the main reasons that will explain
this difference is sampling and extrapolation, which will be described in more detail below.
Sampling & Extrapolation

Saved Filters allow you to narrow monitor results or focus on a specific portion of the data captured in your
monitor. In high volume monitors (over 10,000 posts per day), Saved Filters may be subject to sampling and
extrapolation.
Saved Filters in high volume monitors are based on a random sample of 10,000 posts. The main reason for
this sampling method has to do with the overall functionality of ForSight. If we provided all content for the
visualizations, loading times would be through the roof. We like giving our customers accurate visualizations
in seconds (not minutes or hours). Also, monitor run-times would be affected, because our database would
have to collect considerably more data (most of which our users will not see or care about). It is all about
efficiency and accuracy, and we are confident with how we are getting both!
Bearing this in mind, if your monitor has 50,000 results for a given day, Saved Filters will not analyze more
than 10,000 posts, and the results will then be extrapolated to match the overall volume of 50,000 posts for
that day.
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pdate on Facebook and Instagram Data V
ast updated: 2018-08-27T08:45:04.000Z | Online Version
We continue to work closely with Facebook in the hope that they will soon restore our access to their data.
This remains our top priority.
While we do not have any information from Facebook regarding when we might regain access, we remain
hopeful that this situation will be resolved soon and favorably.
We supplied Facebook with answers to a short list of follow-up questions that they sent us late Wednesday
and trust that the continued dialogue and the narrow set of questions are positive signs that we are
approaching a desirable conclusion to this process.
We recognize the inconvenience that you are experiencing as a result of this suspension.
We are working hard to resolve this situation as quickly as possible and thank you very much for your continued
support.
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pdate on Facebook and Instagram Data IV
ast updated: 2020-09-04T23:47:29.000Z | Online Version
Dear Crimson Customer,
As we work to restore access to Facebook and Instagram data, we want to continue to keep all of our
customers in the loop.
Restoring access to Facebook and Instagram data continues to be our top priority. We have promptly provided
Facebook all the information that they requested. We continue to trust that they will restore access to their
data through our platform for you. We will continue to work closely with Facebook until data access is granted.
In the meantime, please remember that:
Crimson Hexagon collects only publicly available social media data that anyone can access
Crimson Hexagon does not collect private social media data
You continue to have access to all historical Facebook and Instagram data before July 20th, 2018, in
addition to access to other data sources.
We

very

much

appreciate

your

patience

and

support.

This

remains

our

top

priority.

To revisit the full list of facts from yesterday’s communication, read this blog post from our CTO.
Thank you.

pdate on Facebook and Instagram Data III
ast updated: 2018-08-27T08:44:01.000Z | Online Version
The past several days have provided us with the opportunity to speak with an unusually high number of our
valued customers. We understand very clearly how valuable data from Facebook and Instagram is and want
to reassure you that our top priority is to continue to work very closely with Facebook to resume data access.
These conversations have reminded us of our core mission: to help businesses understand their
consumers.
As we mentioned in a recent blog post, Crimson Hexagon is one of the world’s leading providers of consumer
insights from public online data. We provide leading brands with access to the world’s largest volume of
unstructured text and images across social, online public, and enterprise-held data sources. As such, we
aspire to lead a more coherent and comprehensive discussion about the role of public online data in society.
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While there has been recent press about our data feed from Facebook and Instagram being suspended as of
Friday, July 20, 2018, we want to clarify for our entire community these relevant facts:
Crimson Hexagon collects only publicly available social media data that anyone can access.
Crimson Hexagon does not collect private social media data.
Facebook publicly stated last Friday that its review had found no wrongdoing; specifically, “based on our
investigation to date, Crimson Hexagon did not obtain any Facebook or Instagram information
inappropriately.”
We’ve been working very closely with Facebook to address its questions regarding our use of its data.
Its suspension of its data feed into our platform restricts only new data from Facebook and Instagram
from coming into our platform on or after that date.
Our historical data from those sources remains intact and is available for your continued use.
Data feeds into our platform from all other sources continue to operate normally, and that data is
available for your continued use.

Understandably, you are asking us: When will this be fixed?
We do not have an estimate from Facebook. We are working very closely with Facebook and have provided
them with information to address their questions and will continue to do so, as needed. This is our top priority.
We continue to trust that the timeframe will be short until access to Facebook and Instagram data will be
restored. We very much appreciate everyone’s patience and support.

pdate on Facebook and Instagram Data II
ast updated: 2018-08-27T08:43:40.000Z | Online Version
As a valued customer of Crimson Hexagon, you no doubt are keenly aware that our data feed from Facebook
and Instagram has been suspended. This means that our historical data from those sources remains intact,
but we are not receiving new data from those sources while Facebook conducts its review. Our top priority as
a company is to address this issue as quickly as possible, as we know this data is valuable to you, and we
have been working very closely with Facebook to address their questions regarding our use of their data. We
believe that it’s important to reiterate:
1. Crimson Hexagon only collects publicly available social media data that anyone can access
2. Crimson Hexagon does not collect private social media data
3. Crimson Hexagon is fully cooperating with Facebook, and the company has publicly stated its investigation
to date has found no wrongdoing
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We appreciate that many of you are starting a new work week and have some additional questions. Here’s a
quick FAQ that we hope will help address some of the questions that many of you are thinking about.
When will Facebook turn you back on? We have been working very closely with Facebook and will continue
to do so in an effort to address their questions quickly. Our hope is that Facebook reinstates our feed access
to share with our customers in accordance with Facebook policies, but we do not have a specific timeframe to
share yet.
Can they turn on Instagram and not Facebook or vice versa? Facebook is taking a holistic approach to
their review. At this time, we are hopeful that they will turn on both data sources soon. They are separate data
feeds into our platform, but Facebook’s review is wide-ranging and covers both sources.
What’s happening with Tumblr? There seems to be a temporary problem with their API. We know that there
are other vendors experiencing a similar problem. We do believe the timing here is coincidental and has
nothing to do with Facebook’s review of our platform.
Do I still have access to historical Facebook data through the Crimson Hexagon platform? Facebook
has suspended our ability to access new data but has not explicitly asked us to disable customer access to
historical Facebook data.
Again, we understand that is an important issue for many of you, and rest assured that we are doing everything
in our power to resolve it as quickly as possible. Don’t hesitate to reach out if you have any further questions
about the matter.

pdate on Facebook and Instagram Data
ast updated: 2019-03-22T05:58:52.000Z | Online Version
Crimson Customers,
On Friday, July 20, we received word from Facebook that they had temporarily suspended Crimson Hexagon’s
access to both Facebook and Instagram data as they investigate our technical processes for accessing and
storing data. We have been in contact with the Facebook team and are working together to resolve the issue
as quickly as possible. We apologize for any disruption this may have caused to your use of the Crimson
Hexagon platform.
While we are disappointed in this temporary suspension, it is in some ways simply the latest piece of a broader
public discussion which has evolved and accelerated in recent months about online social media data and
how it’s being used (you can read our recent comments about the topic here). Given our close partnerships
with the largest social networks, it’s natural that Crimson Hexagon is an important participant in some of these
data discussions.
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As a Crimson user, you likely know more than the average person about public online data and its uses, but
we wanted to take this opportunity to clarify some of the misinformation that has been circulating, and to assure
you of the integrity of our use of data on our platform, as outlined in our privacy policy. Perhaps most
importantly, we want to underscore that Crimson Hexagon only analyzes public online data that users choose
to make publicly available to understand large-scale consumer trends and preferences.
We’ve outlined below some questions and answers that we thought would be useful. Of course, we’re more
than happy to provide any additional context or answers, should you need them.
Does Crimson Hexagon collect or analyze private user data?
Crimson Hexagon has only ever collected and analyzed public online data. Public online data is data that
anyone can access including, for example, tweets from a public Twitter account, public posts or comments on
forums like Reddit or public Facebook pages, and publicly available news articles or blog posts. All of this
public data is collected by Crimson Hexagon so users can analyze it to understand large-scale consumer
trends and preferences.
Are there restrictions on how organizations, like governments, use Crimson Hexagon?
Crimson Hexagon and our data providers have policies in place about which organizations can access their
data, and for what purposes. Crimson Hexagon abides completely by its partners’ policies, including some
very specific policies related to the use of our platform by government
entities. Even though the data these government agencies receive is the same public data that anyone can
access, Crimson Hexagon and our data providers understand that there are special sensitivities about how
government agencies can use this public data.
Therefore, Crimson Hexagon, as well as our data providers, routinely vet all government customers that inquire
about the platform and will decline entities that inquire about use cases that are against the policies of our
data partners, like Twitter. Moreover, each government customer must contractually commit, in writing, to the
use cases that they will be utilizing the platform for within their agreements. Government contracts, which
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in the case of the US federal government are publicly disclosed, comprise only a very small part of Crimson’s
business.
Can government agencies use Crimson Hexagon for surveillance?
Surveillance is not an approved use case of Crimson Hexagon.
When will access to Facebook and Instagram data be restored?
We are working with Facebook to restore data access as quickly as possible. We have been in
close talks with the Facebook team throughout the day. We expect those conversations to continue next week,
in the hope that access to those two important data sources will be restored in a timely manner. As soon as
we have an update, we will pass along the information.
We will continue to update our customers and partners with any changes.
If you have specific questions about your relationship with Crimson Hexagon, reach out to
customerquestions@crimsonhexagon.com and we will put you in touch with the right person to provide more
personalized information.

2018 Data Changes
Last updated: 2018-06-28T14:56:34.000Z | Online Version
The Spring of 2018 has been a season of data changes for Crimson Hexagon. We have compiled a list of
changes and will update this article as needed.
KLOUT
Klout has ceased operations as of May 25, 2018. As of the June 15, 2018 release, we have introduced a new
conversation based Influence Score in the Most Influential Twitter Authors visualization under the People tab
in original ForSight.
Please visit the article Klout Deprecation for more information.

AUTHOR TIMEZONE
Due to GDPR, we no longer receive author timezone information from Twitter. From May 25, 2018 forward,
Day and Time and Daily Moments will not display data as originally designed.

INSTAGRAM
On April 4th, Instagram unexpectedly shut down their Platform API endpoints that allowed access to any
Instagram properties for Social Account Monitors. This change affected every platform that accesses
Instagram data, not just Crimson Hexagon. Moving forward, the remaining available endpoints will only be
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available to accounts linked to owned credentials. Please visit the article Instagram Social Account Monitor
Update for more information.
Buzz and Opinion Monitor post data is collected using a different Instagram API. The data for those Monitors
was not affected by the Instagram Platform API change. However, Instagram posts that are collected through
targeted hashtags no longer include the comments on the posts, or the author name (the Instagram handle is
included). This includes the resulting data that is available for keyword search in the standard Instagram
source.

PRODUCT WEBINAR
On 30 May, 2018 the Crimson Hexagon Product Team reviewed the many changes to data availability and the
effect on the Crimson Hexagon Platform.
Replay the webinar below:

Instagram Social Account Monitor Update
Last updated: 2020-02-17T17:21:11.000Z | Online Version
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Instagram API Changes
Prior to April 4th, Instagram allowed organizations with approved apps to use any valid user credentials to
access public data (viewable on Instagram without logging in) through the Instagram Platform API. This API
provided the users of the Crimson Hexagon Platform, with any Instagram credentials, to monitor the activity of
any public Instagram account: posts, engagement counts, follower count, and a sample of comments on posts.
On April 4th, Instagram unexpectedly shut down the Platform API endpoints that allowed this type of data
access. This change affected every platform that accesses Instagram data, not just Crimson Hexagon. Moving
forward, the remaining available endpoints will only be available to accounts linked to owned credentials.

Credentials
Social media platforms provide API Tokens based on user credentials to ensure a real person is requesting
data. Due to the recent Instagram API changes, Instagram Social Account Monitors will only be available to
the Instagram account owner, as verified by the credentials.
From the Team Admin Section of ForSight:
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All previously added Instagram Accounts will still be visible under the “Targeted Content - by Owned
Media” page
If the credentials for the owned Instagram account associated with the Social Account Monitor (SAM)
were previously added to the Crimson Hexagon platform, the Monitor will automatically be reauthorized and the Instagram account status will be “Enabled.”
If the credentials for the Instagram account associated with the SAM are not registered, that Account
will now be “Disabled” and the Instagram SAM will not be available. If the credentials are available,
the Instagram account can be registered by clicking “Reauthorize” and following the Instagram
authentication workflow.
New Instagram Accounts can be added and authenticated with Instagram Account owner’s
credentials.

Data
Moving forward, data collected from owned Instagram accounts will only be available to the team that
authenticated the account. Any data collected from an Instagram account before the API change will remain
available to all Crimson Hexagon users.
For April 4, 2018 through May 4, 2018:
The daily engagement metric, specifically the number of followers, are “point in time” and that metric will not
be available for the date range of the outage period. However, we were able to retrieve many posts from April
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11 through May 4, 2018. All author posts during that time frame have been retrieved. Comments on those
posts have been retrieved as well and will continue to be retrieved for the 30 days following each post.
Please note that a monitor reset is required to see this additional content in owned Social Account Monitors.
Buzz and Opinion Monitor post data is collected using a different Instagram API. The data for those Monitors
was not affected by the Instagram Platform API change. However, Instagram posts that are collected through
targeted hashtags no longer include the comments on the posts, or the author name (Instagram handle is
included). This includes the resulting data that is available for keyword search in the standard Instagram
source.
We are a trusted partner as well as an analytics provider for the major social media platforms. Crimson
Hexagon only collects publicly available social media data that anyone can access, and has never collected
private social media data. We are in full support of any changes made to keep user information safe and
secure. Further, we are working to become fully GDPR compliant by end of May 2018.

Common Platform Issues and How to Resolve Them
Last updated: 2020-04-23T11:20:28.000Z | Online Version
There are some issues that you can occasionally encounter when using the Crimson Hexagon platform. We
will go through some of the most common and will provide some tips to help solve them.

Rate Limits
If you are trying to add a Facebook page to your team or reauthorize any of your team's Facebook credentials,
you may sometimes get the below error message:

This is a Facebook rate limit error message. Some content sources put a limit on how many calls for data you
can make over a period of time; this is called a rate limit. Rate limits are set up by the content source, not by
Crimson Hexagon. For more information, please check out our article Content Sources: What is a Rate Limit?.
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Rate limits usually reset themselves after half an hour to one hour. However, there are a few things you can
do, as soon as the rate limit stops, that will help you avoid being rate limited in the future, such as adding more
Facebook credentials to your team, ensuring all the credentials are enabled, and disabling any Facebook
pages you are no longer interested in tracking. To disable a page, please follow the steps below:
1. Click on your initials icon in the top right-hand corner of ForSight, select "Team Admin"
2. Next, click on the 'By Owned Media' section under the 'Targeted Content' tab on the left side of the screen
3. Click 'Disable' next to the Facebook page you no longer want to track.

Stuck Monitor
First of all, it is important to distinguish between a monitor that is perhaps generating slowly versus one that i
s stuck. A slow generating monitor (which can be due to a variety of factors) will eventually complete itself.
The time it takes for a monitor to run is very dependent on the volume of the conversation being captured, the
complexity of the keywords being used to analyze it, and the length of the date range. On the other hand, a
common symptom of a stuck monitor is a 99% status that persists for a very long period of time (typically
hours). To learn more about how to deal with a stuck monitor, please visit our article What Should I Do If a
Monitor is "Stuck" or Broken?.

Visualizations Not Loading
Explore Tab
Sometimes you may notice that the visualizations in the Explore tab of your monitor are not loading or are
not displaying the correct data after your monitor has been edited and reset. This is often due to a browser
issue and can be avoided following the steps below:
1. Clear your browser's cookies and cache
2. Make sure your browser is updated and you have installed the latest version of Flash Player.
For additional information, please visit our article Why Won't My Topic Wheel Load?.
Affinities
If your Twitter Affinities visualization is not loading and you are seeing "Not enough posts," please check
and make sure there is an average of 5 unique authors per day and at least 250 posts in your selected date
range.

Some Content Sources Are Not Returning Any Results in My Monitor
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If you are running a monitor on several content sources, you may see that some of them are not returning
any results. This can be the case if you have a location filter in your monitor setup page. There are content
sources like YouTube, Reviews and Google + for which we do not have any location data available and,
therefore, they will be excluded from the results if a location filter is applied. Additionally, although we have
location data available for Facebook, there is usually not much data we can get, and applying a location filter
will considerably reduce the results.

I Can Not See the 'New Monitor' Button
If you have 'Create and Edit' permissions and you can not see the 'New Monitor' button on the top left corner
of your monitor navigation page, this is most likely because your team has reached its monitor limit. If you
need any additional monitors, please reach out to your Customer Success Manager and we will be able to
further assist you with this.

I Have Added a Facebook Page/Instagram Hashtag but It Is Not Downloading
When you add a new Facebook page or Instagram account/hashtag to your team, it will need some time to
download all the data, if this is the first time they are being added to our platform. The amount of time this
can take will depend on the amount of data that needs to be downloaded as well as on the number of social
account credentials available in the team, among other things. If you are working on a deadline, please make
sure you add the social properties well in advance.
If you notice the hashtags or pages have not completed the download after a few hours, please feel free to
file a ticket with Support and we will be able to further assist you with this.

Release Notes: 2018
Last updated: 2018-10-19T13:35:18.000Z | Online Version
Release Notes: October 19, 2018
ForSight
Developing Trends are now available in New ForSight by selecting the Alerts icon in any Monitor.
PNG Exports are available in New ForSight.
All visualations except Geography, Affinities, Post List and Image Analysis (coming soon!).
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Dashboards
The date range for Dashboards has been extended to up to 90 days.
Data
Access to Tumblr data has been restored as of September 28. There will be a gap in data from July 22
through September 27.
In Platform Language
Labels across the platform will display French or Japanese if the user browser setting requests the
language.

Release Notes: October 5, 2018
ForSight
Filters relating to Image Analysis (Actions, Objects, Scenes) are now enabled in New ForSight.
The ability to drill-ins to the post list from line and area charts is enabled in New ForSight.

Release Notes: September 21, 2018
ForSight
Updates to the Facebook content library include:
Facebook content is no longer available as a Basic Content Source.
Targeted Facebook Pages content continues to be available.
Historical data prior to January 1, 2017 has been removed from the library.
Image Analysis is now available in New ForSight.
The Navigation in Buzz Monitors in New ForSight has been updated.

Release Notes: September 7, 2018
ForSight
Updated rules-based Alerts are now available in New ForSight.
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Release Notes: August 24, 2018
ForSight
The Day and Time visualization is available for data based on the Team time zone. For data from May 25
through August 23 to populate, a monitor reset is required.

Release Notes: August 10, 2018
Dashboards
Minor design changes for a smoother Dashboard building experience.

Release Notes: July 27, 2018
ForSight
Opinion Monitors are now available in the New ForSight. Simply click on the blue banner to experience
the New ForSight.
There is now an optional removal of author information in the Post List Export and Bulk Export. Please
contact your CSM for more information.

Release Notes: July 13, 2018
ForSight
The People Tab in Facebook Social Account Monitors was removed. With the loss of author information
on comments and replies, the data behind this analysis no longer provided a valid insight.

Release Notes: June 29, 2018
ForSight
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A Monitor can be filtered to only include posts from Twitter authors with specific numbers of followers.
This filter requires the authorFollowers: and a specified range of follower counts. Please visit the article
Author Followers more information.
Referenced Links has been added to New ForSight. Located under the Analysis Tab, the most Popular
Content and Popular Sites are displayed.
Dashboards
The Top Influencers Card is now available in Dashboards, displaying the most Influential Authors based
on the conversation Influence Score.

Release Notes: June 15, 2018
ForSight
In original ForSight, a conversation based Influence Score has replaced Klout on the Most Influential
Twitter Authors visualization under the People/Authors tab. Please visit Klout Deprecation for more
information.
In New ForSight, a link to the original Compare has been added to the ForSight navigation.

Release Notes: June 1, 2018
API
The Klout and Ethnicity (US only) endpoints have been removed from the Monitor API.
ForSight
We are no longer receiving updates to the Klout data.
Ethnicity (US only) has been removed from the Platform.
HelioSight
The Time of Day visualization has been removed.

Release Notes: May 18, 2018
Platform
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In order to be fully compliant with GDPR, we will be asking all platform users to acknowledge that they
have seen and understand our updated Privacy Policy.

Release Notes: May 4, 2018
ForSight
Instagram Social Account Monitors have been re-enabled for the Instagram account owners, as verified
by owned credentials.
Navigation update: Menus will drop down on hover to navigate between the insight types.

Release Notes: April 20, 2018
Reports
A new customizable presentation view is available.
Each visualization is presented as a slide with editable titles and notations.
For more information, please visit Reports: How to Create.
Supported Languages
Malay, Indonesian and Swedish have been added as supported languages.
ForSight
Top Hashtags and Top Mentions for Instagram are available in New ForSight under the Analysis tab.

Release Notes: April 6, 2018
ForSight
Top Sites is available in New ForSight under the Analysis tab.
Post List Export and Bulk Export fields are now unified.

Release Notes: March 26, 2018
ForSight
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A new set of filters is available in Word Cloud in New ForSight to enable:
Inclusion and exclusion of emoji, hashtags, handles or words.
The ability to increase or decrease volume of words displayed.
Display of words that have been removed.

Release Notes: March 23, 2018
New Data Source
Tencent QQ.com is now available as a standard content source.
QQ.com is China’s leading online portal. Through its broad news coverage and full range of innovative
information services, the website provides a rich online life to hundreds of millions of Internet users. For more
information, please visit QQ: Overview.

Release Notes: March 13, 2018
ForSight
Twitter module is available in New ForSight under the Analysis Tab.

Release Notes: February 23, 2018
Reports
Selecting tags in the Monitor List will surface the tagged Monitors to the top of the list.
"Run Report" icon is more prominent to assist in scheduling and running reports.
ForSight
Topic Waves is available in New ForSight under the Explore Tab.

Release Notes: February 9, 2018
Reports
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Monitor List in Report Builder displays the type of Monitor under the name.
Global Navigation is visible when in the Report Builder.
ForSight
Geography is available in New ForSight under the Audience Tab.

Release Notes: January 26, 2018
ForSight
Improvements were made in the display Chinese words and phrases in the Word Cloud.

Release Notes: January 12, 2018
ForSight
Demographics is available in New ForSight under the Audience Tab.

Historical Volume Variations
Last updated: 2018-08-17T11:08:53.000Z | Online Version
This article will go over major changes in the platform that could have affected the volume in monitors at some
point in time. These changes can come directly from the content sources, from our content providers, or from
internal platform updates. Below you will find a table with the dates, explanations, impacted content sources,
possible consequences, and links to additional resources related to these changes:

When?

What happened?
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What to expect?
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Additional
information

July
2013

April
2015

May
2015

MarchApril
2016

AprilMay
2016

drop

in

A change in Facebook’s
API
made
the
datacollection
methodology that our
content provider for
Facebook data at the
time used inoperative.
Following this incident,
we
obtained
direct
access to Facebook's
API.

Facebook
data

Significant
volume.

Facebook changed their
location methodology.

Location
data from
Facebook
became
limited

Using a location filter
with Facebook selected
as a content source may
result in no Facebook
data being pulled into the
monitor.

We changed our content
provider for blog and
news content and
started receiving
location metadata. The
previous
content
provider was unable to
provide this data.

Location
data
started
being

Monitors with location
filtering might present a
spike in blog and news
content
while
other
content sources remain
steady.

available
for
bl
og and
news
content

Instagram
data

Historical
Instagram data
in
monitors
between March 23,
2016 to April 12, 2016
will be unavailable.

Instagram
data

Gap in data between
April 11, 2016 and May
12, 2016.

Without warning or
documentation,
Instagram made an API
change which affected
our ability to collect data
reliably.
A bug was introduced in
the platform and some
Instagram
hashtags
stopped collecting data
on April 4, 2016.
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Help
Center
article

Sept
2016

A bug introduced in the
platform
caused
a system failure
around the collection of
our Instagram hashtags
and the metrics found in
Social Account
Monitors.

April
2017

URLs in Twitter posts
are now expanded,
indexed and available
for analysis in all
monitors.

April
2017

On April 23, 2017 we
implemented
an
infrastructure
enhancement to the way
we collect and store
Instagram
data.
This
enhancement will enable
our platform to increase
the volume of Instagram
data collected and made
available for analysis.

May
2017

On May 26, 2017 we
started working with one
additional
content
provider for news & blogs,
expanding
our international
coverage of these
sources.
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Instagram
data

Gap in data between
September 9 - 13, 2016.

Help
Center
article

Twitter
data

Any monitor that has
Twitter as a content
source may experience
an increase in the
volume of posts from
March 3, 2017 forward.

Help
Center
article

Instagram
data

Monitors
containing
Instagram as a data
source may see an
increase in volume from
April 23, 2017 moving
forward. Resetting a
monitor may result in an
increase in historical
volume.

Help
Center
article

&
Doubled daily volume with
a
focus
on European
and
Asian
news and blog sources.

News
Blogs
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At roughly 8pm EST on

We identified the root

June

cause of the issue and

22,

2017

patched

an update
was
which

issue prevent

released

further

impacted
our language and

sentiment data

for

June
2017

and

language
was

not being

however,

we

unable

were

apply the missed
sentiment and language

sentiment

information

occurrences,

to retroactively

Instagram posts.
The

the

information.

Instagram
data

Because of this, you may
see a decrease in your

assigned for new

Instagram volume

Instagram
documents during

between June 22, 2017
and June 23, 2017 when

this time. New Instagram
posts did not include this

reporting on a specific
language.

data until roughly 2pm

This

also means that

EST on

during this time, you may

June 23, 2017.

see posts classified
as
"uncategorized".

August
2017

On August 18, 2017 we
implemented
an
enhancement to Tumblr
and
now
country
location is available on
activity, reblogs and
posts.

Tumblr data

Monitors
containing
Tumblr as a data source may
see an increase in
volume from August 18, 2017
moving forward.

While access to remains

April
2018

On
April
4,
2018,
Instagram
introduced
significant changes to their
API, eliminating access to
comments and to the
publicly available data
from accounts you do not
own.
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unchanged,

comments

on Instagram posts and
accounts that you do not

Instagram
data

own can no longer be
collected. Social Account
Monitors for accounts you
do not own will no longer
be available.
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For more information about the content sources that we offer, when we began collecting data from that content
source and approximately how many posts we absorb each day, please take a look at the article Content
Sources: Data Access Overview.

Custom Content API Upload - An Introductory Guide
Last updated: 2019-10-10T19:45:54.000Z | Online Version
THE CONTENT UPLOAD API HAS BEEN UPDATED, PLEASE READ ABOUT THE CHANGES HERE
CUSTOM CONTENT API UPLOAD – AN INTRODUCTORY GUIDE:
*This upload method uses Postman, an API application that is widely available and easy to use*

PRELIMINARY STEPS:
To begin, the preliminary steps to uploading content via our API would go as follows. First, reach out to your
CSM (if you are unsure) to make sure that you and your organization have API permissions. Once you have
confirmed this, you can reach out to the Support Team to ensure that you have individual user access to the
API.
GENERATING AN AUTHENTICATION TOKEN:
If you have not already generated an authentication token, you will do so at this time (if you have token,
move to 'Formatting Your JSON'). To generate your authentication token you will begin by opening Postman
and opening a new tab. Make sure the tab to the left of your endpoint is set to “GET”. From there you will enter
this endpoint into the space:
“https://api.crimsonhexagon.com/api/authenticate?
username=username@example.com&password=yourpassword&noExpiration=true”
Replace the sections “username@example.com“ with your Crimson email address and “yourpassword” with
the password you currently use. Press send and you will receive a long string of numbers and letters and a
“success” message; this is your unique authentication token!

*We suggest saving this token somewhere safe as these tokens are used for most API related
functions*
CREATING A CUSTOM CONTENT SOURCE:
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To create a Custom Content source you will navigate to Postman, open a new tab and switch the dropdown
from “GET” to “POST”. You will then add the following endpoint to the bar:
"https://api.crimsonhexagon.com/api/content/sources?auth={authTokenHere}&team={teamIdHere}"
(You

can

get

your

Team

IDs

with

the

following

call: https://apidocs.crimsonhexagon.com/reference#team-list)
From here you will click on 'Body', just under the call URL, to enter the JSON needed to create the source.
Here is an example of what that JSON should look like:
{
"teamid": 461777351,
"name": "Customer_Surveys",
"description": "Customer Survey, 2019"
}

When you post that call to create your source, you will receive a message in the following format:
{
"contentSource": {
"id": 26221866350,
"teamName": "API Test Team - CH Support",
"name": "Customer_Surveys",
"description": "Customer Survey, 2019"
},
"status": "success"
}

The 'id' you see there is the 'documentType' ID that you will need for your uploads, so take note of that.
FORMATTING YOUR JSON FOR CONTENT UPLOAD:
To ensure that your posts/documents will be uploaded correctly, they will need to be formatted into the
recognized script called JSON. An example block of JSON text would look like this:
{
"items": [
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PLACE THIS BEFORE THE ACTUAL JSON TEXT; SYSTEM NEEDS TO SEE THE ITEMS FIELD TO
RECOGNIZE WHAT FOLLOWS AS INGESTIBLE INFORMATION
{
"date": "2010-01-26T16:14:00",
"contents": "Example content",
"guid": "This is my guid",
"title": "Example Title",
"author": "me",
"language": "en",
"gender": "F",
"geolocation": {
"id": "USA.NY"
},
"pageId": "This is a pageId",
"parentGuid": "123123",
"authorProfileId": "1234567",
"custom": {
"field0": "value0",
"field1": "45.2",
"field2": "123",
"field3": "value3",
"field4": "value4",
"field5": "5_stars",
"field6": "1200",
"field7": "5",
"field8": "value5",
"field9": "value6"
}
},

(You can also see an example on the API Reference Sheet here)
For each different section, you will add corresponding information like title of the document, date posted,
author, and so on. One thing to keep in mind when using similar URL’s is that each will need to be unique,
none of them can be the same. For example, if you were to use www.crimsonhexagon.com/post1 for your first
post, the next would have to be www.crimsonhexagon.com/post2 then post3, ect.
With the new Upload API you can also create up to 10 custom fields.
Here is an example of JSON construction from raw data to something that can be uploaded via API; we will
be using hypothetical reviews from a sample site to show the way that a full sample will look and how to know
where each piece fits!
For piece 1 we have a review coming from www.samplesite.com about a hypothetical hotel. The customer
rated 5 stars and left this:
01/27/2017 : “Highly Recommend! A great time all around”
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-user:4323456653

3:35:40 pm

To convert this into JSON format you must place each piece of necessary information into the correct field
based off of the example block provided above. For this post (and all posts) we would start with the title:
“title”: “App Review”,

After you have your title, you will input the date/time of the post as follows:
“date”: “2017-01-27T3:35:40”,

There will be posts that do not have a time-stamp on it and the upload will still work if you have just the date.
Next will be the author section. In this case the author is not specified but instead given a number, indicating
someone commenting without having a subscription or account with the website. There will be occasions
where there is no author (the upload will still work if the author field is left with just quotes). In this case we will
use what we are given, the user number.
“author”: “4323456653”,

Following the author, we will create a field for the URL of the post. Simply take the full URL of the post and
place it within the field:
“url”: “http://www.samplesite.com/reviews/20458”,

One thing to keep in mind when dealing with url’s is the fact that not all posts being uploaded will have a URL
(excel sheets, PDFs ect). You can use the URL: “crimsonhexagon.com/post_” as a placeholder. If you have
multiple, simply replace the underscore with the corresponding number to the order in which you are uploading
the post (post1, post2, ect.). Multiple url’s cannot be identical as they will not upload correctly.
Next, we will place the contents into the contents field. You will take all of the content of the post, in this case
“Highly recommend! A great time all around” and put it into the field as follows:
“contents”: “Highly recommend! A great time all around”,

we will add the language, we will use “en” for English:
“language”: “en”,

From here you have the option to create custom fields:
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Then

"custom": {
"Ratings": "5 Stars",
}

After creating all the fields your JSON block should look like this altogether:
{
"items": [
{
"title": "Review - 5 Stars",
"date": "2017-01-27T03:35:40",
"author": "43423456653",
"url": "http://www.samplesite.com/reviews/10101",
"contents": "Highly recommend! A great time all around",
"language": "en",
"custom": {
"Ratings": "5 Stars",
}
}
]
}

Be sure to put quotations around both the field and the corresponding information and don’t forget to add a
comma at the end when there is another field following!
Adding in 3 more examples of JSON blocks built in the same way with similar reviews from the same
hypothetical review site, this is what a typical upload set looks like (see below):
{
"items": [
{
"title": "Review - 5 Stars",
"date": "2017-01-27T03:35:40",
"author": "43423456653",
"url": "http://www.samplesite.com/reviews/10101",
"contents": "Highly recommend! A great time all around",
"language": "en",
"custom": {
"field0": "value0",
"field1": "45.2",
"field2": "123",
"field3": "value3",
"field4": "value4",
"field5": "5_stars",
"field6": "1200",
"field7": "5",
"field8": "value5",
"field9": "value6"
}
},
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{
"title": "Review - 2 Stars",
"date": "2017-01-25T04:29:36",
"author": "jsmith48",
"url": "http://www.samplesite.com/reviews/10335",
"contents": "Not very clean, but good service.",
"language": "en",
“geolocation”: “US”
},
{
"title": "Review - 4 Stars",
"date": "2017-01-23T14:39:23",
"author": "",
"url": "http://www.samplesite.com/reviews/10998",
"contents": "",
"language": "en",
},
{
"title": "Review - 3 Stars",
"date": "2017-01-22T15:16:39",
"author": "garf243",
"url": "http://www.samplesite.com/reviews/10456",
"contents": "My family and I had a good time.",
"language": "",
}
]
}

Take notice of the differences in each separate block. For example, some blocks have a section that contains
only: “”. This is an indication that there was no information in regards to the specific field. If there is simply no
visible information for the author you can place “” after the field to fill the spot.
Also, block two has an extra field to indicate location. There are a few extra fields that you are able to use to
expand the accuracy of your custom content. To see these and get further guidance with your JSON blocks
check

our

API

Document

Content

Upload

section

here:

“https://apidocs.crimsonhexagon.com/reference#content-upload” Now we are ready to upload!
MAKING THE UPLOAD:
After all posts are formatted into JSON text, it is time to make the upload. To make the upload you will return
to Postman, open a new tab and switch the dropdown from “GET” to “POST”. You will then add the following
endpoint to the bar:
“https://api.crimsonhexagon.com/api/content/upload?auth={yourAuthTokenHere}&documentType=
{yourDocumentTypeHere}”
Then in the tabs below this, select “Body”. Here you will place the block of JSON text in the correct, finished
format and press send. You should receive a message that says:
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{
"uploadCount": 1,
"batchId": "c96f90b5-d422-4480-92a4-209353eafbcd",
"status": "success"
}

This means that your file has been successfully ingested and added to your team! (See Image Below for
visual):

HOW TO FILTER FOR YOUR CUSTOM CONTENT:
There are many ways that you can filter your content with the new Upload API. The following are specifiers
you can use to filter the data (Examples use the data from above):
pubType: This is where you can use the 'name' of the source to filter
Example: pubType:Customer_Surveys
batchId: You can use the batch ID to filter your data by the group it was uploaded
Example: batchId:d91d18e0-c151-48dd-9002-f3e4c3798279
custom_field1: This specifier is used to filter for your custom fields. The below example shows the
for a custom field named 'model_year' with values of 2014, 2015, etc.
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format

Example: custom_model_year:(2014 OR 2015 OR etc.)

LIMITATIONS AND RULES:
There are limitations to this type of API upload and they are as follows:
-There is a 1,000 post upload limit per upload. You will need to do two separate uploads if you have 1,001
posts or more and an additional for each 1,000 posts following.
-Word Limit: 16,000 character limit per document.
-Some fields that you can input into your JSON are not searchable within the monitor directly. Things like
latitude and longitude, zip-code and exact age and gender, are not directly searchable within ForSight.
-ALWAYS make sure that you are checking your dates when making your uploads and monitors. Often
people cannot find documents due to incorrect date ranges input in monitor creation.
-If something is not working, make sure the quotations and brackets look identical to the example on this
sheet!
-Never hesitate to reach out to Support for additional help with your Custom Content Upload!
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Twitter Volume: Collecting and Indexing Posts Containing
URLs
Last updated: 2018-09-18T10:00:19.000Z | Online Version
URLs in Twitter Posts are now expanded, indexed and available for analysis in all monitors. Any monitor that
has Twitter as a data source may experience an increase in the volume of posts from March 3, 2017 forward.
Boolean keyword searches will now pull additional Twitter posts if that keyword appears in an included URL.
To exclude URLs from a monitor, use the AND - operator.
Capitalization of the AND operator is required and there should not be a space between the hyphen and the
URL to be excluded from results.
For example:
To exclude a specific URL from a search:
forbes AND -(“forbes.com” OR “www.forbes.com”)
This will search for Forbes as a keyword, but remove any links from forbes.com
To exclude all URLs from a search:
AND - http*
This will remove all posts that contain links.

Release Notes: 2017
Last updated: 2018-06-28T15:34:38.000Z | Online Version
Release Notes: December 15, 2017
Reports
Reports is now available to all customers.
Compare data sets from different monitors.
Schedule and deliver recurring Reports.
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ForSight
Reddit data is available as a standard content source.
Monitors analyzing Forums data will automatically split into Forums and Reddit.
A Monitor reset is recommended for Monitors targeting Reddit content prior to December 15, 2017 to
ensure the proper display of document counts over time.

Release Notes: November 17, 2017
Home Page
Based on user feedback, we made a few design updates to the Home Page including replacing the two
letter product codes with icons.

ForSight
Top URLS and Top Hosts can now be exported in either .xls or .png format.

Dashboards
Topic Wheel and Instagram SAM followers are now available visualizations.

Release Notes: August 18, 2017
ForSight
Reddit: Increased Reddit coverage is available under "Forums".
Reviews: "Star Ratings" are now searchable (visit the articleReviews:
information.)
Tumblr Country location is available on activity, reblogs and posts.
HelioSight
Logo card now includes example images for all sources.
Release Notes: July 7, 2017
Dashboards
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Star

Ratings

for

more

Default sharing is to the Team.
Option for public sharing via URL to non-Crimson Hexagon users.
Option to disable Team-wide sharing and manual selection of individual Team members.
Only the Dashboard creator is able to modify its sharing privileges.
For more information, please visit Dashboards: Sharing Permissions.
Release Notes: June 22, 2017
Logo Recognition
Logo Recognition is now available for Instagram data. For more complete insights, we recommend adding
Instagram as a Basic Data Source to Monitors with Logo Recognition.

Release Notes: May 26, 2017
Instagram Enhancements
Now available as a Basic Content Source in Buzz and Opinion Monitors.
Use keyword search on over 24 Billion documents dating back to January 3, 2014.
For a new hashtag or Instagram account added to ForSight, up to 30 days of posts or 300k total posts
will be collected, whichever constraint is hit first.
Expanded International Coverage in News
Additional data sources in Advanced Content Source: News.
Doubled daily volume with a focus on European and Asian news and blog sources.

Release Notes: May 12, 2017
Dashboards
Email notifications generated for newly “Shared” team members.
New chart editing functionality for added flexibility in enabling or disabling category labels. Affords users
much greater ease and control over customization.
Ability to easily switch between bar, area, aggregate, and line chart types for most metrics.
Enhanced chart animations.

Release Notes: April 23, 2017
ForSight
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Enhancements to Instagram data collection may result in increased volume measurements in monitors.
Release Notes: March 17, 2017
Dashboards

Sub-filters can now be applied directly from within Dashboards visualizations (for non Live Stream
monitors only) providing users with a great new feature for side-by-side comparisons.

Release Notes: February 17, 2017
ForSight
Korean was added as a fully supported language for sentiment analysis.
Dashboards
Several new aggregate view charts are now available, including: Volume, Impressions, Sentiment, Social
Account Potential Impressions, Social Account Followers.

Release Notes: February 3, 2017
Dashboards
A new “Most Prolific Authors” visualization was introduced to Dashboards. Users can now track a
conversation's most active influencers alongside other selected performance metrics.

Release Notes: January 20, 2017
ForSight
Excel exports now support the more widely used .xlsx file format extension in addition to standard .xls
format.
Bulk export functionality is now available from monitor sub-filters.
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Updates to the Content Upload API
Last updated: 2019-07-26T13:42:01.000Z | Online Version
We have added the following new features to the Content Upload API:
Self-serve content upload. You can now create and delete your own custom content sources, without first
making a request to the Support team. In the past, you had to contact Support to create a custom content
type before setting up API calls for the upload.
Custom fields. You can now add your own fields for your uploaded data. For example, product review
data may have a ratings field that can now be added with a custom field. Custom fields appear as filters
in the monitor results. There is a maximum of 10 custom fields per custom content source.

To maintain compatibility with the previous version of the Content Upload API, we have seamlessly migrated
all existing users to the new API. This means that any data you have previously uploaded will continue to be
available and any automated upload processes you are running will continue to work.

However, to take advantage of the new functionality, you will need to make some changes to the way you
upload your data and use the new collection of endpoints, documented here.

At a high level, here are the differences between the old API and the new API:
Custom content source creation:
When using the old API, you had to contact Support to create a custom content source on your behalf. With
the new API you can now create your own custom content source by using the Create Custom Content Source
endpoint. This endpoint returns the id of the content source you have created and you will need this id when
uploading custom documents.

Custom content source deletion:
When using the old API, it wasn’t possible for you to delete a custom content source. With the new API, you
can do this using the Delete Custom Content Source endpoint.

Uploading custom documents:
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This is the area that has changed the most. While the URL resource for the old API and the URL resource for
the new API are the same - https://api.crimsonhexagon.com/api/content/upload - the key difference is the
mandatory documentType query parameter. To use the new API, you must use the documentType query
parameter. Please stop sending the type body parameter with each uploaded document. If you send the
type body parameter with each uploaded document, you will continue to use the old API and not be able to
take advantage of the new functionality, like using custom fields. Example with documentType added:
https://api.crimsonhexagon.com/api/content/upload?documentType=1234567890

Deleting custom documents
When using the old API, it wasn’t possible for you to delete previously uploaded custom documents. With the
new API, you can do this using the Delete Custom Documents endpoint.

Operation

Old API

New API

Custom
content
source
creation

Via request to Support

Via the Create Custom Content Source
endpoint

Custom
content
source
deletion

Not possible

Via the Delete Custom Content Source
endpoint
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POST request that includes the
ID of the content source as the
mandatory documentType query
parameter

POST request that includes
the name of the custom content
source to be sent as the type body
parameter with each uploaded
document

The documentType is sent as a
queryparameter when making a request
to upload content

The type parameter is sent
as a body parameter for each
uploaded document when uploading

-

content
Uploading
custom
documents

-

Required fields:

documentType, date,
guid, contents

url

or

Required fields:
-

Optional fields:

type, title, date, author, url, contents,
language
batch, author, language, gender, age,
title, geolocation id, latitude, longitude, zip
code, page id, parent guid, author profile
Optional fields:
id, engagement type
gender, age,

geolocation

id,
-

latitude, longitude, zip code

See

the Deprecated

Custom fields:

10 key-value pairs with names and values
of your choosing

Content

Upload endpoint for full details.
See
the Upload
Custom
Documents endpoint for full details.
Deleting
custom
documents

Via

Not possible

the Delete

Custom

Documents endpoint

Citing: Tell the World About Crimson Hexagon
Last updated: 2019-11-24T19:36:26.000Z | Online Version
It's great that you plan to use Crimson Hexagon to tell your company's story in PR efforts, a press release, or
content marketing. We don't have complicated guidelines about how to talk about Crimson Hexagon, but since
we know that it is confusing to some at first, here are some suggestions.
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If you use a Crimson Hexagon graphic or create your own graphic with Crimson Hexagon data, simple
attribution with the company name (e.g. "Source: Crimson Hexagon") suffices.
When citing research you did with Crimson Hexagon in text, we suggest that you claim the research as your
own and cite Crimson Hexagon's ForSight as the tool. Here are a couple examples of phrasing you could use:
"Using Crimson Hexagon's ForSight, Pet Shop found that 27% of conversation on Twitter expressed positive
reviews of the nutrition and quality of Kitty Kibble."
"Representatives from Pet Shop used Crimson Hexagon's ForSight to analyze consumer opinion about various
cat food brands. Our research found that 27% of the conversation about Kitty Kibble expressed positive
reviews of the cat food's nutrition and quality."
Please don't hesitate to reach out to us directly if you have any additional questions about citing research
you've done with Crimson Hexagon in your PR or content marketing.

Compatibility: Supported Browsers and Operating
Systems
Last

updated:

2019-05-01T14:22:39.000Z

|

Online

Version

Supported operating systems:
Mac OS X
Windows
Windows 10

8.1

Supported browsers:
Google Chrome
Apple Safari
Mozilla Firefox
Microsoft Edge
Supported devices:
Mac laptop and desktop PCs
Windows laptop and desktop PCs
Notes:
Unless otherwise specified, each browser supported is the latest major and previous version
Browser and operating system support will change as new versions are released
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Facebook API Updates
Last updated: 2018-06-28T15:00:00.000Z | Online Version
Effective February 6, 2018:
Facebook implemented a change to the Facebook Graph API which eliminated our ability to retrieve author
information on comments and replies. However, we will continue to retrieve author information from original
posts. This permanent change to the behavior of this Facebook API affects all analytics providers.
There are a few known impacts to your use of our Platform with this change:
The Author Name in the Post List will no longer be displayed for comments and replies.
Gender calculations associated with comments and replies will not be available. However, gender
calculations for posts containing author information will continue to be available.
Keyword operators to filter Facebook content via author metadata (name or id) will no longer be
applicable to comments and replies.
Effective August 5, 2016:
Crimson Hexagon updated the Facebook API connections.
All data will now be retrieved by using the Graph API v2.6.
We expect minimal user impact as a result of these changes.
However, for new pages added to ForSight which have a high volume of posts, we may retrieve
up to 10% fewer historical comments than the previous solution due to changes in Facebook API call
limitations.
Crimson Hexagon will continue to provide timely communication on issues impacting service.
Prior History:
Effective March 25, 2015:
Upgrade of Graph API v2.3
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Facebook upgraded their Graph API
Crimson Hexagon acted in accordance with directions for implementation well in advance of the
deployment.
Coinciding with the deployment, a variety of bugs were reported by Graph API users across the
developer community, including but not limited to Crimson Hexagon.
As Facebook corrected the aforementioned bugs, Crimson Hexagon modified its code accordingly
with the sequential fixes throughout the May-June 2015.
As of this writing, we believe that Facebook has corrected the reported bugs from initial
deployment, and Crimson Hexagon patches have been tested and validate alignment with those
corrections.
Users may experience volume differentials from April through June 2015 during the time period of
the bug-correction sequence outlined above.
Facebook Graph API Updates
As with the v2.0 deployment, Crimson Hexagon is committed to remaining in step with any future timelines
for Graph API upgrades and patches with requisite code modifications.
Crimson Hexagon will continue to follow all implementation guidelines to remain current with
Facebook Graph API bug corrections.
Note: during any Facebook changes, defects or bugs may create sporadic and periodic
downstream performance and delivery issues.
Search API
Facebook deprecated its Search API as part of v2.0 API upgrade.
Crimson Hexagon was unaffected by this change, as it never utilized this API.

Filing a Support Ticket
Last updated: 2019-11-14T12:29:24.000Z | Online Version
*Preliminary note: if you believe your monitor is stuck or broken, or some visualizations are not loading, please
refer to the article Common Platform Issues and How to Resolve Them before filing a ticket.
Filing a support ticket is done through the Help Center. At the top right of the page you will notice a "Contact
Support" button next to your name.
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This will bring you to a page which will allow you to pick a product, provide a subject and description of the
issue, and attach any relevant files if necessary.
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Once you have filed your ticket, you can keep tabs on it (as well as past tickets) by clicking your name on the
top of the page and selecting "My activities."
This will allow you to access the ticket as well as make changes to it. In addition, you can reopen closed tickets,
see what contributions you have made to the Community, and follow articles and sections from the Help
Center.

Managing Teams
Last updated: 2018-06-13T13:30:54.000Z | Online Version
If you have the Invite Users permission, you will be able to see the Users menu in the Team Admin area. This
menu allows you to manage the members of a Team and see what monitors have been shared with users who
are not members of your Team.
You can access this section by clicking on the gear icon in the upper right hand corner of any page within
Crimson Hexagon. Select the Team Admin link and you will be taken to the Team Admin area. In the left hand
menu, you will see the Users section which contains the Team Members subsection.
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Clicking Team Members will show you a list of any user who is a member of your Team. By clicking on their
email address, you will be able to adjust their permissions. You can also click the View Monitor(s) link to the
right of their name and see a list of all monitors that user can see.
If you have the Sharing permission, you will also see the Individual Monitor Access link. This will show you a
list of all users who are not members of your team and which monitors have been shared with them. From
here, you can edit their access to individual monitors by clicking the View Monitors link. You can also click
Revoke Access, which will remove their access to any monitors that had previously been shared with them on
the Team.

Managing User Permissions
Last updated: 2019-07-03T17:43:33.000Z | Online Version
The 'Invite Users' permission gives users the ability to manage user permissions. To update user permissions,
please follow these steps:
1. Click on your initials icon in the top right corner.
2. Select 'Team Admin' from the drop down menu.
3. Click on 'Team Members' under the Users tab.
Below, you will find descriptions of each user permission:
1. HelioSight
Granting this permission will allow a user to use our HelioSight tool. Please note that each HelioSight
license allows for a certain number of seats. Org Admin users and users with both 'Invite' permissions
and HelioSight access will be able to grant a user this permission only if the account has additional
available seats.
2. View
Granting this permission will allow a user to view a monitor within a Team.
3. Create and Edit
Granting this permission will allow a user to create and edit monitors and other analyses using ForiSight.
Without this permission, a user will only be able to view monitors and analyses that have been created
by others. You want to give this permission to a user who needs to be creating analyses and training
monitors.
4. Data Management
Granting this permission will allow a user to enter in credentials to a social property, an Instagram hashtag
or Twitter handle. Entering these credentials and specifying handles will pull private or targeted content
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into Crimson Hexagon’s library so that your Team can analyze it. You want to give this permission to a
user who will be responsible for adding and updating their social property credentials and needs to add
other social properties to be available for analysis.
To learn more about social accounts, please read Social Account Credentials: Overview.
5. Sharing
Granting this permission will allow a user to share monitors that they did not personally create with
NonTeam members and hide a monitor from Team members who did not create it. You want to give this
permission to a user who should be responsible for disseminating the results of analyses with
stakeholders who are either members of other Teams or who are not Crimson Hexagon users at all. This
permission should also be given to a user who needs to manage which monitors are available for an
entire Team to see.
To learn more about the sharing process and managing the sharing permissions for a monitor, please
read Sharing Monitors.
6. Invite Users
Granting this permission will allow a user to invite anyone to become a member of any Team they are
part of. You want to give this permission to a user who you would like to be able to manage users (and
their permissions) on your Teams.
To learn more about the invite process and assigning permissions, read User Creation.
7. Organization Admin
Granting this permission to another user gives them all of the Team permissions above for every Team
within their organization. This permission should only be assigned to those who need to manage users,
monitors and data for multiple Teams. It should be done with caution as too many Organization Admins
could potentially be difficult to coordinate for your company. Also, keep in mind that Organization Admins
can create other Organization Admins, so please explain this Super Permission to anyone you grant it
to.
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Note: If none of the above permissions are assigned to a user, they will only be able to view monitors and
other analyses within ForSight.
If you have the 'invite users' permission access, you can only grant permissions that your username personally
has. (i.e. if you have 'invite users' and 'sharing', then you can only invite other users to have the permissions
of 'invite users' and 'sharing').
Additionally, if you have the 'invite users' permission, then you will be able to see the Team Members page in
the Team Admin area (if you are uncertain how to find the Team Admin area, read the articleUser Creatio n).
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Monitor Access: How to Delete or Resurrect a Monitor
Last updated: 2018-09-18T09:40:00.000Z | Online Version
There are a number of reasons to delete a monitor. The most common reasons are 1) The monitor is no longer
relevant to the research you are doing, and 2) You have reached your monitor limit and are trying to free up
space to create new monitors. You can delete a monitor at any time, but be aware that upon deletion, all of
the results that were collected as the monitor ran will be deleted as well. Before deleting a monitor, make sure
that you have exported any relevant data that you need to have backed up.
In order to delete a monitor, you need to have 'Edit' user permission. First, open the monitor you would like to
delete and click on the "Manage" drop down button in the upper right-hand corner. If you are a user with
"Create and Edit" permissions, the option "Delete" should appear. If you are a user without any additional
permissions, this option will not appear and you will need to contact the appropriate person on your team to
assist you.
Bulk Deleting Monitors
Bulk deletion allows users with Organization Admin user permissions, to select multiple monitors at once to
delete.
The monitor bulk delete feature enables self-service for deleting monitors in mass and provides efficiency
gains for managing monitor limits in account maintenance.
To bulk delete monitors, follow these steps:
1. On your account home screen (main monitor list page), to the left of each monitor title check off the box
for which monitor you would like to delete.
2. Repeat the above step until you have selected all the monitors you would like to delete.
3. Navigate to the 'Actions' drop down box under the 'New Monitor' button and select 'Bulk Delete'.
4. An in-product popup will appear and ask 'Are you sure you want to delete these monitors?, type 'Delete'
to confirm'.
5. When done typing 'Delete' click the 'Delete' button to confirm.
Should you need to regain access to the monitor for any reason after you have deleted it, please contact our
Support team. A resurrected monitor will contain all of the setup parameters and details, but the results will
need to be rerun. If you are working under a deadline, be sure to contact us as soon as you can. Keep in mind
that rerunning the monitor will take as long as it took to run initially.

Monitor Access: Sharing Monitors
Last updated: 2018-06-13T14:00:36.000Z | Online Version
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Teams have the ability to restrict viewing access of monitors to select users. A user with"Sharing " permissions
has the option of choosing which monitors people are able to see. To do this:
1. Click on your initials icon in the top right-hand corner of ForSight, select "Team Admin"
2. Next, click on any of the monitor types (Buzz, Opinion, Social) under the 'Monitors' tab on the left side of
the screen.
3. On the page with the list of monitors, you will see the option to the right called, 'Sharing.' Here is where
you are able to set who can view each monitor (this is done at a monitor-by-monitor level).
By default, a new monitor is seen by every user on the team. You would have to change the sharing
privileges for each monitor to limit the ones some users are able to access.
Sharing Monitors
There are two different levels of monitor sharing permissions.
1. If you have the "Create and Edit" permission, you have the ability to share any monitor that you yourself
have created.
2. If you have the Sharing permission, you have the ability to share any monitor that you can see, regardless
of who originally created it.
Below are the instructions on the different ways that monitors can be shared and what sharing a monitor
means.
(1) Sharing a Monitor You Created (Original ForSight only) To share a monitor that
you personally created:
1. Open the monitor
2. Click the “Manage” drop down button in the upper right-hand corner
3. Within the drop down, click “Sharing” to be brought to the Sharing options for the monitor
4. On the Sharing page, you can enter in the email address for any person you would like to share the
monitor with. An email will be sent to the user with a link to the monitor. (If the person is not already a
Crimson Hexagon user, they will be sent an email with instructions to sign up in order to access the
monitor you have shared with them).
You will also see a checkbox that says “Share monitor with all team users”. This allows you to hide a
monitor that you have created from the general Team’s view. If you uncheck this box, the monitor will
only be accessible to the original creator and anyone listed on the Sharing page.
5. Once you enter an email address on the sharing page, the user will be added to the Sharing page list.
Their Status will be listed as “pending” if they are not yet a user. Once they sign up, their Status will
update to “ForSight User.” As the creator of the monitor, you can also change the monitor-specific
permissions of the people you have shared the monitor with. You can give a shared user the ability to
either Read or Edit the monitor. To the right of the screen, you will see the option to revoke a user’s
access to a monitor that you previously shared with them.
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(2) Share a Monitor You Did Not Create (Original ForSight only)
If you have the Sharing permission, you will be able to do everything described above for any monitor that you
can see on any Team that you belong to. To do so:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Navigate to a monitor
Click the “Manage” drop down button in the upper right-hand corner
Within the drop down, click “Sharing” to be brought to the Sharing options for the monitor
On the Sharing page, you can enter in the email address for any person you would like to share the
monitor with.

Which Monitors Can a User See? (New ForSight)
If you have the Invite Users permission, you can view and manage your Team’s shared monitors from the
Team Admin page.
To access the Team Admin page:
1. Click on your initials icon in the top right-hand corner of ForSight, select "Team Admin"
2. Under the Users tab, select Individual Monitor Access. Here you will see a list of all users with the ability
to view monitors.
3. Click on Sharing next to any monitor to visit the Sharing page for that specific monitor and manage Team
visibility and individual user sharing access
4. Next to each user email address, you can view which monitors they can see by clicking View Monitors
5. You can also revoke a user’s access to all monitors that were previously shared with them by clicking
Revoke Access
Additionally, if you have the Sharing permission, you can view which users can see monitors at the individual
monitor level. To do this:
1. Click on your initials icon in the top right-hand corner of ForSight, select Team Admin
2. Under the Monitors tab, you will see a list of all monitor types: Buzz, Opinion, Social
3. By clicking on any of the three monitor types, you will see a list of all monitor titles for that monitor type
for that team. Next to each monitor title, you will see a list of actions. Select "Sharing"
4. This page will show you a list of all the users that can view this monitor. Here you can also invite other
users to view this monitor.
Which Monitors Can a User See? (Original ForSight)
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If you have the Invite Users permission, you can view and manage your Team’s shared monitors from the
Team Admin page.
To access the Team Admin page:
1. Click on the cogwheel icon in the top right-hand corner of ForSight, select Team Admin
2. Under the Users tab, select Individual Monitor Access. Here you will see a list of all users with the ability
to view monitors.
3. Click on Sharing next to any monitor to visit the Sharing page for that specific monitor and manage Team
visibility and individual user sharing access
4. Next to each user email address, you can view which monitors they can see by clicking View Monitors
5. You can also revoke a user’s access to all monitors that were previously shared with them by clicking
Revoke Access
Additionally, if you have the Sharing permission, you can view which users can see monitors at the individual
monitor level. To do this:
1. Click on the cogwheel icon in the top right-hand corner of ForSight, select "Team Admin"
2. Under the Monitors tab, you will see a list of all monitor types: Buzz, Opinion, Social
3. By clicking on any of the three monitor types, you will see a list of all monitor titles for that monitor type
for that team. Next to each monitor title, you will see a list of actions. Select "Sharing"
4. This page will show you a list of all the users that can view this monitor. Here you can also invite other
users to view this monitor.

What is a Team?
Last updated: 2018-06-13T15:04:51.000Z | Online Version
Depending on your subscription package, your organization may have the option to have more than 1 instance
(or team) at your disposal.
What does this mean?
If your subscription package only allows for one team (or instance), you will have one instance available to you
labeled as your organization name within ForSight. That one team is the command center for your monitors
and team members.
If you have multiple teams available, the Organization Admin can file a Support ticket and request each team
to be named however you desire. For example, if you are a large organization, you can have different teams
setup for each location, i.e. AUS, USA, UK or you can label these teams as your actual internal organization
departments, i.e. Communications, PR, Analytics, Executives, etc.. The Organization Admin will have access
to all teams and can invite other members to the necessary teams.
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Note: Within the Compare Tab at the monitor level, you can only compare monitors at the team level, not the
organization level. Therefore, teams cannot use the Compare Tab for monitors within other teams across the
organization.

Monitor Results: Crimson Hexagon
Volume Differing
from Other Social Media Analytics Tools
Last updated: 2018-06-13T14:04:25.000Z | Online Version
The volume of results that you obtain with Crimson Hexagon may not match the volume from other social
media analytics tools due to several reasons.
First of all, the method of data collection from different content sources may vary from tool to tool. With
regards to Twitter, we have access to the entire Twitter Firehose. However, we receive all other content
from either source APIs or third-party content providers, and have little control over the volume of content
actually provided to us. While we have a very comprehensive data pool, the coverage may be different
when compared to other analytics tools. Other tools may pull data from different sources, and their
method of content collection may also be different.
Our method of filtering data by language or location may be different than other analytics tools. If you have
applied location or language filters on your monitors, you may see a lower volume of results, as your
monitor will only return posts with identifiable location and filter out all other posts.
One main difference between Crimson Hexagon and other social media analytics tools, particularly in the
case of Opinion monitors, is that Crimson Hexagon has the ability to find very specific patterns in the
conversation. Instead of simply keyword counting, the algorithm will learn what the user is looking for
(through the trained posts) and return the relevant output. It will not return every post that includes the
keywords. Instead, it will consider all available data with those keywords, and sift through the
conversation to find the most relevant trends and patterns based on your training. Therefore, other tools
may return more data if they are simply just returning the number of total posts that includes your specific
keywords or even a total count of all keyword mentions, even though not everything may be accurate or
relevant.
Crimson Hexagon also has a number of systems in place to help our content be as useful as possible.
That means we have de-duplication methods that remove duplicate posts that we might collect. We also
filter out as much spam as possible so that it does not dilute the post pool.
So, sometimes you may notice fewer results in Crimson Hexagon, but think of it as being much more accurate!
The algorithm is mainly pulling in data that is relevant to your overarching business question, ultimately painting
the most accurate picture of what is going on in social media outlets.
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Release Notes: 2012
Last updated: 2018-06-13T14:22:55.000Z | Online Version
Release Notes: December 11, 2012
Klout: Influence Scores from the Industry Standard
Introduced a new major partnership: Klout scores are now a standard component of the ForSight. Klout's
algorithm analyzes more than 12 billion data points each day across multiple social media networks, as
well as several off-line indicators of influence. Since its founding in 2008, Klout has become the de facto
means of discovering and understanding social influence.

Better Team Organization: Tags with Colors
Each tag on your team can now have its own color. Simply click the color picker, make your choice, and
apply your changes. Team Tag with Colors
API Enhancements
Custom content sources are now listed individually
Added ability to show or hide excluded categories
Categories that are part of groups are listed as such
Added ability to get the number of documents by category
Added ability to get location information for Forum posts, where available
Added ability to get total posts within a monitor
Added ability to get author metrics (number of tweets, followers and following)
Added total potential impressions to the authors API endpoint
Other Enhancements
Added a 30/60/90 day renewal notification to the team
Compare Tab monitor list now organized by tag
Users can reset their password without contacting support

Release Notes: October 31, 2012
Enhancements
In this latest release you'll notice that we've reformatted the way ForSight displays information in the
Summary tab. The Volume and Source Breakdown information is now displayed near the top of the tab,
rather than down the right hand side.
We have also changed some of the terminology associated with the new Volume section to more
accurately reflect what's being displayed. The "Total Volume" section will now simply be labeled
"Volume." Also, instead of breaking volume into the number of "Opinions" and "Mentions," we will now
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refer to these as "Relevant Posts" and "Total Posts," respectively. These labels represent the same
information, we're just using a different naming convention.
The section previously labeled "Highest Volume Sites" will now be known as "Top Sites by Total Post
Volume." Again, this section contains the same information, we're just using a different naming
convention for the label.
In the Content Sources tab we have renamed the main data label. It's now called "Volume of Total Posts
by Source." Same information, different label name.
Bug Fix
On the Demographics tab we've fixed several bugs related to how the Author Locations Map displays
information. The Map will now properly display and label states and countries. We have also added smart
defaults to the Map so it will dynamically display US or Global maps depending on the specific regions
you've chosen to include in your analysis data.

Release Notes: October 2, 2012
Explore Tab
In the Explore Tab you will notice a new information alert near the top of the page for Monitors that exceed
10,000 daily posts. This alert explains the analysis methodology used in calculating results for Monitors
with very large numbers of new posts per day. Monitors with fewer than 10,000 posts per day will not
display this alert on the Explore Tab.
Team
Reminder: with this release of ForSight (October 2, 2012), the Classic Team is no longer available for
use. The new team dashboard highlighted in the September 11 release of ForSight is now your standard
dashboard.

Release Notes: September 11, 2012
A whole new way to monitor your monitors
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We've overhauled the team dashboard so that it's quicker for you to get the data you want—and get on
with your day.
The biggest change: tags have replaced folders as the main method of organization.
The new team dashboard allows you to filter by tag so you can see everything that's relevant to you.
You can also sort by the status, name, or size of the monitor.
new team dashboard screenshot
Features of the New team include:
User-defined tags to organize your monitors
Filters for monitor type, status, or custom tag
Team sorting by monitor status, name, or size
A monitor search bar
The ability to "star" important monitors for easy access
Quick summaries of monitor setup criteria, such as date range, content sources, keywords, and
categories
Fixes
Enhanced the ForSight Library's redundancy and recovery system
Enhanced administrative functionality to deliver faster turnaround time of support requests
Enhanced randomization mechanism within training
Fixed a bug that prevented users from filtering by certain sources in the Explore Tab

Release Notes: August 8, 2012
Welcome ForSight users!
If you're reading this, you've noticed the new link at the top of the page in ForSight and had the courage
to click it. From now on, the What's New section will provide an overview of what we're improving in the
product—starting with this What's New section.
Enhancements
The topic wheel in the Explore tab of a monitor can now be customized with different colors. You'll notice
that we've changed the default colors to a range of blues. But fear not—if you miss the old colors, just click
‘classic' and they're back. topic wheel custom color picke
Bug Fixes
Resolved an issue that occurred when trying to navigate to the Explore tab of a monitor that did not yet
have results.
Made a number of improvements to the handling of author influences in the product. The influence filter
in the Explore tab was not filtering properly—this has been fixed.
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Release Notes: 2013
Last updated: 2018-06-13T14:21:56.000Z | Online Version
Release Notes: December 21, 2013
Introducing New Monitor Type: Social Account Monitor
We are excited to introduce Social Account Monitors. This new monitor type enables users to analyze
activity related to a particular social account. This release includes the Twitter Social Account Monitor,
now in Beta. Please note that Beta features may change or break. We encourage you to try it out and
welcome your feedback!
With Twitter Social Account Monitors, you can:
Measure Retweets, @replies, and Mentions of a Twitter handle's sent posts
Measure the potential impressions of a handle's sent posts
Measure follower growth of an account
Explore Visualizations Include More Posts
The Topic Wheel, Clusters, and Word Cloud have been improved to load up to 1,000 posts by default.
Note: the Clusters visualization will use a random sample of 1000 posts from the total loaded.
Hourly Volume for Buzz Monitors
The Volume chart of Buzz Monitors now reports volume by hour. View volume by hour by narrowing your
date range to one or two days. Time of day is reported in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time).
Automated Sentiment Analysis for Additional Foreign Languages
Buzz version 3.1 adds seven new supported languages for Auto Sentiment analysis in Buzz monitors:
Arabic, Chinese, Portuguese, French, German, Russian and Turkish.
ForSight's Buzz Auto Sentiment now supports eleven languages in total: English, Japanese, Spanish,
Italian, Arabic, Chinese, Portuguese, French, German, Russian and Turkish.
Buzz 3.1 is an opt-in update; existing monitors will not be converted automatically.

Release Notes: December 1, 2013
Twitter Metrics Out of Beta
We are pleased to announce that Twitter metrics has come out of Beta.
Please note: Historical data is not retained from the Beta period. If you wish to see Twitter metrics for a
time period prior to December 1, you can reset monitor results.
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Word Cloud's New Look
In addition to a more appealing look and feel, the Word Cloud now highlights terms on mouseover for
greater legibility.
Facebook Page Management
It's now easier to target and filter for specific Facebook Pages from monitor Setup.
Pages and credentials are added through the new Social Account Management section, which can be
accessed from monitor Setup or, for customer administrators, from the Admin section.
Targeted Facebook Pages gather publicly available data from the Page starting a year back. You do not
need to be a Page Administrator to target the Page.
Targeted Pages will be added to Crimson Hexagon's Facebook content and accessible by everyone.
Volume Chart
The Metrics section of results contains a new Volume chart, which displays Total Volume for Buzz
monitors and Relevant & Irrelevant Volume for Opinion Monitors. On Opinion monitors, Irrelevant Volume
shows the volume of all categories marked as Irrelevant during monitor Setup, and Relevant Volume
shows the volume of all other categories.
Topic Waves Improvements
Topic Waves, in Beta, can now be exported as an Excel or image. Topics Waves is still based on a sample
of up to 10,000 documents, but it now projects the actual topic size beyond the sample.
Buzz 3.0
This Buzz version will include automated sentiment for Japanese, Italian and Spanish, as well as
enhancements to English. Buzz 3.0 is opt-in; existing monitors will not be converted automatically.
Export Enhancements

Release Notes: October 29, 2013
Topic Waves
We are excited to introduce Topic Waves to discover trends in social conversation using ForSight. The
Topic Waves visualization shows volume trends for topic clusters within a sample of up to 10,000 posts.
We are releasing Topic Waves in Beta. Features may change or break during the Beta period. We
encourage you to explore and welcome your feedback!
Export Full Twitter Posts
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Starting with this release, all exports of Twitter data from ForSight, including Bulk Export, will provide the
full content of posts for up to 100,000 posts per 24-hour period.
Export limits apply at the account level, not the user level, and are tracked on the Monitor list.
Keyword Syntax Highlighting
We have added syntax highlighting to keyword setup to visually diagnose errors in keyword construction.
Colorful highlights indicate correct syntax.

Release Notes: October 8, 2013
Introducing Twitter Metrics
Twitter Metrics, now in Beta, reports the top hashtags, handle mentions, and Retweets within your
analysis. Please note:
Twitter metrics will first appear in existing monitors the day after the October 8th release. To see results
earlier on the 8th, set a monitor to "Live Stream" or reset its results to backfill Twitter metrics.
Navigation Enhancement
We are excited to present ForSight's new navigational structure. This new layout changes the horizontal
tab bar to a vertical menu.
Twitter Impressions
We have corrected an issue with Twitter Impressions calculations affecting high volume monitors.
Welcome to the Crimson Community!
With this release, we welcome you to the Crimson Community. The Crimson Community crowdsources
ForSight tips and strategies from our community of users and from the Crimson Hexagon team and offers
product support through FAQs and searchable topics.

Release Notes: August 27, 2013
Workspaces Has Emerged From Beta
With this release, we are pleased to announce that Workspaces is now out of beta and formally launched
as part of the ForSight platform. We continue to improve the performance and functionality of the platform
by fixing several bugs and improving load times. Here are some of the specific enhancements you'll
benefit from in this release:
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We increased the number of charts you can load per Workspace to 30
PowerPoint export speed from Workspaces has been increased
We added great new Resource Center content about Workspaces use cases
We increased the API export limit for results to 2,500 posts per day

Release Notes: July 30, 2013
Improving Workspaces
With this release, we have continued to improve the performance and functionality of Workspaces. We
fixed several bugs and improved load times. We added several new aspects and abilities to Workspaces.
You can delete Workspaces.
You can rename Workspaces and edit descriptions after they are created.
You can set end dates to "ongoing," to keep the charts in your Workspace in sync with monitors set to
future dates or to run indefinitely.
You can export your Workspace to PowerPoint.

Release Notes: July 2, 2013
Introducing Workspaces
We are very excited to release a significant new feature, called Workspaces. Workspaces allow you to
more efficiently gain and share insights from social data by comparing and exporting multiple
visualizations in one location.
Resource Center Update
User-Controlled Delay of Nightly Analysis
In this release, we have enabled users to choose to delay nightly analysis. This will be useful to customers
using forum data, consumer reviews, and other content sources with known latency. Putting the ability
to specify a delay in your hands will mean that you can consistently run analysis after relevant content
has been collected.
Bulk Export Update
Bulk export will now return results directly from the export web page through the browser without delay,
rather than delivering results via email.
Release Notes: June 4, 2013
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Bazaarvoice Integration
We are very excited to announce a new integration with Bazaarvoice, which will enable customers of
Bazaarvoice and Crimson Hexagon to analyze consumer reviews and comments from product and
company pages managed by Bazaarvoice. We are excited to enable this additional way to gain insights
from your customers using the ForSight platform.
If you use Bazaarvoice and are interested in analyzing your Bazaarvoice customer data using Crimson
Hexagon, please contact your account manager.
That's all for now. We are hard at work on some new features that we are excited to show you later this
summer.

Release Notes: May 7, 2013
Live Stream
We are very happy to announce the addition of the Live Stream page in ForSight. Live Stream results will
be available to monitors with indefinite or future end dates, and can be enabled from the Run tab on the
edit side of the monitor. Live Stream results can be accessed both from the team dashboard and from
the monitor using the "View Live Stream" button or link.
Live Stream enabled monitors will update every hour, instead of once daily, allowing you to get more uptodate analysis.
Alerts
We have improved our alerts to give you greater flexibility. Along with our standard daily digest of results,
you now have the option to set alerts based on author Klout score, total and relevant volume, or particular
categories.
On-Topic/Off-Topic Template
You will find a new template in on the monitor creation page that features two categories: On-Topic and
Off-Topic. This simple, no-fuss template highlights one of the most popular and powerful applications of
ForSight's Opinion Analysis by helping users hone in on relevant conversation when keywords alone are
insufficient.

Release Notes: April 9, 2013
Resource Center
Located in the Help page, the Resource Center offers a dynamic training and learning environment for
Crimson Hexagon customers. The Resource Center includes audio and video demonstrations, printable
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tutorials, interactive exercises, and case studies. No matter what style of learning suits you best, and
whether you are new to ForSight or an expert user, it is our hope that the Resource Center will be useful
to you.

Release Notes: March 12, 2013
Language Classification Algorithm
Starting on March 12, 2013, Crimson Hexagon will classify language using our own proprietary language
algorithm. For posts before March 12, 2013, we classify the languages of posts using available metadata.
The language algorithm supports about 40 languages; for languages outside of that list, we will still rely
on metadata. In addition, if our language model is unable to determine that a post is written in a given
language with sufficient probability, we will use the metadata to classify the post.
There is no change to workflow or monitor setup, and this enhancement does not affect the language filter
UI improvements of the last release. Users may experience change in volume in their monitors.
Supporting Keyword Wildcards
ForSight users can now perform wildcard searches using "*" or "?". The key difference between these
characters is that "*" represents any number of characters (0 or more), while "?" represents exactly 1
character.
The keyword term "a*t" delivers the following matches: art, ain't, at, etc.
The keyword term "a?t" delivers the following matches: art, ant, act, etc.
The wildcard character can be in the middle or at the end of a word, but it cannot be at the beginning of
a word. In addition, wildcards cannot be used in multi-word keywords (e.g. "Hello T*m"), or single-word
keywords in quotes (e.g. "T*m"). Otherwise, they are treated normally and can be strung together using
Boolean operators (e.g. "iphone* OR (nexus AND b?d)").

Release Notes: February 19, 2013
Reviews
Reviews content is now available as a checkbox option under the Setup tab, alongside Twitter,
Facebook, Sina Weibo, blogs, forums, news, etc.

Release Notes: February 12, 2013
New Content Enabled for All Users
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Sina Weibo social media posts from China is now available to all users. Sina Weibo is now available as
a checkbox option under the Setup tab, alongside Twitter, Facebook, blogs, forums, news, etc. All
customers can now use Sina Weibo as a sample content source to access social media and consumer
opinion from China. The content we receive is a sample of Sina Weibo, which you can think of as similar
to our sample of public Facebook. The start date for Sina Weibo is October 1, 2011. We get about 5 million
Sina Weibo posts per day, which is about 1/20 of the total posts to Sina Weibo per day. The latency period
for Sina Weibo is about 5 hours.
We get a sample of Sina Weibo, but it is not a random sample. Sina Weibo content we receive is biased
toward VIP verified users and companies and users with high influence scores (similar to Klout or
PeerIndex).
Enhancing Global Language Support
We are undertaking a series of fixes and enhancements to visualizations in non-English languages. You
may notice improvements in the Explore tab visualizations for non-English languages.

Release Notes: January 15, 2013
Custom Facebook Wall Data
Users of Custom Facebook can more easily add new Facebook walls via the monitor Setup tab instead
of using an advanced Boolean logic "title:" operator in the Keywords tab, though the title operator still
works in the Advanced Keywords section for advanced Boolean queries. In addition, we have improved
the way we handle delays in Facebook wall content downloading, which will prevent one wall's delay
from negatively affecting another wall's download time.
More Responsive User Interface
We have reduced load times for user interface pages so clicking through ForSight should be noticeably
faster in many instances.
Explore Tab Enhancement
We've added a new indicator: the Explore tab now displays the percentage of posts that meet your post
filter criteria.
Non-English Languages
We have improved the way certain non-English languages are displayed in the Crimson Hexagon team
dashboard. We also added a predefined drop-down list to select the appropriate filtering of content for
the selected languages prior to performing an analysis. Languages not on the predefined list can still be
searched with the "language:" operator in the Advanced Keyword section.
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Release Notes: 2014
Last updated: 2018-06-13T14:24:23.000Z | Online Version
Release Notes: December 20, 2014
Setup Redesign and Quick Preview for Buzz Monitors
The Setup page for Buzz monitors has been revamped with a user-friendly new design and 14-day
preview of content volume and posts for quickly testing your search before running.
Improved Alerts
You can now see the post and author that triggered a Klout score alert without needing to visit ForSight.
Email alerts also contain a link to view the post directly on Twitter.
A New Crimson Community
We have redesigned our Community to make its information easier to find.

Release Notes: September 20, 2014
Instagram Social Account Monitor (Beta)
Track engagement on content sent from any public Instagram account using the Instagram Social Account
Monitor
Measure engagement metrics and followers
Analyze the sentiment of comments
Explore comments and descriptions of posts using Topic Wheel, Clusters, Word Cloud, and Post
List
Expanded Gender Data
Gender analysis now recognizes male and female names in Japanese, German, Chinese, Spanish,
French, Italian, Russian, and Portuguese
New Admin Panel
The admin page is better organized with a new tabular structure

Release Notes: September 6, 2014
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New Day and Time Module
View Twitter volume aggregated by "hour of day" or "day of week" to show periodic trends.
Optionally aggregate by authors' local time to identify patterns spread across multiple time zones
Instagram Hashtag Tracking
View a geographic map of Instagram posts for Buzz and Opinion monitors
Redesigned Post List
The Post List is sporting a sleeker look and now includes multimedia content from the social web
Reclassify posts that have been misclassified by the Buzz Sentiment algorithm
New Age Visualization (Beta)
View the new Age visualization in the Demographics tab for monitors with Twitter as a content source
Author Location map is moved out of Demographics to its own Geography tab

Release Notes: July 26, 2014
Improvements for Gender
Gender results are now displayed as a pie chart for easy interpretation
Miscellaneous Improvements
Facebook metrics now available through API
Small bug fixes

Release Notes: June 28, 2014
Segment Analysis (Beta)
Search for segments and save them to your segment list by clicking the "Segments" button in the top right
toolbar.
Instagram Hashtag Tracking (Beta)
See the top hashtags that appear in captions and comments alongside the monitor's tracked hashtag
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Near Search (~)
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Find posts with two or more words and phrases that are near one another
Administration
Keep track of Social, Buzz, and Opinion monitor usage in the information panel at the top left of the team
page

Release Notes: June 8, 2014
Affinities: Deeper Interests Information (Beta)
Content that interest group is sharing, including mentions, hashtags, RTs, images, articles, and videos
Influencers of that interest group
Gender and Geographic breakdown of that interest group
Instagram Hashtag Tracking (Beta)
Filter Instagram hashtag content by comments, photos and videos in Explore
Volume graph will show the daily net gain for the hashtags
Option to not download comments to reduce API rate limit issues
Historical data will not be downloaded when requesting a new hashtag
New Keyword for Gender
Build and run Buzz, Opinion and Social Account Monitors on a specific gender.
Input the keyword authorGender:M/F during setup
Gender information for Facebook, Forums, Reviews and Weibo is available beginning on March 8, 2014
Gender information for Twitter is available beginning on April 18, 2014
Topic Waves
Rename the automatically generated labels of Topic Waves to better convey its themes
Facebook Social Account Monitor
Add visualizations to Workspaces

Release Notes: May 10, 2014
Filter Explore by Category Filter

Explore visualizations and the Post
List to find posts of a particular
category
Add the Categories filter on Explore visualizations
Export Explore results filtered by the selected categories
Exclude Irrelevant posts from Explore visualizations and the Post List
Filter Topic Waves
Filter Topic Waves by such filters as category, geography and keywords.
Instagram Hashtag Tracking (Beta)
Export the Instagram Metrics graph to Excel and Image
Add the graph to Workspaces
Live Workspaces (Beta)
A Workspace can now be used as an auto-updating dashboard in full-screen mode.
Include Live Stream streaming posts
Re-label the names of visualizations from Workspaces, so that your colleagues can easily understand
what's going on
Visualizations automatically update as new data becomes available
Changes to Export Guidelines
In accordance with Twitter's terms of service, we have made some changes to our current export
guidelines.

Release Notes: April 12, 2014
Facebook Social Account Monitor (Beta)
We are excited to introduce Facebook Social Account Monitors, in Beta. Facebook Social Account
Monitors provide essential metrics on any public Facebook page, including Likes, Shares and Comments.
Instagram Hashtag Tracking (Beta)
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Perform Buzz and Opinion analyses on captions and comments from Instagram pictures and videos
tagged with specific hashtags.
See and export Instagram images in the post list
Track the cumulative count for a hashtag, so that you can measure the hashtag's popularity over time
Hourly Sentiment
Analyze a mid-day event with hourly Auto-Sentiment in Buzz monitors
View Auto-Sentiment by hour by narrowing your date range to one or two days.
Google+ Content
Settings Page
Manage content downloads, user credentials and whitelists/ blacklists through the new Settings page,
available to all build access users.
Manage all of your user credentials you have provided for Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and/or Google+
Manage all of your downloads for Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and/or Google+ Social Accounts
Create, edit and audit Twitter whitelists/blacklists
Status Page
View the status of your monitor to determine if its analysis is waiting for a Facebook page, Instagram
hashtag or Google+ page to download
"Ask a Question"
Ask a question, share an idea, give praise or report a problem through the "Ask a Question" button
Affinities
Sort the table by "relevance." The relevance score is intended to highlight interests that are both
relatively large and have a high affinity Toggle each label on and off independently
Export the bubble visualization as an image
Demographics
See gender visualizations for the Reviews content source, in addition to Twitter, Facebook, Forums and
Weibo

Release Notes: March 8, 2014
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Affinities
We made a lot of improvements to Affinities! With this release, you can:
Compare the interest affinities of one monitor to another monitor
Compare the interest affinities of two different time periods within the same monitor
Click on an interest bubble and see Explore visualizations and the Post List filtered by that interest Export
affinity table to Excel
Demographics
Filter Explore visualizations by gender
Filter Facebook content by location
See location visualizations for Facebook, in addition to Twitter and Forums
See gender visualizations for Facebook, Forums and Weibo, in addition to Twitter
Whitelists
Include or exclude content from a specified list of Twitter handles with Twitter whitelists and blacklists
Customer Administrators can create and edit Twitter whitelists/blacklists from the Admin Page
Apply whitelists/blacklists from the Monitor Setup page
Non-Twitter whitelists and blacklists are available upon request
Hourly Volume Graph in Buzz Monitors
Click on the hourly volume graph in Buzz monitors and see the Explore visualizations of that hour

Release Notes: February 8, 2014
Introducing Affinities
We are excited to introduce Affinities! Now you can discover which segments on Twitter have an affinity
for your topic.
Topic Waves and Twitter Social Account Monitor Bug Fixes
We fixed some minor bugs for Topic Waves and Twitter Social Account Monitors.
Other Enhancements
Top Sites now loads up to 100 sites.
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Release Notes: 2015
Last updated: 2018-08-02T09:57:33.000Z | Online Version
Release Notes: December 22, 2015
Tracking Monitor Usage per Organization
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Users with the Organization Admin permission can now view and track their Organization's monitor limits
and usage.
This gives Organization Admin users the ability to manage monitor usage more effectively.
Solves visibility challenges in regards to monitor consumption.
Learn more

Release Notes: December 9, 2015
Monitors Set to Live Stream Will Update Every 15 Minutes
Monitors with Live Stream enabled will now update every 15 minutes (previously updated every hour).
New policy: Any Live Stream monitors that are not accessed in ForSight or through the API for seven
days will be automatically reverted back to nightly analysis and the Live Stream Page will no longer be
accessible.
Monitors that automatically disable Live Stream after seven days of user inactivity can be re-enabled for
Live Stream at any time.
Live Stream monitors with alerts configured will not be affected by this policy.
Learn more.

Monitor Templates Now in Open Beta
Users now have the ability to save a template of Setup parameters for quick monitor creation.
This feature allows for faster monitor creation for organizations that generally configure their monitors
with the same content sources, filters, languages, and more.
Please note: This feature is currently in Beta, and therefore it is subject to change, break or go away.
Learn more.

Release Notes: October 17, 2015
Changes to Crimson Hexagon Nomenclature
Dashboards will now be referred to as "Teams"
Accounts will now be referred to as "Organizations"
New User Permissions
The following options will be available to users with specific Admin level permissions throughout ForSight.
Invite any individual to view or edit monitors across all Teams associated with your Organization.
Customize each user’s permission set, toggle their ability to use social properties, edit/share monitors,
or manage/invite other users.
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Completely customize new users - from a very limited view of just one monitor to a permission set as
advanced as your own - and all without any Support intervention necessary!
You can find out more by reading these related articles:
Inviting Users to Crimson Hexagon
Managing User Permissions
Sharing Monitors
Managing Teams
Updates to Our ForSight UI
In recent weeks, you may have noticed that ForSight received a makeover to directly align with our new
branding. We're excited about the changes and hope that you like it as well.

Release Notes: August 7, 2015
Quick Filters
Experience a simpler design in Explore filters for improved usability
Monitor Sub-Filtering (Beta)
Create Sub-Filters by Keywords, Time, Content Sources, Categories, Gender, Languages, Locations,
Authors, Author Influence, Author Interests, or Post Type within existing monitors for a faster path to
insights
Gain deeper, more granular views within your monitor’s subject of analysis
Tumblr Custom Segments (Beta)
Create a segment from (1) a custom list of Tumblr blog names OR (2) Tumblr blog names that have
used the search terms of an existing monitor
Measure how frequently this group of authors uses tags and reblogs and compare to Tumblr overall
Learn when this group of authors is active on Tumblr with day and time metrics
Discover the most used tags and the most reblogged content by this group

Release Notes: July 10, 2015
Analysis improvements in low volume Monitors
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Analysis improvements on low volume Opinion monitors
Users will not be prompted with previously recurring ‘250’ error messages
In the past, ForSight displayed an error message when attempting to run analysis on low volume
Monitors. Given the lifting of this volume restriction, users will no longer experience error messages
when there are fewer than 250 documents in one day.
Prior to July 10, 2015, Opinion monitors using our BrightView algorithm to analyze low volume conversations
required at least 250 documents in order to run and display results. To calculate BrightView trends over time,
we also applied a rolling average to days with fewer than 250 documents.
Beginning July 10, 2015, Opinion monitors using BrightView may be run when volume is lower than 250 posts.
BrightView trends will now be calculated on a per-day basis without using a rolling average. To apply these
changes historically, please reset your monitor(s), but know that resets will affect results. In instances where
our rolling average approach was once applied, you will now see more dynamic results and improved validity
of analysis.
Tumblr Earned Metrics
With the Addition of the Tumblr data source, discover engaging content via Top Tags, Top Notes, Likes,
and Reblogs
Export visualizations of newfound Tumblr insights from Workspaces to Powerpoint
Access Tumblr post URLs, date and author information through the Crimson Hexagon API
Segments upgrades
Segments summary tab now provides a review of new engagement metrics for photos, videos and
articles
Visualize hashtags and handle mentions trending over time

Release Notes: June 6, 2015
Geography Enhancements:
There are several new geolocation API endpoints that can now be utilized. For more information, please
read our API documentation.

Release Notes: May 16, 2015
Geography Enhancements Include
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maps in your report by adding to
Workspaces and exporting the
visualizations from Workspaces to
PowerPoint
Gain new Geo-level visibility into Facebook, Forums, Blogs and News content sources
Improvements effectively retire the old Geography tab
Monitor Setup Filtering
Filter by Gender and Author Interests to speed your path to insight
Age and Ethnicity Demographics
Select to view your audience along age and ethnicity* demographic breakdowns (*US only)
Widening of the User Interface
Experience a more modern look and feel on 1024px and 1280px screen sizes
Dutch Auto-sentiment
Analyze auto-sentiment in the Dutch language
Segments – Summary tab (Beta)
Visualize engagement and behavior across Segments with Retweets, replies, and hashtags in aggregate
views.
Segments Enhancements (Beta)
Explore new day and time visualizations within Segments
Custom Segments Enhancements (Beta)
Gain a global view of Custom Segments with non-English content

Release Notes: April 11, 2015
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Training Opinion Monitors: Filtering
Quickly filter posts by keyword search or date range within the training interface
Regionalized Maps (Beta)
Improved, simplified User Interface and workflow
API Enhancements
Additional endpoints contributing to an improved experience. For full update, visit our complete API
Documentation

Release Notes - March 21, 2015
Enhanced Geography (Beta)
Use new location filters to build monitors or filter Explore visualizations on region and city level for Twitter
data
Gain a complete historical view of Twitter conversations' geographical distribution
Filter Post List excel export by new location fields

Release Notes - February 21, 2015
New Setup for Opinion Monitors
With a redesigned setup process, building an Opinion monitor is now more efficient.
Create and run your monitor before training posts
From the BrightView tab of results, train categories from a list of posts
Custom Segments (Beta)
Create your own Segment based on followers of a Twitter account, a list of Twitter authors, or Twitter
authors from an existing monitor
Enhanced Geography (Beta)
Switch among different display modes in full-screen mode
Gain quick insights from the quantitative information displayed in the sortable table right below the map
Export the quantitative information displayed in the table to Excel
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Release Notes - January 17, 2015
Team-Wide Alerts
Send alerts that contain full posts to any team members, even to those who do not have ForSight access.
Create alerts from monitor setup and manage existing alerts from the Settings page.
Enhanced Geography (Beta)
See the distribution of a conversation at a region, city, and street level in any country around the world.
To view this visualization, please include Twitter and/or Instagram as a content source. Twitter is
supported as of September, 2014. Instagram is supported as of November, 2014.

Release Notes: 2016
Last updated: 2018-06-28T15:19:26.000Z | Online Version
Release Notes: December 23, 2016
Dashboards
Create collections of meaningful metrics and track multiple Monitors ‘at-a-glance’
Add customizable visualizations from multiple monitors and share insights with anyone on your team
Learn more

Release Notes: October 18, 2016
Exclude Terms from Sentiment Analysis for Buzz Monitors
Keywords and phrases can be excluded from auto sentiment analysis for buzz monitors
This feature enhances your ability to get more accurate sentiment analysis by enabling you to exclude
the terms you know are likely to skew the auto-sentiment. Learn more
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Release Notes: October 13, 2016
Daily Moments
Identifies usage patterns of common phrases in conversations by time of day in Buzz and Opinion
Monitors in ForSight to compare engagement on intervals of morning, mid-day, evening and late night
Utilizes Crimson Hexagon’s advanced phrase detection technology
Learn more

Release Notes: September 30, 2016
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Instagram Volume Methodology Change
Beginning October 5, 2016, the volume number for Instagram posts will be the actual posts collected
rather than the volume change over the previous day’s volume.
Monitors analyzing Instagram data will need to be reset to make historical Instagram volume consistent
with the new methodology Learn More

Release Notes: August 9, 2016
Emotion Analysis
Uncover a layer of deeper contextual meaning beyond basic positive and negative net sentiment
Analyze emotions of anger, fear, disgust, joy, surprise and sadness available in Buzz Monitor and Social
Account Monitor analyses
Learn more

'Emotion' Filter
Added to Sub-Filters and Quick Filters for adjusted monitor analysis and updating visualizations Can
now filter monitors for emotions such as anger, fear, disgust, joy, surprise and sadness in Buzz monitor
analyses Learn more

Release Notes: August 5, 2016
Facebook API Connections
All data will now be retrieved by using the Graph API v2.6
We expect minimal user impact as a result of these changes
Learn more

Release Notes: June 30, 2016
ForSight Sampling Enhancement
Sampling methodology has been enhanced to improve post range of sampling
This enhancement may affect post volume data in monitor results and will alter the ForSight identification
of top Authors Learn more
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Release Notes: June 23, 2016
Bulk Deletion
Users are now able to select and delete multiple monitors at once
Learn more

Release Notes: March 15, 2016
VK Keywords in Open Beta
VK content has been added to the content library, expanding the depth and breadth of international
coverage
Users can now analyze targeted keyword data from the largest social network in Russia and Eastern
Europe, and gain visibility into entirely new global consumer segments
Learn more
Please note: This feature is currently in Beta, and therefore is subject to change, break or go away.

Release Notes: February 22, 2016
Image Analysis (Logo Recognition)
Users with 'edit' permissions will now be able to build monitors to include logo recognition
Extends social analysis beyond mere text to capture visual mentions
Users can build logo detection capabilities into monitors for over 500 brands
Learn more

Tracking Monitor Usage
Last updated: 2018-11-23T18:19:00.000Z | Online Version
Users with organization admin permissions have the ability to view and manage their organization's Monitor
usage and limits.
This feature allows organization admins to better manage monitor consumption by viewing team limits and
usage.
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To track monitor usage:
Navigate to the 'Team Admin' page
Select the 'View Usage' tab under the 'Organization Management' section
View Monitor usage by Team and Monitor type

If you need to adjust your organization's Monitor limits per team, please contact your Customer Success
Manager.

Two Factor Authentication: Overview
Last updated: 2018-09-18T09:19:27.000Z | Online Version
Two Factor Authentication is a supported security feature within the Crimson Hexagon's platforms. All users
have the option of enabling this feature for their account. To enable two factor authentication follow the below
steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click the settings cog-wheel in the top right corner
Click on your username from the drop down to access the "User Preferences" page
From the "User Preferences" page, select the "Enable Two-Factor" button
You will be prompted to scan the provided QR code to generate your verification code. In order to scan
the QR code, you will need a two-factor authentication application - Popular applications include Google

Authenticator (iOS and Android), and Authy (Mobile and Desktop).
5. After this has been completed, upon logging in, you will be prompted to enter your verification code. This
code can be found in the authentication application where you originally scanned the QR code.
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Note: If you try to access Crimson Hexagon from a different device, you will be prompted to enter your
verification code. This means that you will need to open your app to retrieve it. We recommend that you do
not delete this app once you opt in to two factor authentication.
If you are having any trouble logging in after having enabled two factor authentication, pleasecontact support
.
Adding New Mobile Devices (current ForSight)
The Crimson Hexagon's ForSight currently provides the option to remove two factor authentication associated
with a login. This should be done before* switching to your new device to ensure that you are not locked out
of Crimson Hexagon unnecessarily.
Below are steps to remove two factor authentication from an existing device:
1. Click the settings cog-wheel in the top right corner
2. Click on your username from the drop down to access the "User Preferences" page On the "User
Preferences" page, select “Disable Two Factor.”
3. Enter your verification code, then click “Save.” (This code can be found from the authentication
application where you originally scanned the QR code)
Adding New Mobile Devices (new ForSight)
The Crimson Hexagon's ForSight currently provides the option to remove two factor authentication associated
with a login. This should be done before* switching to your new device to ensure that you are not locked out
of Crimson Hexagon unnecessarily.
Below are steps to remove two factor authentication from an existing device:
1. Click on the team name initials in the top-right corner
2. Click on your username from the drop down to access the "User Preferences" page On the "User
Preferences" page, select “Disable Two Factor.”
3. Enter your verification code, then click “Save.” (This code can be found from the authentication
application where you originally scanned the QR code)
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User preferences screen where you can enable 2-Factor authentication in both versions of ForSight (above)
* If you happen to be in the unfortunate situation of reading this article after having purchased a new mobile
device and no longer have access to the original two factor code, please file a support ticket, and our support
team can address this for you.

User Creation
Last updated: 2018-10-10T12:28:02.000Z | Online Version
The 'Invite Users' user permission gives users the ability to invite, edit or remove members of a Team. If you
have this permission, you will be able to easily invite new members to your Team from the Team Members
page of the Team Admin area.
To invite new users, please follow these steps:
1. Click on your initials icon in the top right corner.
2. Select the 'Team Admin' link from the drop down menu.
3. You will be automatically brought to the 'Team Members' tab of the Team Admin page - here you
will see a button in the top right corner that says 'Invite User'. Click this button to open the Invite
User form.
4. Enter the email address(es) of the person(s) you would like to invite and select any of the
Permissions you would like this new user(s) to have.
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Note: You can only grant access to the permissions that you personally have. For instance, if you do not have
the “Sharing” permission, you cannot grant the “Sharing” permission to another user.
To learn more about each of the available permissions, please readManaging User Permission

s.

How Do I Add & Manage New Pages and Hashtags?
Last updated: 2018-08-22T09:45:12.000Z | Online Version
Targeted Facebook pages, Instagram accounts and hashtags, and Google Plus accounts need to be added
to a team in order to be used for analysis in a monitor. These can be added by 'Data Management' users
directly from the monitor setup page or by going to the “By Owned Media” section (for Facebook pages or
Instagram and Google Plus accounts) or the “By Keyword” section (for Instagram hashtags) of the Team Admin
page.

How to:
Add pages/hashtags from the monitor setup page:
1. Navigate to the setup page of a monitor
2. To add a new page/hashtag, click on the “Add new” button located in the bottom right corner
3. Click on the type of account or content that you want to add (make sure to look at the example
provided since it will show the correct format)
4. Click on “create account”
5. The account or content will be created and available for selection in the monitor setup page Add
pages/hashtags from the Team Admin page:
1. Navigate to Crimson Hexagon and click “Team Admin”, located within the user name initials icon
on the top right corner of the screen.
2. Go to the “By Owned Media” section to add Facebook pages or Instagram and Google Plus
accounts or to the “By Keyword” section for Instagram hashtags.
3. Click on the type of account or content that you want to add and then click on the “Add New Account”
button located on the top right corner of the page.
4. The account or content will be created and available for selection in the monitor setup page.
Disable/delete pages or hashtags that you no longer need to track:
1. Navigate to the “Team Admin” page.
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2. Go to the “By Owned Media” section for Facebook pages or Instagram and Google Plus accounts
or to the “By Keyword” section for Instagram hashtags.
3. Navigate to the desired account and click on “Disable” or “Delete” under “Actions” located in the
right side of the screen.
4. Confirm the action.
Important Notes:
Instagram and Facebook Social Account Monitors will begin collecting results from the day they are
created and not the date when the account was added to the team (For more information, please refer
to our Social Account Monitor: Historical Content article).
As of April 23, 2017, when using Instagram hashtags in a Buzz/Opinion monitor, you will receive up to
30 days of historical posts (or max 300,000 historic posts).
A disabled page/hashtag will temporarily stop collecting data until it is re-enabled. A deleted
page/hashtag will stop collecting data and it will need to be re-added to the team if needed in the future.
Keep in mind that monitors associated to the accounts or hashtags will stop receiving data once the
disabling or deletion takes place.
Due to Instagram access changes, Instagram Social Account Monitors are only available to the Instagram
account owners.For more information, please see the article Instagram Social Account Monitor Update.

Additional Resources
Monitor Abuse Limit
Last updated: 2020-02-11T09:37:44.000Z | Online Version
A monitor abuse limit has been enforced since September 26, 2019. This limit is in place to deter overly
resetting monitors as this can negatively affect platform analysis, stability and performance for yourself and
others.
The abuse limit is set to 10x your organization's monitor limit (Buzz/Opinion + SAMs) and is based on a 7 day
rolling window.
This means that if your organization has a limit of 10 Buzz/Opinion and 10 SAMs, you will be allowed 200
resets for each rolling window.
If you reset one of your monitors on Monday at 10am, then the window will be reduced once the next Monday
rolls around to 10am.
For information around your usage of this limit, please reach out to your Customer Success Manager.
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Twitter Metrics Update
Last updated: 2020-09-03T15:28:20.000Z | Online Version
We are changing the way that tweet deletions and Twitter account deletions impact metrics reported in
ForSight. Until now, aggregate metrics like Total Volume have reflected the total number of tweets ever posted
that match the monitor keywords. Now, those metrics will include only posts that have not been deleted. The
advantage of this approach is that tweets posted by deleted accounts (primarily bots, spammers, etc.) will no
longer be included in your analysis, dramatically improving the quality of your data.
In order to get a more accurate picture of Twitter content, and in preparation for the integration with Brandwatch
Analytics, we will no longer include deleted tweets in metrics calculated by the ForSight platform as of July 15,
2019.
For some customers, this may result in a change in volume in their monitors, which will occur only when the
monitor is reset.

Monitor Results Examples:
Before removal of deleted tweet metrics:
I create a monitor for Twitter for 2008 - 2019. It will include deleted tweet metrics in the count. We never
show deleted tweets in the Post List but they will be in the count for some aggregate charts.
After removal of deleted tweet metrics:
Resetting the monitor will give a count of only non-deleted tweet metrics. In the monitor for 2008 - 2019,
there may be a drop in total volume.
Note: The deleted tweets are purged about once a month. This is due to the amount of processing
power it would take to constantly update. When looking at the volume of the current month, the metrics
may still include deleted posts, until the purge is applied. When looking at a range older than a month in
the past, the metrics will not include deleted posts as the purge for that month would have already been
applied.
---------If you have any additional questions, please submit a ticket to the Support team by clicking the Contact
Support button found at the top of the Help Center.
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API Transition Guide [PDF]
Last updated: 2020-01-30T13:06:41.000Z | Online Version
These documents serve as a guide to take you through your transition from the Monitor API to
the new Consumer Research API.
Please click on the links below to download your copy.
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Analysis Guides [PDF]
Last updated: 2020-04-23T14:42:51.000Z | Online Version
To drive customer success and ForSight adoption, Analysis Guides were created to outline best approaches
for the top 5 use cases. These step-by-step guides aim to boost adoption among new and existing users, serve
as thought-starters, and provide a prescriptive playbook on how to approach different types of analysis using
Crimson Hexagon.

These guides cover:

Campaign Effectiveness Measurement
Comparative Deep Dive
Audience Identification Deep Dive
Brand Health Breakdown
Industry Analysis

Download your copy of the ForSight Analysis Guides using the links below:

Common Use Case: Industry Analysis
Last updated: 2020-01-30T09:51:06.000Z | Online Version
What is Industry Analysis?
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Industry Analysis provides insights about an industry as opposed to a single brand. For instance, an Industry
Analysis might include analyzing the fashion industry or the ‘fast fashion’ trend, as opposed to analyzing a
specific fashion retailer. Because of this, Industry Analysis is considered to be an unbranded form of social
media analysis. This form of analysis can help a company target new markets for growth, make informed
decisions for product development, and track industry trends.
How can I create a Industry Analysis?
Start by identifying a clear, targeted question that you are looking to answer. For example:
What do people say when they talk about this industry?
How has conversation within this industry trended over time?
What is the demographic profile of this industry?
Who are the key influencers in this unbranded conversation?
Through HelioSight, you can quickly and efficiently search for a top level overview of the industry’s audience
and conversation.
After identifying a clear, targeted question, go to ForSight to create Monitors. Create a Buzz Monitor using
keywords that include mentions your industry (e.g. ‘fashion’) or a set of brands that define your industry (e.g.
H&M, Forever 21, etc.), accounting for misspellings. Create a Buzz Monitor on keywords related to this industry
to understand industry trends, in addition to overall sentiment and points of interest. Track customer
engagement with major companies within the industry’s social media accounts through Social Account
Monitors. You can also create an Opinion Monitor for tracking custom themes in conversation.
Finally, track your industry in a Dashboard. By placing content from your Monitors within a Dashboard, you
can compare volume, audiences and topics of conversation across an industry over time.
Additional Resources
The Crimson Hexagon Professional Services team has created comprehensive step-by-step guides that
outline how to best approach the top 5 analysis use cases. For a deeper dive into creating a comprehensive
Industry Analysis within Forsight, download the Industry Analysis Guide.

Common Use Case: Comparative Analysis
Last updated: 2020-01-30T09:51:06.000Z | Online Version
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What is Comparative Analysis?
Comparative Analysis provides insights on two or more brands. This set of brands can include competitors
within a market or related brands that share an industry, brand attributes or other commonalities. This form of
analysis can help a company identify its position within a market, as well as understand which brands are
leading conversations, their proportions in share of voice, and how they are engaging customers.

How can I create a Comparative Analysis?
Start by identifying a clear, targeted question that you are looking to answer. For example:
Which competitor is leading in share of voice, sentiment or another attribute?
How are comparative brands engaging on social media?
How do brands or products within my company’s portfolio compare?
Through HelioSight, you can quickly and efficiently search for a top level overview of each brand’s audience
and conversation.
After identifying a clear, targeted question, go to ForSight to create Monitors. Create a Buzz Monitor on each
of the brands you are comparing to understand how each has trended over time. You can also view each
brand’s audience breakdown, including gender, interests, and top influencers or filter the analysis to learn
more about specific groups of users. Track customer engagement with each brand’s social media accounts
through Social Account Monitors. You can also create an Opinion Monitor for tracking custom themes in
conversation: for instance the drivers of positive and negative sentiment for each brand.
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Finally, track your set of brands in a Dashboard. By placing content from your Monitors within a Dashboard,
you can compare volume, audiences and topics of conversation across brands.
Additional Resources
The Crimson Hexagon Professional Services team has created comprehensive step-by-step guides that
outline how to best approach the top 5 analysis use cases. For a deeper dive into creating a comprehensive
Comparative Analysis within ForSight, download the Comparative Guide.

Common Use Case: Audience Analysis
Last updated: 2020-05-22T18:41:55.000Z | Online Version
What is Audience Analysis?
Audience Analysis is used to gain a deeper understanding of the types of people behind a social conversation
and the content they engage with. Understand an audience helps a company create more relevant content,
target the best audiences for paid advertising and develop new audience-focused programs and products.
How can I create an Audience Analysis?
Start by identifying a clear, targeted question that you are looking to answer. For example:
Who has discussed my brand within the last 12 months?
What is the demographic profile of my audience?
What other interests does my audience have?
Who is influencing this audience?
What do difference audience slices have to say about my brand? Is there a difference between genders,
interest groups, or regions?
Through HelioSight, you can quickly and efficiently search for a top level overview of your audience and
trending topics. For audience analysis, focus on ‘Who is the audience?’ to uncover demographics, interests
and influencers. Apply a filter to see what a particular audience group (e.g. Females in the United Kingdom)
are discussing.
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After identifying a clear, targeted question, go to ForSight to create Monitors. If you would like to focus analysis
on a particular audience group (e.g. Males interested in Parenting), create a Buzz monitor and apply a filter in
Monitor Setup. If you do not know which audience group to focus on, create a Buzz monitor without an
audience filter applied. Explore the ‘Audience’ section of Monitor Results to learn about the demographic and
psychographic attributes of your audience. From there, you may analyze an audience sub-group by creating
a filter. To look more in-depth at the authors who influence an audience, create a Social Account Monitor to
analyze their social account activity. You can also create an Opinion Monitor for creating your own categories
around a conversation and using filters to target subsets of a conversation.

Finally, place content from your monitors within a Dashboard to track shifts and peaks in conversation or to
compare your target audience with other brands. Consider using a dashboard to track KPIs between multiple
audience sub-groups, e.g. Volume of Conversation & Sentiment of Females vs. Males.
Additional Resources
The Crimson Hexagon Professional Services team has created comprehensive step-by-step guides that
outline how to best approach the top 5 analysis use cases. For a deeper dive into creating a comprehensive
Audience Analysis within ForSight, download the Audience Guide.

Common Use Case: Brand Analysis
Last updated: 2020-01-30T09:51:06.000Z | Online Version
What is Brand Health Analysis?
Brand Health Analysis is used to evaluate the performance of a brand. Brand Health Analysis compares the
actual performance of a brand with a target of what healthy performance should look like. Targeted
performance may include KPIs on volume of conversation, sentiment, audience groups and more. By
comparing a brand’s targeted performance with actual, you can uncover problem areas for a brand as well as
unexpected opportunities.

How can I create a Brand Health Analysis?
Start by defining the criteria for what healthy performance looks like. Remember that indicators of brand health
vary between industries. For instance, the baseline positive sentiment of a brand in the airline industry may
be lower than that of the entertainment industry. It is therefore useful to set brand health targets relative to
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your brand’s past performance or to industry benchmarks (see comparative analysis). Next, identify a clear,
targeted question for how you would like to define brand health. For example:
Is my brand reaching the appropriate audience?
Is the proportion of positive conversation outperforming my industry?
What do people like and dislike about my brand’s customer experience?
Are topics of conversation aligned with my brand’s positioning?
Which brand features are most prominently discussed by consumers?
Through HelioSight, you can quickly and efficiently search for a top level overview of your audience and
conversations surrounding your brand.
After identifying a clear, targeted question, go to ForSight to create Monitors. Create a Buzz Monitor using
keywords that include variations of your brand name and associated products, accounting for misspellings.
From results, you can view how your brand’s conversation and audience have trended over time. Track
customer engagement with each of your brand’s social media accounts through Social Account Monitors. You
can also create an Opinion Monitor for tracking overall brand sentiment and breaking it down into categories
such as specific brand offerings, brand qualities (e.g. reliability or taste.), or drivers of positive and negative
conversation.

Finally, track your set of brands in a Dashboard. By placing content from your Monitors within a Dashboard,
you can compare volume, sentiment, audiences and topics of conversation across your brand over time. A
dashboard can focus on a single brand or, using comparative analysis, benchmark your brand’s performance
against a set of competitors.
Additional Resources
The Crimson Hexagon Professional Services team has created comprehensive step-by-step guides that
outline how to best approach the top 5 analysis use cases. For a deeper dive into creating a comprehensive
Brand Health Analysis within ForSight, download the Brand Health Guide.

Common Use Case: Campaign Analysis
Last updated: 2020-02-18T10:18:48.000Z | Online Version
What is Campaign Analysis?
Campaign Analysis is used to measure the effectiveness of broad scope campaigns by providing feedback on
advertisements, sponsorships, promotions and other marketing materials. This form of analysis targets every
part of the campaign lifecycle and provides consumer and conversation reactions needed to create a
successful campaign.
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How can I create a Campaign Analysis?
Start by identifying a clear, targeted question that you are looking to answer. Here are some questions that
you might ask during the different stages of your campaign:
Research & Planning: What is the industry landscape? How do people talk about the subject I am
promoting; what do they like and dislike? What is the audience profile of my promoted brand or product?
What content does my target audience enjoy?
Campaign Monitoring: How are my KPIs tracking? Is there activity that signals a problem or opportunity,
such as unexpected themes, influencers or audiences surrounding your campaign?
Campaign ROI: Did my campaign hit my KPI goals? Did it reach the right audience and generate
engagement targets? How much ‘intent to purchase’ conversation did my campaign generate? Did my
campaign shift attitudes towards my brand?
Through HelioSight, you can quickly and efficiently search for a top level overview of your target audience, key
influencers, and conversations surrounding your campaign’s subject matter. Common search topics include:
A hashtag used in your campaign
A campaign slogan
A celebrity endorser mentioned in context with your brand or product
After identifying a clear, targeted question, go to ForSight to create Monitors. Create a Buzz Monitor on your
brand to track how much volume your campaign has obtained and determine what content is resonating with
your target audience. You can also view the demographics of your audience, including gender, age, and
location breakdowns. Track customer engagement with your brand’s social media accounts through Social
Account Monitors. You can also create an Opinion Monitor for identifying key influencers within the
conversation and what interests align with your brand.
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Finally, place content from your monitors within a Dashboard to measure conversation throughout the length
of your campaign. This is particularly helpful for Campaign Monitoring in order to track the KPIs that matter
most to you in one view.
Additional Resources
The Crimson Hexagon Professional Services team has created comprehensive step-by-step guides that
outline how to best approach the top 5 analysis use cases. For a deeper dive into creating comprehensive
Campaign Analysis within ForSight, download the Campaign Guide.

Continuing Your Social Analytics Education
Last updated: 2020-01-30T09:51:06.000Z | Online Version
Staying sharp and honing your skills when it comes to data analytics is super important to being successful
with ForSight. That’s why we want to provide you with the top industry resources for you to take advantage
of.

Classroom Certification
Crimson Hexagon is working with Boston University’s College of Communications. They are hostingMakin g
Social Media Matter, a 3 day hand-on workshop from May 31-June 2 in Boston.The certification program i s
designed to equip attendees with the knowledge and skills to quickly analyze and visualize data from social
media platforms. More classes are planned in the future.

On-line classes
There are lots of vendors out there, including Springboard, Experfy, EdX and Coursera that provide social
media courses. These courses that can be audited or taken for credit.
Cousera: Introduction to Social Media Analytics. This is part of the Foundations of Marketing Analytics
5part specialization by Emory University. Leverage data and analytics to drive managerial decisions and
marketing strategy.
Coursera: Communicating Business Analytics Results. A 4-part specialization by University of Colorado
Boulder. Learn how to communicate analytics results to stakeholders who want evidence of analysis and
data.
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Coursera: Data Analysis and Presentation Skills: the PwC Approach Specialization. A 5-part specialization
by PwC. Understand data, apply data analytics tools and create effective business intelligence
presentations.
Springboard offers a highly rated Data Science Career Track (with a money- back guarantee if you do not
find a job). In addition, they offer workshops in Data Analytics for Business and Foundations of Data
Science.

Print Material
We are always on the lookout for content provided by experts in the field. Here’s a few quick and easy reads.
HBR Guide to Data Analytics Basics for Managers For just $19 (181 pages) you can read a wide range
of Harvard Business Review articles that will help you or your manager understand the numbers, make
better decision and help your present and persuade others.
MIT Sloan Management Review: Analytics as a Source of Business innovation (16 pages) Looks at how
the ability to innovate is producing a surge of benefits across industries. Free download.
Finding the Right Role for Social Media in Innovation (12 pages) This guide will walk you through the
benefits of incorporating social media into a new product and service development process. If you sign up,
you get 3 articles per month for free.

In-person education
There are at least 13 data science boot camp providers that offer courses in cities across the world. Here’s a
comprehensive list of the top bootcamps and a breakdown of locations.
Galvanize: 39 locations
Data Science Dojo: 25 locations
General Assembly: 18 locations
Northeastern U. Level Analytics: 4 locations
Metis:4 locations
Data Incubator: 3 locations
Insight Data Engineering: 2 locations
Bit Bootcamp: 2 locations
District Data Labs: Washington DC
NYC Data Science Academy: New York City
Data Application Lab: Los Angeles
Science to Data Science: London
Machine Learning Fellowship: San Francisco
SpringBoard: San Francisco
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Visit the Social Insights Center for more...
Last updated: 2020-01-30T09:51:06.000Z | Online Version
Check out our website for more case studies, whitepapers, industry reports, and videos to help you navigate
the world of social media insights.
Browse the library of social insights resources and find exactly what you need!

Brandwatch Consumer Research Training Videos
Last updated: 2020-06-13T14:12:09.000Z | Online Version
Please dive into our Training Resources by watching these in-depth videos to introduce you to the
Brandwatch Consumer Research platform and each functionality.
Our videos are divided into Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced levels and are based on your level of
needs in the platform. If you want to get to know all the functions, then we recommend you watch all the
videos across each level.

Beginner

Select a video:
Introduction to Consumer Research
Logging in and the homepage
Queries
Channels
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Navigating a Dashboard
Signals and Custom Alerts
Exporting Data and Reporting

Intermediate

Select a video:
Creating and editing a Dashboard
Dashboard Filters
Query Writing: Introduction
Query Writing: Creating a Query
Query Writing: Common Errors
Groups
Using and creating Lists

Advanced

Select a video:
Query Writing: Advanced Operators
Using & creating Tags
Using & creating Categories
Custom Classifiers
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